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The vocabulary of international trade, -which is large and still growing^
comes to us from, many fields.
Some terms are uniquely identified with trade: "bindings^^^ "General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade^" "protection," "dumping," "drawback," Some
relate to monetary matters: "balance of payments," "Euro-dollars," "liquidity,'
"special drawing rights," "European monetary unit." Others have been borrowed
whole from standard economic language: "demand," "growth," "gross national
product," "hedging," "comparative advantage." Still others relate to regional
groupings of nations, geographic areas, official agencies fimctioning in the
trade field, weights and measures, ocean shipping, major products moving in
world commerce. Abbreviations abound: "GATT," "FEOGA," "DISC," "SDK'S," "ASP,'
"EMQ," "LAFTA," "CAP," "LDC^S."
A few problems were encountered. "World price," though used constantly
in trade circles, apparently has not been defined in standard glossaries or
economic textbooks. The same is true of "trade negotiation." Definitions of
these expressions were developed in cooperation with Department of Agriculture
specialists. "Liberal," referring to trade that is relatively free, appears
to be of fairly recent origin. Older reference works use such expressions as
"free trade" or "relatively unhampered trade."
Brevity has been a goal, but some subjects--such as "common agricultural
policy of the European Community^' and "quantitative restrictions''—cannot be
treated both briefly and adequately. In the interest of understanding, some
related subjects have been brought together in a single entry; e«g., "ocean
shipping terms" and "tariffs, duties, and levies«"
The treatment does not pretend to be all-inclusive o Not listed are many
technical terms used in connection with cotton, textiles, grain, tobacco, and
other commodities ^ddely traded« Not included are economdc, monetary, and
political expressions having only a tenuous relationship to trade o
Some entries reflect developments through March 1971, hut most of the updating relates to meanings in use in late 1970.
This publication revises and replaces "Terms Used in International Agricultural Trade," FAS-M-152 Pevised, April 1907.
Far sale ly ilic S'jpcriii!-nc:-.if of Dxcr/nh, U.S. Givcr..;::..^ Tiin!:.,^. OZ:., V/c ihlrgfo^, D.C., 20402

A
Absolute quotas : Specified limitations on imports in a definite
quota period. Also see Quantitative restrictions.
Acceptance: Receipt by the consignee of a shipment^ thus terminating
the common carrier liability,
Tlie term also refers to the act of accepting a time draft or bill of
exchange. This usually is accomplished by the' drawee -writing ^^accepted*^
and his signature across the face of the draft or bill.
Access: Availability of a market to exporting countries.
access for a more complete definition.
AGEP:
ACM:

See Market

Advisory Committee on Export Policy (see).
Arab Coirimon Market (see).

Across-the-board (linear) tariff negotiation: A method of trade negotiation through which uniform percentage reductions may be made in duties on
major categories of items. It contrasts with the so-called item-by-item type
of reduction.
ACSA:

American Cotton Shippers Association (see).

Added value tax: An indirect tax on consumption^ also referred to as
a tax on value added (TVA). See Border tax adjustments.
Additionality: "in addition to normal trade." In its P.L. ^iSO transactions ^ the U. S. Department of Agriculture tries to make sure that they
will mean exports over and above those that otherwise might be sold for cash.
Adjusted c.i.f. price: A price used by the European Community in calculating its variable import levy on grain. See Common agricultural policy
terms.
Admiralty:
shipping.

Refers to maritime law, civil and criminal.

Also see Ocean

Admission temporaire: A customs device permitting free importation of
dutiable merchandise destined for re-exportation after manufacture or other
processing. The purpose of admission temporaire is similar to that of the

^'dra-wback; " that is^ to place the domestic exporting industry on a more
nearly eq.ual plane of competition with foreign industry by providing
free admission to foreign materials employed in export manufacture,
(Also see Drawback*)
Ad, val, or A, Y,;
levies.

Ad valoremo

Also see Tariffs^ duties^ and

Advantage3 absolute and comparative: "Advantage" refers to the
principle that a nation tends to specialize in the production of those
commodities that it can produce most efficiently^ and to import in exchange those commodities that it can produce least efficiently. The
advantage may be "absolute" or "comparative," The two types of advantage may be demonstrated with h;5rpothetical examples involving two goods
and two countries^ as follows:
ABSOLUTE ADVANTAGE

Production of one man in 1 week
U,S,
"Wheat

Great Britain

6 bushels, .ooo*o,,ooe3 bushels

Cloth, o • o o 3 yards.

o ... o • 6 yards

In this example5 the United States has an absolute advantage in
wheat; Great Britain has an absolute advantage in clotho Both countries obviously would gain by concentrating their production and
resource emphasis on the commodities they can produce most efficiently,
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
A new theory was developed by an English economist^ David Ricardo^
in 1817. It was later refined and elaborated by other economists. The
new idea became known as "comparative advantage j" sometimes called
"comparative costs," In essence^ Ricardo said that it is to the advantage of a coimtry or region to devote its energies^ not to all the lines
of production in which it may have superiority^ but to those in which
its superiority is greatest^ provided trade gives the country the opportunity to obtain other goods from abroad« Likewise^ the country that
has no line of superiority will find it advanta^geous to devote its energies to those lines in which its inferiority is least marked^ provided
the opportunity of trade with other regions is open to it. The theory
can be demonstrated as follows :

Production of one man in 1 -week
U»S,
Wheat

Great Britain

6 bushels

•o«o2 bushels

Glotho . • • o 10 yards, •••••••

6 yards

In this case 5 the United States has a greater advantage in wheat than
in cloth; for wheat the ^^cost ratio^' is 6 divided by 2 or 3«0^ wherea.s for
cloth the ratio is 10 divided by 6 or I.67. The U, S,^ comparing the advantages ^ would export wheat and import cloth. Britain^ however^ would
find that the cost ratio for wheat is 2 divided by 6 or 0,33^ whereas for
cloth it is 6 divided by 10^ or 0,60, Britain would have a greater advan«
tage 5 comparatively5 in cloth than in wheat o
The reasoning can be explained in another way:
In the United States^ 6 bushels of U. S, wheat would exchange for 10
yards of U, S. cloth« If it were possible to get more than 10 yards in
return for the export of 6 bushels of wheat^ the United States obviously
would gain by doing so. In this case«, 6 bushels of U« S. wheat would buy
18 yards of British cloth (6 bushels divided by 2 equals 3; and 3 times
6 yards equals I8 yards )s
Conversely^ in Britain 2 bushels of British wheat would exchange for
6 yards of British cloth « But if Britain could get more than 2 bushels of
wheat by exporting 6 yards of cloth^ it would pay for Britain to trade« In
this case^ 6 yards of British cloth would buy 3«6 bushels of U. S. wheat
(6 yards divided by 10 yards equals 0,6; and 0^6 times 6 bushels equals 306
bushels),
Adam Smith said in 17765 in WEALTH OF NATIONS 3 that trade makes possible an international division of labor which gives to each country an
opportunity to turn out goods it can produce most efficiently. Smith concluded^ ^'Trade which^ without force or constraint^ is naturally and regu«
larly carried on between any two places^ is always advantageous. « , to
both."
Advisory Committee on Export Policy (ACEP): An interagency committee
that coordinates policy problems arising under export control operations
administered by the Department of Goimnerce. (Also see Export control of
Uo S, agricultural products).
African countries and islands:

African countries and islands are

markets for U. S. farm product s «.«and they also produce some commodities
that compete >7ith TJ. S. output. Since I960 political changes«^and name
change s "--ha,ve come rapidly, llie following summary shows for each coun«
try of Africa (a) if independent^ the country or countries that formerly
exercised control and the year independence was granted^ or (b) if not
independent^ the country that now exercises control:
ALGERlâ^-France, I962; AlGOLA-^Portugal; BOTS^fANA (formerly
Bechuanaland)^-.UoK.^ 1966; BURUNDI««BeIgium^ 1902; CAMEROON^«France^ I96O;
GAIIAEY ISLANDS««Spain; CA.HF; VERDE ISLATOS-»Portugal; CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC"-France5 I96O; CHAD-^France^ I96O; COMORO ISLANDS«-France; CONGO^
REPUBLIC OF (Brazza.vilie)««France^ I96O; CONGO^ DEMOCRATIC RIJPUBLIC OF THE
(Kinshasa)««Belgium5- I96O; DAFIOMEY^-France^ I96O; EQUATORIAL GUINEA
(Fernando Po & Rio Muni )^«Spain^ I968; ETHIOPm^^«Independent since ancient
times; FRENCH TERRITORY OF AFARS AND_ ISSAS (formerly French Somaliland)««
France; GABON««France^ I96O; GAI^IA-«U.Ko ^ I965; GHA.NA««U.Ko, 1957; GUINEA«France 5 I958,
IVORY C0AST««France5 I96O; KEFíA««U.K.^ I.963; LESOTHO (fomerly
Basutoland)««U.K,5 I966; LIBERIA««independent since l8lf7; LIBYA««Italy^ I95I;
MADEIRA ISLANDS ««Portugal; miAGASY REPUBLIC or MADAGASG/iR««France5 1960;^
MALAWI (formerly Nyasaland)««U.?[. 5 I96I+; MALI^-France^ I96O; m-URITAHIA««
France^ I96O; MA"ÜRITIUS««U,K. ^ I968; MOROCCO««France^ I956; MOZAlvffilQUE««
Portugal; NIGER««France^ I96O; NIGERIA««U.K. ^ I96O; PORTUGUESE GUINEA««
Portugal; T^.WiION««France; ÎTIODESIA (formerly Southern Rhodesia)««unilater«.
ally declared independence from the U.K, in I965; R¥AITOA««Belgium^ I962.
SAO TONE 8c PRINCi:EE««Portuga,l; SEl^GAL««France, I96O; SEYCHELIES««UoK. ;
SIERRA IEONE««U. K./I96I; SOMLI PTJPUBLIC««U. K. and Italy, I96O: SOUPH
AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF««Ue K., I9IO; SOUTH WEST AFRICA ««Republic of South
Africa; SPANISH SAHARA««Spain; SUDAN««U, K. and U.A.R,, 1956; SWAZILAI^««
U. K.-5 1968; TAT'IZAJNIA (1964 merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar )««Tanganyika/
Uo K., 1961 and Zanzibar, Uo Ko, 196.3; TOGO««France, I96O: TUNISIA««France, "
1956;_ ÜGAIH)A««U, K., 1962; LNITED ARAB ^REPUBLIG (Egypt )««U.K., 1922; UPPER
VOLTA««France, I96O; ZAMBIA (formerly Northern Rhodesia)«-U. K., I96IÍ-,
AftOSa:
A, G, :

Foot«and«mouth disease (see),
Aktiengesellschaft (German).

Agency fee:

Corporationo

See Ocean shipping.

Agency for International Development (AID): This agency, x^flthin the
Department of State, carries out U, S. programs of economic and technical
assistance to less developed countries.
Through assigiment of technical experts as advisers to less developed
countries, AID helps build the institutions and develop the skills required
for sustained economic, social, and political development. AID obtains its -

h

advisers directly and througli contracts with Uo S. imiverslties^ business
firms 5 labor unions^ and other private organizations or through special
loan arrangements with other Federal departments and agencies.
Training is provided thousands of people from the less developed
countries. The trainingj, provided mainly in the United States^ consists
of academic studies^ on-the-job instruction^, and special programs—all
designed to prepare individuals to assume leadership roles when they
return to their own countries•
Congress provides financial resources to AID under two ma^or categories: (l) Development loans^ limited generally to countries that have
begun their growth process and require financial assistance for specific
projects5 and (2) development grants^ which concentrate on technical
assistance projects and social progress programs.
Under an investment guaranty program^ JJ. S. investors are protected
against losses from certain political and business risks. In addition<j
U. S. investors can obtain "Cooley'' loans of foreign currency generated
through the Public Law U80 program«
AID'S

programs place stress on agriculture^ healthy and education.

Particular emphasis is placed on transforming traditional agricultural methods into more productive systems through the introduction of
modern techniquesj, research^ and changes in national policy, U. S. produced food and fiber is made available under Public Law ^80 to help the
needy countries buy the time they need ,to get into position to produce
more of their own supplies. Specific elements of the food aid program
include sales for foreign currencies^ food for work projects^ emergency
and disaster relief^ and U. So volimtary agency and international organization distribution. Major health objectives are directed to the control
and eradication of communicable and debilitating diseases and the development of health training programs. Assistance is provided at the
request of individual countries in population and family planning programs^
including provision for medical suppliesj. equipment^ and devices. Emphasis on education is now directed to improved curricula^ continued
teacher training^ the introduction of educational radio and TV^ and increased cooperating country budgets for educational equipment.
Headquarters:

Washington^ D. C.

Agio: The difference between the real and nominal value of a currency^ as revealed by rates of exchange.
Agricultural attaches: Attaches (pronounced atta-shays)^ under the
administrative direction of the Foreign Agricultural Service, U, S.
Department of Agriculture, but members of the U, S. Embassy ^^team" in
their coimtry of assignment, are stationed at 56 posts throughout the
world. Their responsibilities fall into three major categories: (l)

Representing U. S* agriculture; (2) reporting on foreign supplies of agrl«
cultural commodities5 marketing opportunities^ agricultural policies^ and
related matters; and (3) developing and maintaining foreign markets for
U« S. agricultural products^
U. S, attache posts and countries covered are as follows: ARCÍENTIM
(Buenos Aires )««also covers Paraguay and Uruguay; AUSTMLlâ (Canberra);
BELGIUM (Brussels)—also covers Luxembourg; U, S* MISSION TO TIIE EUROPEA! COMMMITIffiS (Brussels); BRAZIL (Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo);
CANADA (Ottawa); CHILE (Santiago); CHINA (Taipeli^ Taiwan); C0L0MBL4 (Bogota);
CONGO (Kinshasa); COSTA RICA (San Jose)««also covers Panamia; DENMAKK
(Copenliagen)«-also covers Norway; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (Santo Domingo)«--also
covers Haiti and Jamica; ECUADOR (Quito); EL SALVADOR (San Salvador)-«
also covers Nicaragua; FRANCE (Paris); U. S, MISSION TO THE ORGAI\[IZATION
FOR ECONOMIC COOEERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (Paris); GREECE (Athens);
GUATEMALA (Guatemala City)«-also covers Honduras and British Honduras;
HONG KONG (Hong Kong); INDIA (New Delhi and Bombay)««also covers Nepal;
INDOÏNIESIA (Djakarta); IRAN (Teheran); IP^IAIID (Dublin); ISRAEL (Tel Aviv)«~
also covers Cyprus; ITALY (Rome and Milan); JAPAN (Tokyo); KENYA (Nairobi )««also covers Uganda; KOREA (Seoul); LEBANON (Beirut)-«also covers Jordan
and Syria; LIBERIA (Monrovia)«-»also covers Guinea^ Ivory Coast^ Senegal^
and Sierra Leone; MALAYSIA (Kuala Lumpur)"«also covers Brunei and Singapore;
MEXICO (Mexico City); MOROCCO (Rabat)«-also covers Tunisia and Libya;"
NETHERLMDS (The Hague); NEW ZEAIAND (Wellington); NIGERIA (Lagos )-«also
covers Ghana; PAKISTAN (Rawalpindi); PERU (Lima); HîILIPPII^ES (iMknila);
POLAND (Warsaw); PORTUGAL (Lisbon); SOUTH AFRICA (Pretoria)««also covers
Lesotho^ Botswana^ South West Africa^ and Swaziland; SOY.IET UNION (Moscow);
SPAIN (Madrid); SWEDEN (Stockholm)«-also covers Finland; SWITZERLAND (Bern);U, S, MISSION TO EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AlW OTHER üx^TER«^
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (Geneva); THÄIIAND (Bangkok); TRBTIDAD and TOBAGO
(Port of Spain)«-also covers Antigua^ Barbados^ Dominica^ French Guiana^
French West Indies^ Grenada^ Guyana^ Montserrat^ Netherlands Antilles^
St o Kitts-Nevis^ St o Lucia^ St. Vincent^ and Surinam; TURKEY (Ankara);
UNITED KINGDOM (London); URUGUAY (Montevideo); \^NEZUELA (Caracas); mST
GERMAITY (Bonn and Hamburg); YUGOSLAVIA (Belgrade),
Agricultural protection--^agricultural protectionism:
and Protectionismo

See Protection

Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 19g^, as amendedSee Riblic Law ^80¡ """^
^
"^
"^—™
AID:

Agency for International Development (see)^

AIM:

Atlantic International Marketing Committee (see).

Alliance for Rrogress: A development program for Latin America launched
AugusFT9SFat Punta del Este^ Uruguay^ by 20 of the 21 states^ Cuba ab«
staining. The Alliance for Progress calls for improvements in incomes^ rate
of economic growth^ trade^ land policies^ agricultural production and

marketing^ education^ public healthy housing^ and other economic and social
areas. The Latin American coimtries have agreed to commit their owi resources to the program and to make necessary reforms. The United States
has pledged financial and technical cooperation.
Alongside :

See Ocean shipping,

American Cotton Shippers Association (ACSA): Practically all cotton
merchants and cotton brokers are members of the ACSA^ which has headquarters
in Memphis^ Tennessee. Six area associations are in turn affiliated with
the ACSA.5 which has a great many associate members who are not members of
the cotton trade«-bankers^ steamship lines^ freight brokers^ insurance
companies^ warehouses^ et cetera. The area associations are:
Georgia^ Alabama, North Carolina^ South Carolina^ Virginia, Florida:
Atlantic Cotton Association, Atlanta, Georgia.
Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee:
Southern Cotton Association, Memphis, Tennessee.
Arkansas, Missouri:
Arkansas-Missouri Cotton Trade Association, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Texas :
The Texas Cotton Association, Waco, Texas o
Oklahoma ;
The Oklahoma State Cotton Exchange, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
IMew Mexico, Arizona, California:
Western Cotton Shippers Association, Los Angeles, California.
American selling price (ASP): The "American selling price" system of
customs valuation was established in the Tariff Act of 1922 as a means of
protecting the U. S. infant dye industry at a time when most dyes used in
the United States were imported. ASP valuation now applies to a group of
chemicals known as benzenoids, to rubber-soled canvas footwear, to certain
canned clams, and to an obsolete classification of wool-knit gloves.
Normally, where imports are dutiable on the basis of value, the duty
is applied to the wholesale value of the goods in the exporting country.
Under ASP, the duty is assessed on the basis of the selling price in the
U. S. of the competitive domestic product. Thus, the ASP system increases
the amount of the import duty, in most cases very substantially.
In the closing stages of the Kennedy Roimd a compromise agreement was
reached on a two-package approach for chemicals, one of which included re-.
moval of ASP subject to approval of the Congress. In the first pacKage,
other countries agreed to reduce tariffs by an average of 26 percent on
about $900 million worth of imports from the United States. The United

States reduced its tariffs by an average of ^3 percent on $325 million
■worth of chemical Imports from them. This agreement was not contingent
upon elimination of ASP. In the second package, ASP would he eliminated
and replaced by the usual valuation methods. In return, the European
Community and the United Kingdom would make further substantial cuts in
their chemical tariffs. In addition^ the European Community would signi«
ficantly reduce its road taxes, based on auto horsepower, which discriminate against U. S. auto makers; the United Kingdom would reduce tariff
preferences on tobacco; and Switzerland would reduce tariffs on certain
canned fruit o
Trade legislation introduced on behalf of the Administration in I969,
which was later debated in the Congress under the title Trade Act of 1970^
would have eliminated ASP. Two trade bills emerged in 1970o The Senate
version would have retained ASP; the House version would have eliminated
it. The matter became moot when the 91st Congress adjourned late in I97O
without enacting a trade bill.
Andean Group Agreement: An agreement signed in May I969 by Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The agreement calls for the elmination
between 1971 and 198O of all tariffs and other trade barriers among the signatory countries and for the implementation by 198O of a common external
tariff. The Andean group constitutes a regional sub-group within the framework of the Latin American Free Trade Association (see).
Anhydrous milkfat : Made from cream, it is combined with nonfat dry milk
to make fluid milk, ice cream, and other dairy products.
• Anti-Dumping Act of I92I; anti-dumping duty:

See Dumping.

• Arab Common Market (ACM): Made up of the United Arab Republic, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, and Syria« These countries have reduced or eliminated
tariff charges on a large sha.re of their mutual trade, but their restrictive systems are based more on quotas and other barriers than on tariffSo
. Arab World: Usually refers to countries that speak the Arabic language.
These include Morocco, Mauritania, Algeria^ Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Sudan,
Aden, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrein, Muscat and Oman, Trucial States,
Qatar, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan.
. Arbitration:

See Cotton arbitration boards o

• Arusha Agreement: An association agreement between the members of the
East African Community (EAC)—Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania—and the European
Community. It was signed at Arusha, Tanzania^ in September I969. It went
into effect January 1, I971.

ASEAïï:

Association of Southeast Asian Kations (see),

Asia: As used by the U, S* Department of Agriculture^ includes the
countries east of the Aegean and Red Seas and south of Asiatic U.S.S.R,^
including Japan^ Taiwan^ Ryuku Islands^ the Philippines^ Indonesia^^ Ceylon^
and the Federation of Malaysia.
Asian Development Bank: Established August 22, 1966^ to elicit significant amounts of capital from Asian countries as well as from outside
sources as a means of promoting Asian development♦
Regional members include Afghanistan^ Australia^ Cambodia.
China (Nationalist)5 Hong Kong^ India^ Indonesia^ Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, and Western Samoa« These countries have subscribed a
$623 million, of which Japan's $200 million is largest.

Ceylon^
Laos,
South Vietnam,
total of

Non-regional members include Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
West Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
and United States. These countries have subscribed $355 million, of which
the $200 million of the United States is largest, bringing the grand total to
$978 million.
As of December 315 19^9 5 "the authorized capital of the Bank was $1,100
milliouo The Bank had loaned a total of $139.7 million and committed a
total of $3»^ million In technical assistance.
Headquarters:

Manila, Republic of the Hiillpplnes.

Associated Overseas Territories:
ASP:

See European Community«

American selling price (see).

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN): Created in 196?' to
increase for a group of Southeast Asian nations their mutual cooperation for
economic development and security. The founding members were the Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. They have indicated their
feeling that real economic integration is not a practical possibility at this
time in view of the widely divergent languages, cultures, and governmental
and economic systems in the area.
Atlantic International Marketing Committee (AIM): A State organization
being developed by Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina,
which has the objective of expanding farm product exports from the mid-Atlantic
Coast area. No central headquarters had been established as of December I97O
but contact can be made through the respective State Department of Agriculture offices.

Australian Wieat Board: This agency handles the domestic marketing
of -wheat in Australia and export marketings of wheat and flour. It has
15 members^ 10 of which are grower representatives—2 from each of the
5 mainland wheat producing states.
Under legislation applying to the five wheat crops I968-69 through
1972-73j grower prices are guaranteed on a specified volume of marketings;
that is 5 all wheat sold domestically plus 200 million bushels of wheat
exports. For I969-7O the guaranteed price on domestic (food) wheat was
A$1.725 per bushel, and on the first 200 million bushels exported,
A$1.1^59 per bushel. (Par value is A$1.12=US$1.00o ) West Australian producers receive an additional payment of A$0.025 per bushel based on the
ocean freight rate advantage on shipments from West Australia. The
guaranteed price in 1969-70 was set at a level closely related to world
trading conditions and prospects^ and took into account International
Grain Arrangement price levels.
Under the Australian system, farmers take their wheat to elevators
designated as official handling agents for the Australian ^^eat Board.
Following delivery, farmers receive an initial payment, which, during
the current 5-year program, is A$1.10 per bushels. Over a period that
may exceed 2 years they receive additional pa^onents on this wheat mitil
full payment has been made. Farraers ■'onder this system may receive in
the course of a year payments from two or three preceding crops o
Australian Wool Commission: A stabilization agency established by
the Government of Australia under legislation passed by Parliament in
November I97O. The Commission will attempt to aid the wool industry
through a price support program for wool.
The Commission will operate a flexible reserve price system, a market intelligence mit, and a statistical service. It will enforce standards
of clip preparation for wool auctioned outside the auction system, set terms
and conditions governing the auction sale of wool, and control wool auction
sale rosters and offerings.
It will operate a price-averaging plan for wool, and a pool for wool in
lots exceeding three bales.
It will pay advances to growers, buy and sell wool outside the auction
system, or have wool processed if the class of wool concerned is being neglected at auction.
It will register firms operating outside the auction system and provide
a means of constantly reviewing the private buying and selling of wool.
It will cooperate with organizations in other countries in measures to
promote wool marketing.
Autonomous tariff:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.
10

B
Bagging3 cotton "bale:
"bales.

Material^ usually burlap^ used to ^/orap cotton

Baking quality; A term applied to wheat and flour^ indicating performance when made into "bread. If a wheat flour has the potential of
producing a loaf of good volume and good color^ grain^ and texture^ it
is said to have good baking quality. Important elements include protein
content and quality (including gluten quality)^ ash content^ dough
"strength^^5 and water absorption capability.
"Balance of payments (BOP): An accounting statement measuring the
value of goods<) services^ gold^ and capital exchanged between a country
and all foreign countries. The United States^ or any other nation^ has
(l) a balance of payments deficit if it sends abroad more money than it
receives from foreigners^ and (2) a balance of payments surplus if it
receives more than it sends abroad.
The United States pays other countries for imported goods of all
kinds and for services provided^ such as shipping^ insurance^ and accom.modations
for tourists. The U. So makes other outlays to foreign
countries for economic and military assistsince; for investm.ent; and
for private remittances^ pensions^ and other transfers o The U. So^ in
turn^ receives funds from other countries^ mainly in payment for merchandise exports and services^ mutual defense expenses^ investment^ and
repayments on U, S. loans.
A balance of payments deficit occurs when total payments to foreign
countries are greater than receipts from foreign countries. In the case
of the United States^ a deficit means the accumulation abroad of U, S,
dollar reserves5 part of which the monetary agencies of foreign countries
convert to gold. Persistent balance of payments deficits in recent
years have brought about substantial decreases in U. So gold reserves.
Between January 1^ I96O5 and December 30^ 1969^ U. S. gold reserves
dropped from $19.5 billion to $11o9 billiono The high point in gold reserves was $2^.8 billion in August 19^9«
Balance of pay:nents deficits can be corrected over the long run by
measures to increase receipts^ reduce the volimie of payments^ or both.
Among other mea.sures to improve the U, S. balance of payments^ the
United States is seeking to increase exports of both agricultural and

industrial products. From I960 through 1969^ overseas cash sales of
Uo S. farm products brought back to the United States $UU.6 billion.
Also^ features of the P. L, ^80 program enabled the United States to
avoid dollar outlays amounting to $2.5 billion over the 10-year period.
The gross contribution of agricultural exports to the U. S, balance of
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payments since i960, therefore, was $47.1 billion. This was offset by
agricultural imports amounting to $1+2.7 billion, making agricultixre's
net contribution to the balance of payments ^h.k billion.
Before the days of international capital markets there was little
difficulty in measuring the balance of payments. If a nation imported
more than it exported, it used gold to pay for the difference. If it
exported more than it imported, there was an inflow of gold. The deficit or surplus was measured by the change in the gold supply.
Measuring the balance of payments has been much more complex for
the United States since the end of World War II„ The dollar as well as
gold has been used as an international currency. As world trade increased
there was a need for expanded international liq,uidity~a need that was
met in part by the U. S. granting or lending dollars to the war-torn
nations of the world and through private investments abroad by U. S. businessmen. For a nmiber of years the balance of payments deficit was not
a cause of too much worry. However, as foreign countries recovered, a
number of their central banks began to accumulate dollars and to exchange
some of them for U. S. gold« As U. S. gold stocks declined, there was a
growing concern over the U. S. balance of payments position and the adequacy of the statistics that were being used as a measure of the problem.
The United States now reports its balance of payments on two bases:
(1) a "liquidity basis", which it had already been using for a number of
years and (2) an "official reserve transactions basis." The liquidity
balance can be considered, with some qualifications, to be the total
dollars held by foreigners. These dollars may be held by the central
banks of a foreign country, a foreign branch of a U„ S. bank, private
citizens, and others. No matter who holds them they represent under some
circumstances a potential demand on the U. S„ gold reserve. However, only
central banks of foreign coimtries can demand gold from the United States,
and in recent years the circumstances umder which they exercise this
right has been narrowed through international agreement. Inasmuch as
only central banks can request U. S. gold, some economists believe that
only dollars or other liquid liabilities held by these institutions should
be counted in determining the U. Sc balance of payments. Consequently,
the Uo S. balance of payments is now shown also on the official reserve
transactions basis.
However, there are technical and practical weaknesses with both
approaches and economists have developed several other techniques for
calculating the balance. These include a "basic balance," a "loss of
reserves balance," and a "net-worth balance." Under consideration for
inclusion in Government reports as this publication went to press was
the "basic balance." This would measure the net position on current
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acGo-ont plus ''nonvolatile^' eapital transactions ^ treating everything else
as financing items. In general^ there is no one entirely satisfactory
method of calculating the "balance. It is essential^ therefore, that the
details in the balance of payments accounts be considered as well as any
overall measurement.
Table 1--U. S. balance of payments, 196o~70.
Calendar year :

Liquidity basis

:

Official reserve transactions basis

Million U. S. dollars-

"

1960
1961
1962
1963
196)4

-3,901
-2,371
"2,20^
-2,670
-2,800

-3,^03
-1,3^7
-2,702
-2,011
-1,564

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

"1,335
-1,357
-3,5^4
171
-7,012

-1,289
266
-3,4l8
1,61+1
2,700

1970
1970

l/-U,715
2/-3,8l|-8

l/-10,686
2/- 9,819
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Excludes, or 2/ includes, allocation of Special Drawing Rights..

Balance of trade (BOT): The difference in value between a country's merchandise imports and exports in a specified period. The balance of trade, in
the sense of the difference in value between imports and exports, is sometimes
called "favorable'' when exports exceed imports and "unfarorable'' when the
reverse occurs. A country's balance of trade is only one factor—though an
important one--in its balance of pa^nirients.
Table 2 shows the U. S. balance of trade and related factors in recent years,
Bale cargo:

See Ocean shipping.

Bale (Cotton): Raw cotton, compressed, bound, and wrapped, A standard
bale weighs approximately 500 pounds, of which about Í48O net pounds is lint.
After ginning, cotton is compressed into bales of a density of 12
pounds per cubic foot. The bales are usually shipped to a public interior
warehouse for storing or for compressing to standard density— 23 pounds per
cubic foot if the cotton is destined for a domestic mill, or to high density—
33 pounds per cubic foot—if it is to be exported.
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Table 2 — U. S. Taalance of trade and related factors, balanceof-payments basis, 196O-7O
Calends.r
year

:
Total :

Exports (f .o.b. )
Noncommercial 1/ T Commercial

Trade balance
Ijiiports : Total
Cojimiercial
(f.o.b.):

-Million U„ So dollars
Total trade
19,650
20,107
20,779
22,252
25,^+78

2,0l+6
2,396
2,503
2,882
3,032

17,601+
17,711
18,276
19,370
22,i+l+6

ll+,7l+l+
Il+,519
16,218
17,011
18,61+7

l+,56l
5,2l+l
6,831

3,192
2,058
2,359
3,799

29,389
30,681
33,588
36,1+73
1+2,01+1

2,952
3,152
3,523
3,336
3,097
3,026

23,1+95
26,237
27,158
30,252
33,376
39,015
Agricultural trade

21,1+96
25,1+63
26,821
32,961+
35,835
39,856

l+,951
3,926
3,860
62I+
638
2,185

1,999
77I+
337
-2,712
-2,1+59
- dkl

i^,835
5,023
5,037
5,581+
6,350

1,377
1,1^5^^
1,1+23
1,538
1,630

3,^58
3,569
3,6li+
l+,0li-6
l+,720

3,89^
3,756
3,898

9I+I
1,267
1,139
l,5ifO
2,260

-i+36
-187
-281+
2
630

6,229
6,879
6,381
6,221
5,958
7,168

1,360
1,1+03
5,1+76
1,321+
5,057
l,2l+0
l+,98l
1,125
1^,833
1,115
6,053
Nonagricultural trade

5,02lf
l+,958
5,667

2,ll+3
2,.
1,929
1,197
1,000
1,501

783
985
605
-1+3
-125
386

10,850
10,763
12,320
12,967
ll+,557

3,965
1+,321
3,lf22
3,701
l^,571

3,296

l.l+,8i5
I5,08i+
15,71+2
16,668
19,128

669
91+2
1,080
1,3^1+
1,1+02

ll^,ll+6
llf,ll+2
ll+,ô62
15,321+
17,726

1^,01+1+
i+,090
l+,086
l+,l+9l
1^,^52

?>'

3,379
2,31+2
2,357
3,169

;20,2l8
1,592
18,626
17,1+10
1,216
2,^
:22,510
1,7^9
20,761
20,972
1,538
-211
:2l+,300
2,199
22,101
22,369
1,931
-268
127,367
2,096
25,271
27,91+0
-2,669
-573
2,515
1,972
28,5U3
-2,331+
¡=^u^
•iliSJJ
1 -911
32',962
34Ug9
584
-i'ppv
=112221/ Noncommercial exports are exports financed by the U. S« Government wi& International grants and credits; they involre no direct dollar outflow from the United
States.
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Baltic States: Latvia^ Lithuania^ and Estonia, Although the
Soviet Union has physical control of these coamtrles^ the United
States does not recognize their annexation. The United States continues to maintain diplomatic and consular relations with representatives of the last free governments of these countries o Latvia and
Lithuania maintain legations in Washington, Estonia has a Consulate
General in Charge of Legation in New York City,
Barley : Commonly referred to in the United States as a "feed
gralnT^^^ In addition to "being a livestock feed^ it also is used in
the making of malt« Barley is grown on a big scale in the Soviet
Unionj the United States^ France, and Canada.
Barter program:

See Exports^ U, S, agricultural.

Base price : See Common agricultural policy terms o
Basing point: A term used in railway transportationo Rates to and
from a "basing point are used in constructing through rates between other
points.
Basis : A commodity market term referring to the spread or difference between the spot or ^'cash" price and the price of the future.
Bearish and bullish: Terms widely used in commodity and security
markets. When conditions suggest lower prices^ a bearish situation
is said to existo If higher prices appear warranted^ the situation is
said to be bullish.
Bear market : A market situation in which selling pressure exceeds buying press"are over a considerable period of time^ resulting
in a general decline in prices.
Belgium-^Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU or^ in French3 UEBL): A
customs and monetary union which came into existence in I92I, Belgian
and Luxembourg currencies are legal tender in both countries o Also see
Benelux o
Benelux: A customs union agreement signed in 19^Í4 by Belgiim^ the
Netherlands5 and Luxembourg. (Belgium and Luxembourg had formed an
economic union in I92I and it continued to exist independently. ) Later
there were negotiations between Benelux^ France^ and Italy and discussion of their merger into a body to be called Frltalux. However^
Interest eventually shifted to plans for a wider union which, in 1958^
became the European Community,
Berth :

See Ocean shipping.

Bilateral: Two-party or two-country^ as a bilateral trade agreement
between countries. Bilateral trade agreements between two countries to
exchange specified products limit opportunities of third countries to trade
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with the two nations and are looked upon by the United States as a form
of nontariff trade barrier.
Bilateral trade agreements3 U. S.: 'Ihe non-GATT nations with which
the United States has bilateral trade agreements are the Republic of the
HiilippineSj El Salvador^ Honduras^ Paraguay5 and Venezuela.
Bill of exchange (draft):
Bill of lading (ocean):

See Uo S. export financing.
See Ocean shipping.

Bill of lading (surface transportation): A ''straight'' bill of lading
is a non-negotiable document by which a transportation line acknowledges
receipt of freight and contracts for its movement. The surrender of the
original straight bill of lading is not required by transportation lines
upon delivery of the freight^ except when necesseiry for the purpose of indentifying the consignee.
An "order'' bill of lading is a negotiable document by which a transportation line acknowledges receipt of freight and contracts for its movem_ento
The surrender of the original order bill of lading^ properly endorsed^ is
required by transportation lines upon delivery of the freight^ in accordance
with the terms of the bill of lading.
Binding-—Bound duty:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.

BIEU: Belgiimi-Luxembourg Economic Union (see).
Bloc countries:

Usually refers to countries of the Soviet Bloc (see).

Blocked currency and exchange :

See Exchange restrictionso

Bonded warehouse : A warehouse in which goods subject to excise teixes
or customs duties are temporarily stored without the taxes or duties being :
assessed. Security is given for the payment of all taxes and duties that
may eventually become due. Such an establishment is supervised by public
revenue officers.
BOP:

Balance of payments (see).

Border tax adjustments: Rules of the
and Trade permit border tax adjustments on
Exports may be relieved of indirect taxes^
equivalent to indirect taxes borne by like
permit no adjustment for direct taxes.

General Agreement on Tariffs
internationally traded goods.
and imports are tax.ed an amount
domestic goods. But the rules

The indirect taxes^ for which GATT rules permit adjustments^ are
generally considered to be taxes on consumption^ such as excise^ sales^ or
turnover taKeSo The countries of Western Europe rely heavily on such taxes
for revenue. The principal Indirect tax used by the European Commimity is
the ^'tax on value added" (TYA)^ which^ in early 1971^ had been adopted by
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France^ West Germany, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Belgium. Italy
has been granted a delay. Under TVA, the tax is invoiced separately on
each sale. Thus, a purchaser who pays the tax can, in turn, credit the
invoiced amount of tax paid on his purchases against the tax due upon
resale, which amount will be again sho^-m separately on the sale price
and paid by the subsequent purchaser, and so on. The TVA in this way is
designed to be fully shifted forward from, pirrchaser to pirrehaser until
it reaches the consumer—the last purchaser—^who absorbs the tax. If
the last purchaser is an exporter, his TVA tax cost is rebated when the
goods are exported.
In the European Gommimity, imported goods are taxed at the border
at a rate exactly equal to the rate applied domestically. For example,
if the TVA rate in West Germany is 11 percent, the imported product
similar to a domestically produced product is also charged 11 percent.
Inasmuch as there are no previously paid domestic TVA taxes to be
credited on imported goods, the entire 11 percent is payable. This 11
percent is passed on through the distribution chain to the consumer in
the same way as the tax on a domestically produced producto
The United States depends mainly on direct taxes for which, under
GATT rules, adjustments are not permitted. The principal Uo S. direct
taxes are individual and corporation income taxes at the federal level.
The U. S. uses border tax adjustments, therefore, only for a few excises,
These include manufacturers excise taxes on automobiles, tobacco, and
certain distilled spirits—taxes which are rebated on export, while a
corresponding border tax is levied on imports of such products.
Some U. S. businessmen and government officials argue that border
taxes constitute a nontarlff barrier to trade, tending to offset advantages the United States gains in tariff negotiations. The United States
has initiated discussion on the problem^ within a GATT Working Party.
A rather complete discussion of this subject is contained in an
article, ^^Border Tax Adjustments; Problems and .Proposals," in Law and
Policy in International Business, Vol. 2, No. 1, Winter 1970, published
by the Georgetown University Law Center, V/ashington, Do C«, 20001.
Also, two articles, one for and one against the value-added tax, are
carried in the November-December 1970 issue (Vol. ^8, No. 6), of the
Harvard Business Review.
BOT;

Balance of trade (see).

Bottom:

See Ocean shipping.

Bound duty---Binding :
Bourse :
exchange o
Box:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

A European expression for a security (stock) or commodity

See Ocean shipping.

British Commonwealth:

See Commonwealth—Brltish Commonwealth.
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Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN): A imiform method of classifying commodities for tariff purposes. The BTN—officially known as the
Nomenclature for the Classification of Goods in Customs Tariffs—^was
developed at Brussels in 1955 ^J "the Customs Cooperation Council. It is
supplemented "by a S-v-olume index^ published in several languagesj, for the
guidance of customs officers o
Although imiform tariff classifications and nomenclatures -were ori«
ginally developed to facilitate the operations of customs offices and not
for statistical purposes^ the BTN is the basis of published statistics on
imports and exports of many countries. In I960 the Brussels Tariff Nomen«
clature and the Standard International Trade Classification (see) were
modified slightly to make them more compatible.
The BTN system is used by all countries of Western Europe, Yugoslavia,,
South Africa, Australia, and Japan, as well as by many of the developing
coimtries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. A few countries, however,
use the Standard International Trade Classification rather than the BTN
in establishing their tariff classifications. Most of the remainder,
notably the United States and Canada, have individual systems based on
their respective tariff laws,
Brussels Treaty Organization (BTO):
Buffer stock agreement :
arrangement o

See Western European Union.

See International commodity agreement or

Bulgur : Whea,t which has been parboiled, dried, and partially de«
branned for latter use in either cracked or whole grain form.
Bulk carrier:

See Ocean shipping.

Bull market: A market situation in which buying pressure exceeds
selling pressure over a considerable period of time, resulting in a general
rise in prices.
Bureau of Customs3 U, S«: An agency of the U. S. Treasury Department,
the Bureau collects duties and taxes due on imported merchandise and bag«
gage, including countervailing duties to offset foreign subsidies, and
antidumping duties to offset unfair price competition.
Other responsibilities of the Bureau include the entry, clearance,
and report of arrival and the unlading of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft;
the prevention and detection of smuggling operations and the seizure of
merchandise, vessels, and vehicles involved; the exclusion from entry of
prohibited articles; the control of imports subject to established quotas;
the enforcement of the export control prograins to insure compliance with
the export control and licensing requirements of the Atomic Energy Commission; the allowance of drawback on exported merchandise; the customs
treatment of merchandise in foreign trade zones; the verification of import
and export statistics for the Bureau of the Census; and administration of
certain navigation laws,
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The 50 States5 plus the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico^ are divided
into 9 customs regions. Contained within these regions are ^1 subordinate
district offices under which there are 29O ports of entry.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. 0.

Bureau of Economic Affairs, Department of State: Handles such matters
as international trade policy, transportation and telecommunications, international monetary affairs, international resources and food policy, and commercial affairs and business activities on both a regional and global basis.
Headquarters:

Washington, D, C.

Bureau of International Commerce, Department of Commerce: Promotes the
foreign commerce of the United States and assists business in its operations
abroad. For a more complete discussion, see U. S. Department of Commerce.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. C.

Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Department of Labor: Advises on
implications of international labor developments in relation to U. S. foreign
and domestic policy, analyzes the impact of domestic policy and developments
on labor aspects of foreign affairs, and recommends operations to promote the
U. S. national interest in the foreign labor field. The Bureau provides resoiorces for assisting the Department of State; for representation on delegations and formulation of labor policy in connection with U. S. participation
in the United Hâtions Economic and Social Council; for participation in the
Trade Staff Committee and other interagency trade expansion activities; and
for participation of labor missions in the international trade fair program.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. C.

Bureau of International Organization Affairs, Department of State: Originates and develops policy guidance and support for U. S. participation in the
activities of the United Nations, the Specialized Agencies, the International
Atomic Energy Agency, and other international organizations.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. C.

Butteroil: A product made from butter, with nearly all of the moisture,
salt, and nonfat solids removed. It contains about 99-8 percent fat, 0,1
percent nonfat solids, and 0.1 percent moisture.
Buyer^s premiura:
B. W. I.:

See Coimrion agricultural policy terms.

British West Indies.
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c
Cabotage:
CACM:

See Ocean shipping and sub-entry COASTING TEADE.

Central American Common Market (see),

C,A,F^3 C»I>F,g et cetera:

See Ocean shipping.

Cambist: (l) A person -who buys and sells bills of exchange or who is
a specialist in foreign exchange matters o (2) A compendium of data about
the currencies of various coijntrieSj the rates of exchange^ and related
matters*
C & MS:
Agriculture,

Consumer and Marketing Service,

See U, S, Department of

Canadian Vflieat Board (C¥B): A q.uas i-governmental agency^ established
in 19355 that markets Canadian wheat^ oats^ and barley—but mainly wheat —
on behalf of producers in Manitoba^ Saskatchewan^ and Alberta^ and in specified areas of British Columbia and Ontario,
The marketing system works as follows: Commercial grain is put into
annual marketing "pools" by grade^ the pool period extending from August 1
of one year through July 31 of the following year o The Board then endeavors to market the grain to buyers^ both domestic and foreign. Unsold grain
is transferred to the pool established for the next year. The overall procedure insures a uniform per-bushel return^ excluding storage costs ^ to all
producers for each grade^ regardless of the time they deliver their grain to
elevators. (The flow of grain from farm to terminal is closely regulated^
some producers delivering their grain earlier than others, A delivery-q^uota
system is in effect; that is^ production above a certain level receives no
support).
In Canada there are two prices which act as price supports: The CWB^S;
initial payment to growers and the home consuraption price. Both of these
are annomiced each year by Parliament. (The initial payment has been used
since the inception of the CWB^ and the home consumption price was initiated
August 1^ 1969,) In setting these prices the government takes into consideration current and prospective demand^ prices5 and any other factors that
may be relevant.
The initial payment^ or support price^ for the 1970-71 crop year was
Can $1.50 per bushel^ the same as for the I969-7O crop year, (The exchange
rate on September 2Í|-^ 1970^ was Can $0.98lU=US $1.00.) Payment was liiïiited
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to GTO-allowed deliveries. This price -was for No. 1 Manitoba Northern
in store at Fort Willi am/Port Arthur^ at the head of the Great Lakes.
A deduction was made for handling5 storage^ and transportation depending on delivery point. This averaged about 22 cents per bushel. The
home consumption price ^ which covered all wheat for domestic human
consumptionj remained at Can $1.955 per bushel.
The Board5 in addition to being responsible for the marketing of
grain in both domestic and foreign channels^ works to develop new markets
for Canadian wheat. The Board also has authority to enter into longtime supply contracts with foreign countries and has in recent years
sold large quantities of wheat to some Communist couatries.
Headquarters:
CAP:

Winnipeg^ Manitoba^ Canada.

Common agricultural policy of the European Community (see).

Capital flight or flow: The movement out of a country of capital
(mainly short term) into foreign securities, gold^ or other semi-liquid
assets as a result of an adverse economic circumstance^ such as inflation ^ devaluation5 threat of war^ and the like.
Carcass weighty dressed: For cattle^ sheep^ and goats^ it refers to
the animales weight after slaughter and removal of the hide or skin^ feet,
head, tail5 most internal organs^ genito-urinary organs (except kidneys),
and slaughter fats. For hogs, part removal includes internal organs^
genito-urinary organs (except kidneys ), and slaughter fats.
Carcass weight equivalent: Dressed weight of cattle^ calves^ sheep,
and lambs; pork^ excluding lard^ is carcass weight equivalent of hog products minus an allowance for carcass fat rendered for lardo Edible offals
are excluded. The carcass weight equivalent is a common denominator of
meats produced, traded, and consumed.
Cargo, Cargo liner. Cargo plan. Cargo Rreference Act:
shipping.

See Ocean

Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA): This association was
formed May I96Ö by Commonwealth Caribbean islands to help increase trade
opportunities by freeing tariffs on selected commodities traded with each
other and studying other ways to aid regional development.
Members are Antigua, Barbados, Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, Dominica,
Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis, Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Montserrat,
and Jamaica. Nonmember Commonwealth areas are British Honduras^ the
Bahamas, and the British Virgin Islands.
Members, with the help of the united States, Britain, and Canada,
have established the Caribbean Regional Development Bank, which will
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finance multinational projects and promote public and private investment^
For agriculture5 tTie most tangible results of the association to date
have been some trading of Guyana rice and a small schooner trade in fruits
and vegetables^
Headq^uarters :

Georgetown^ Guyana^

Carrier: An individual or corporation engaged in the business of
transporting goods.
Carryover; The commodity a.vailable for marketing which is on hand at
the beginning of the next succeeding marketing year.
Cartel: An alliance or arrangement among industrial or commercial
enterprises in the same field of business aimed at obtaining a monopoly of
the market« Modern usage tends to restrict the meaning of the term to
international rather than to domestic trade*
Cash sales:
CCC:

See Export financing,

Commodity Credit Corporation,

See U, S. Department of Agriculture,

CCC cost (under P^L^ 48o): The gross cost to the Commodity Credit
Corporation of financing sales of U, S. agricultural commodities under
P.L. U80. This gross cost includes the value of the commodities^ ocean
transportation costs (including that paid by CCC and that financed under
the terms of the agreement )j interest^^ and storage cost.
CEAQ:

West African Economic Commiuiity (see),

CEMA: Council for Economic Mutual Assistance (see),
referred to as COMECOII,

CEM also is

Cental: A weight unit of 100 pounds avoirdupois. In Great Britain
this -unit is referred to as a ^'short hundredweight^^---in contrast to the
112-pound British ^^hundredweight/'
Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC): Made up of
Cameroon^ Central African Republic^ Congo (Brazzaville)5 and Gabon,
Headquarters:

Bangui, Central African Republic.

Central American Common Market (CACM): Comprised of Costa Rica^ El
Salvador^ Guatemala^ Honduras^ and Nicaragua. The common market worked well
for a time. However^ Honduras early in 1971 began to levy duties on many
imports from the other four countries at the common CACM external tariff
rates. The Honduran action followed the collapse of negotiation on longstanding common market problems and the outbreak of war between Honduras
and El Salvador in I969. Secretariat: Guatemala City^ Guatemala.
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Central bank: A central monetary organization^ controlling such
flscal^id monetary operations as issuance of money^ level of interest
rates5 exchange reserves^ debt fimding^ and the like^ The Bank of
England is a central hank*
Cereals : The edible seeds of certain grasses. The term also is applied
to the plant itself and to certain products manufactured from the seeds o
Cereals include wheat^ oats^ barley^ rye^ rice, millet, corn^ and sorghum
graino (Also see grains,)
Certificate of origin:
CET :

See Ocean shipping,

Common external tariff—but more common];y CXT,

Charter party:
"Chicken War":
cessions.

See Ocean shipping,
See Compensatory withdrawal or suspension of trade con«

Chocolate crumb : This product ^ also known as milk crumb and milk chocolate crumb5 is made by drying a mixture of chocolate liqueur, whole milk^ smd
sugar. It is sold in bar or coarsely ground form. It is used for milk chocolate coating and other chocolate covering uses.
CICT:

Commission on International Commodity Trade (see).

Cie^: Compagnie (French).

Company.

C. I. F.: Cost^ insurance5 and freight. See Ocean shipping for a more
complete discussion of this and related terms o
Citrus fruit:
and tangerines.

Primarily oranges^ grapefruit^ lemons^ limes^ tangelosj,

Class, wheat: The Official Grain Standards of the United States establish five basic classes into which the various U. S. wheats are grouped:
Hard Red Springy Hard Red Winter^ Dirr-um^ Soft Red Winter^ and White«
Clearing agreement : Agreement between two or more countries concerning
the settlement of trade and payments balances through the central banks of
the nations concerned.
Coasting trade :

See Ocean shipping.

Codex Alimentarius Commission and Codex Alimentarius : The Codex
Alimentarius Commission is an international body established in I963 by the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO),
It is charged with the responsibility of developing and establishing international standards for foods. The purpose of these food standards is to
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protect the cons-umer^s health, and facilitate world trade. Any government
that is a member of FAO or WHO may send representatives to scheduled
meetings and participate in the work of the Commission,
The standards adopted by the Commission are to "be published in its
official puhlication—GODEK ALH^dENTAEIUS• This publication will include
standards for all principal foods whether processed or raw^ for distribution to cons-umers. In U. S. terms ^ a Codex Standard for a given commodity
is essentially a combined standard of identity and minimum standard of quality.
These standards deal with composition^ minimiim quality^ adulterants^ addi«
tivesj labeling^ and related factors o After a Codex Standard has been approved by the Commission^ it will be circulated to member governments for
consideration. They may "accept'' it by modifying their own standard of identity and minimum standard of quality to correspond with the Codex Standard.
^Jhen a country "accepts" a standard it becomes mandatory for domestic or
imported products within the country. Acceptance ^ however^ is strictly
voluntary.
Much of the work of the Commission is conducted through its committees^
each chaired by one of the participating countries. The United States chairs
two committees—Food Hygiene and Processed Fruits and Vegetables. Other
committees deal with Milk and MLlk products^ Food Additives^ Pesticide
Residues^ Food Labeling^ Cicneral Principles^ Methods of Analysis and Samplingj Cocoa B?oducts and Chocolate^ Sugars5 Fats and Oils^ Meat and Meat
Products5 Fish and Fishery Products^ Foods for Special Dietary Uses^ Honey^
Fruit Juices5 and Q-udck Frozen Foods.
The U. S. Codex conta.ct point for coordinating work with FAO/WHO and
foreign governments is Ralph ¥0 Phillips^ Director^ International Organizations Staff5 U. S. Department of Agriculture^ Washington^ D. C. 2025O,
U. S. participation in the work of the Commission is headed by Codex
Coordinator George R. Grange^ Deputy Administrator^ Marketing Services^
Consimier and Marketing Service^ U. S. Department of Agriculture^ Washington^
D. C. 20250.
Coffee rust: A serious disease of the coffee plant. Being a fungus
it cannot synthesize its own food but must absorb it from the leaves of the
host coffee plant. As the fungus absorbs food and multiplies^ the leaves
drop off. This results in a reduction in coffee yields^ because there is a
definite relation between the number of leaves on a coffee tree and the
number of coffee beans it can mature« After several years ^ the affected
tree dies.
Discovery of the disease in Brazil in January 1970 has caused great
concern. The Brazilian Goverrmient has moved swiftly and energetically to
determine the area.s of infestation and to find ways of eradicating the
disease. Brazil*s concern traces to the fact that the disease hits Arabica
coffee--the type produced in Brazil and other Western Hemisphere countries —
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harder than the lower quality Robusta coffee^ which is a different species.
In many other countries affected by the diseasq^ growers have turned from
Arabica to the rust-resistant Robustao
Coffee rust 5 Hemileia vastatrix^ was noted over a century ago near
Lake Victoria^ in Africa. By IÖ70 it had appeared in Ceylon^ which eventu^
ally gave up coffee production completely and turned to tea growing. The
rust spread rapidly through India^ the islands of Sumatra and Java^ and
certain other islands in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Later it appeared
in the Philippine s 5 Mainland China ^ and Madagascar o By the early 1950»s
it was present in 32 Eastern Hemisphere countries. In the 1960*s it had
spread to five West African coffee-growing countries ^ including Aligóla.
Collector of Customs : In the United States, the chief administrative
officer of the customs district o He is charged with the collection of the
customs revenue and the enforcement of customs revenue laws. His responsibilities also involve administration of laws relating to the documenting of
vessels and to coimierce and navigation. (Also see Bureau of Customs.)
Colombo Plan: A coordinated program for the general economic development of the countries of Asia. Each country of the area prepares and carries out its own development program, with assistance from "donor" countries. There is no "master plan,"
The idea for the plan was born at a meeting of British Commonwealth
Foreign Mnisters, held at Colombo, Ceylon, in Januaiy 195O. The Plan
was put into effect in June I95I. It covers I8 recipient countriesAfghanistan, Burma, Bhutan, Cambodia, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea,
South Vietnam, Thailand, and Iran. By the middle of I969, the six major
donor nations, namely the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Hew Zealand, and Japan, had made available almost $30 billion in
aid, the United States contributing about 87 percent of the total. In
addition, recipient coimtries themselves have spent an estimated $6
billion annually in recent years on their own development programs.
Much of the U. S. aid in Asia has been accounted for by massive
shipments of agricultural commodities under Public Law kSO and by shipments of industrial equipment financed through loans repayable in
dollars. The United States also has been the major contributor to programs to boost food production and improve technical knowledge of agriculture, mainly through work of the Agency for International Development.
Combination export manager:

See Ocean shipping.

CQMECQH: Council for Economic Mutual Assistance (see).
referred to as CEMA.
Commercial invoice:

See Ocean shippingo
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Also

Conrniercial treaty: An agreement between two or more coimtries setting
forth the conditions under which "business among the coimtries may be carried
on. The treaty^ for example, may outline tariff privileges^ terms on which
property may be owned, the manner in which claims may be settled, and the
like.
Commingling: The storage or transportation of commodities on a mixed
basis. For example, grain often is stored or shipped on a mixed basis,
whereas bales of cotton or crates of apples may be identified by grade and
stored or shipped on that basis•
Commission on International Commodity Trade (CICT): An agency of
the United IJations established in 195^* Its purpose is to review world
primary commodity markets; submit periodic reports to the UN's Economic and
Social Council on its work; publish statistical reports on prices, terms of
trade, and other matters relating to trade in primary commodities.
Headq.uarters :

New York City,

Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy (Williams
Commission): This Commission, appointed by President Nixon May 21, 1970,
studies trade problems faced by the United States, assesses present U, S,
policies, and will msuke recommendations for future foreign trade and investment policies, ^^illiams Commission" comes from the name of the chairman,
Albert L. Williams, former president (retired). International Business
Machines.
Headq.uarters :

Washington, D. C.

Commodity agreement or arrangement :
ment or arrangement.
Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC):

See International commodity agreeSee U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Common Afro-Malagasy-Mauritian Organization (QCAM): Formed to reinforce cooperation and solidarity among the member states in order to accelerate
their economic, social, technical, and cultura^l development o Their first
economic act was to sign a sugar agreement. Members are Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Kinshasa), Dahomey,
Gabon, Ivory Coast, Malagasy Republic (Madagascar), Ifeuritius, Niger, Rwanda,
Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. All were formerly colonies of France, Belgium, or Great Britain, or were United Nations Trusteeship Territories o
Headquarters:

Yaounde', Cameroon.

Common agricultural policy (CAP) of the European Commimity: The
'^common agricultural policy*^ of the European Comimmity refers to the merging
of individual member country agricultural programs into a single program
that is uniform throughout the area. The CAP deals with agricultural prices,
structural improvement of agriculture, and both internal and external trade
in farm products.
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''Coininon agricultural policy" also is used in a narrower sense in
referring to the merger of individual country programs for specific commodities into EC-wide programs for those commodities—as^ for example:
"The EG^s CAP for wheat became fully effective on July 1, I967."
CAP regulations have been established for most farm commodities produced in the Communityo For grains and sugar the system is characterized
by support prices at levels well above world market prices^ by an elaborate
system of variable levies that prevents imports from entering below a minimum import price (which is above the support price )j and by export subsidies
and other measures to dispose of surpluses o Dairy products are also supported by intervention purchases of butter^ skim milk^ and some cheese ^ by
variable import levies and by export subsidies. Pork^ poultry^ and eggs
benefit from import levies and export subsidies^ but little or no direct
price support« The most important EC oilseeds benefit from support purchases ^ deficiency payments^ and export subsidies. Imports of all oilseeds and oilcake enter the EC duty free^ but vegetable oils^ other than
olive oil are subject to moderate protection.
For beef and veal5 an orientation or "guide" price is set. This is
not a guaranteed producer price but an average price considered desirable
for producers to receive for all their output under normal supply and
demand conditions. The orientation price serves as a benchmark to which
intervention prices and import levies relate.
Certain fruits and vegetables receive some support^ but generally at
distress price levels. Import protection for fruits and vegetables is
provided by tariffs and for the more important products by reference prices
which provide a basis for compensatory taxes on lower priced imports; export subsidies are available for some products, Olive oil receives support
(including deficiency payments) and protection comparable to that for grains.
There is no support or protection for fibers^ except flax and hemp^ whic?i
receive an acreage pa.yment. Tobacco is protected by import duties and is
supported by government purchasing and high premiums to tobacco manufacturers for the purchase of Community-gro^'m tobaccoo Export subsidies are
to be offered for tobacco. There are no production controls except for
sugar and in some vague form for wine o
How the CAP system operates can be illustrated by considering the CAP
for grain^ the EC's most important commodity categoryo
Grain price formation is anchored on the concept of the "target" price—
the price considered desirable and attainable. More specificallyj> the
target price for grain refers to the wholesale purchasing stage, f.Oob.
carrier^ not unloaded^ at an elevator in the marketing center of the area
having the largest supply deficit. This center is Duisburg^ West Germany^
at the confluence of the Rhine and Piihr rivers«
The target price becomes the basis for setting the "threshold" price,
which might be defined as the level to which the price of foreign grains must
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be raised for them to enter the EC, The threshold price is obtained bydeducting from the target price the transportation, handling^ and other
costs incurred between the port of entry nearest the marketing center of
greatest deficit and that center. In theory^ the threshold price is thus
the importeras cost price^ including the variable import leyy.
The ^Variable import levy/' in principle^ is the difference between
threshold and c.i.f. prices. The threshold price should thus be equal
to the levy-paid import price. Actually^ however^ a number of variants
may cause the le^-paid price to differ from the threshold price. These
include fluctuations in the levy-paid price of not more than 60 cents a
metric ton, quality differentials, excesses of actual prices over the
lowest-priced purchasing opportunity from which the variable levy is calculatedj time lags in calculation of the levy, and location.
The system is designed to favor Community producers over outside
suppliers. For example, corn from France laid down in Cologne, V^est
Germany, at a certain tlm_e in 1970, cost about $105 a metric ton. American corn could have been laid down in Cologne for a little over $67 a
ton. But there was a variable levy of over $38 a ton that had to be
paid by the importer. Thus the price of the American corn at Cologne
became about $105 a ton—the same as the French grain. The variable levy,
therefore, ^'equalized'' prices of French and Ainerican corn or, as some
phrase it, the variable levy "skimmed off" the price advantage American
corn otherwise would have. In so doing, it protected the high internal price for EC corn and, at the same time, stimulated grain production within the EC.
The real handicap imposed by the variable levy becomes evident if
French suppliers offer their corn for $10^ in order to underbid suppliers
from outside the Community. If the price for the imported product were
similarly lowered for competitive reasons, the levy would go up, offsetsting the price concession. Under the conditions assumed in the illustration, the foreign supplier cannot meet the competition. So he is condemned to the role of a residual supplier.
If internal grain prices decline, the EC buys grain at the "intervention" price, which is analagous to the U. S. "support" price. Like
target prices, basic intervention prices apply to Duisburg. IJerived
intervention prices, applicable to markets other than Duisburg, are equal
to or less than the basic intervention price.
Because EC grain prices are kept high above world prices, export
subsidies--often referred to in the EG as "restitutions"--are paid to
make EC grain competitive in world markets. 'These are differentiated according to country of destination. In practice, export subsidies often
result in delivered prices to buyers below comparable prices in existence
when the subsidies are set. Subsidies are reviewed to take account of
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changes in world prices. Subsidies also are paid domestic producers in the
form of ^'denaturing premiums^' to make wheat available for animal feed. Subsidies paid on EC grains in fiscal year 1968-69 amounted to $^5^ million.
The agency responsible for implementing the various CAP*s is the European Community Commission—the EC's executive arm.
The common agricultural policy is financed from the EC's Agricultural
Guidance and Guaranty Fund^ usually referred to as FEOGA but sometimes as
EAGGFo (''FEOGA'' comes from the French name for the Fund—Fonds Européen
d'Orientation et de Garantie Agricole.) In I97O FEOGA was financed by
agricultural levies and contributions of the member states according to the
following percentages: West Germany^ 31o7; France^ 28,0; Italy^ 21,5; the
Netherlands5 10o35; Belgium^ 8.25; and Luxembourg^ 0.2, Receipts from the
variable levies have covered only about ^0 percent of the mushrooming costs
of the agricultural policy. In fiscal year I97O FEOGA's expenditures
totaled about $3oO billion. ITiese outlays and the accumulation of surpluses
have aroused calls for reform in the Community itself. (See Mansholt Plan
and Vedel Report),
During the period 1971-7^^ FEOGA will receive 100 percent of the
agricultural levies as well as special charges^ such as the sugar tax, Also^
customs duties will progressively go bo the Community^ beginning January 1,
1971, The part of the budget not covered by levies^ duties^ and special
charges dui^ing 1970-7^+ will be apportioned among member states on the basis
of a formula derived from gross national product and budget scales set forth
in the Rome Treaty. As of January 1^ 19755 't'he Community will receive 100
percent of agricultural levies and special charges under the common agricultural policy5 100 percent of customs tariffs 5 and up to 1 percent of the
yield from the standard tax on value added,
U. S. agricultural interests have been concerned about the disturbing
effects of the EC's system of variable import levies and export subsidies
on U. S. and world trade. The United States is not alone in this concern.
'Those interested in the agricultures of Canada^ Australia^ New-Zealand, and
other co-untries have spoken out. The Director General of the GATT said in
early 1970^ "if a government^ or a community of countries^ thinks fit to
devote 5 from both the financial and the economic aspect^ an important part
of the national income to supporting a particular category of producers^
that is5 of course5 its own business. But when this same government^
still with the legitimate objective of shoring up agricultural incomes^
decides to produce^ at whatever price^ products that it could obtain cheaply
from abroadj clearly it is shift-ing an important part of its burden on to
the foreign producer: Either by reducing and then eliminating its own
market's import possibilities; ur by securing artificial trading positions
in residual third markets^ by gra.nting massive subsidies to exports of the
surpluses it has helped to create. The consequences of this situation are
serious5 not only for the countries that are primarily agricultural exporters--and these are the ones most severely affected—but also for the
future of multilateral trade negotiations in which agricultural counterpart offers are essential for the conclusion of balanced arrangements
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between the parties involved."

Status of the European Coimmmity^s CAP^s for farm products

Gonanodities

Date market organization and
EC financing became effective

Grain and grain products
Rice and rice products
Pigs and pi^eat
Poultry and eggs
Milk and dairy products
Beef and veal
Sugar
Oilseeds
Olive oil
Fruits and vegetables
Fruits and vegetables(processed)
Plants 5 flowers 5 bulbs
Wine
Flax and hemp
Tobacco
Miscellaneous l/
î>rocessed products 2/

7-30-1902
9"1-196^
7-30-1962
7-30-1962
11-1-196^
11-1-196^17-1-1967
7-1-1967
11-1-1966
7-30-1962
7-I-I967
7-1-1968
7-30-1962
8-I-I97O
^-29-1970
7-1-1968
7-30-1962

Date unified priée and common policy became effective
7--1-1967
9-'l"'1967
7-1-1967
7-1-1967
Í4"l«1968
^4-1^1968
7-1-1968
7-1-1967
11-1-1966
I-I-I967 to 3-1-1970
8-I-I968
7-1-1968
6-1-1970
8-1-1970
Í+-29-I97C
7-1-1968
7-1-1967

1/ Includes a wide variety of such products as live horses^ live sheep^
birds' eggs5 unrendered tallow^ and cider.
2/ Includes a wide variety of such products as cookies^ chewing gura^
ice crean^ baby foods^ bread^ and malt extract,
GAP^s have been proposed for lamb and mutton^ hops^ potatoes^ alcohol-j
bananas5 fish and fish products ^ and miscellaneous products not otherwise
coveredo In mid-19705 however^ CAP^s had not been established for these commodities nor had intra-EG trade in them been liberalizedo
Gommon agricultural policy term.s : Expressions widely used in connection
with the European Commuaity's common agricultural policy include:
ADJUSTED C.I.F. PRIGE: Used in determining the variable import levy for
grain. In making its determination, the EC tabulates actual c.i,f, prices of
grain from various non-EC coimtries and puts the prices on an equal-quality
basis by subtracting or adding quality differentials. The lowest c.i.f. price
becomes the adjusted c.i.f. price.
BASE PRICE: A national support price^ for pork and for certain fruits
and vegetable s 5 which is used to determine the levels at which producers or
EG governments may support the market.
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BUTERAS PEEMIUÏ4: A government payment to the EC purchaser of Commimity tobacco intended to encourage EG manufacturers to use domestic
rather than foreign tobaccos.
COMPENSATORY TAX: (l) Imposed by the EG on certain imported fruits
and vegetables5 wine and certain fish when the price of the imported
product is calculated to be below the reference price.
(2) Imposed by the EG on imports of any oilbearing material or its
product if the EC considers that the prices of such product reflect or
imply the existence of a subsidy or equivalent measure in the exporting
country. To date this tax has been applied only against imports of
certain vegetable oils.
EÏÏTRY PRICE: The calculated price of certain imported fruits and
vegetables and certain fish at the border of the EC,
ESCAPE CLAUSES:

See SAî"EGUARD MEASURES.

GATE PRICE: Also called '*sluice-gate price/^ *'lock-gate price'*^ and
^'minimum import price^'^ it is a theoretical c.i.f. price used in calculating EC supplementary levies on imports of pork^ poultry, and eggs. The
gate price5 set quarterly, consists of two elements. One is intended to
correspond to the world market price of a fixed feed grain ration for pork,
poultry, or eggs* Since world market prices fluctuate, this element is subject to adjustment every 3 months. The second element is fixed and is supposed to correspond to other costs of production in third coimtries. Together these elements are said to represent the fair value of foreign pork,
poultry, or eggs. If imports are offered to the EC at prices below the
gate price, they may be subject to a supplementary leyy in addition to the
regularly imposed (basic ) variable import levy.
GUIDE PRICE: For cattle and calves^ the guide price is comparable to
a target price. The guide price, also referred to as an ^Wientation price,"
is one base for determining whether a levy is to be assessed and how high
it is to be.
INDICATIVE PRICE:
olive oil prices.

See TARGET PRICE, specifically the discussion of

INTERVENTION: Action by the EC, usually consisting of purchases of
products offered at the "intervention.price^" to assure EC farmers that
CAP price objectives will be met.
INTERVENTION PRICE: Analogous to the U. S. "support price," it is the
level--applicable to certain commodities coming under the EC's CAP—at
which the EC makes purchases to provide price protection to EC farmers.
Intervention prices are usually set in relation to target or guide prices,
but in some instances--ln the case of butter, for example—the intervention
price is synonomous with the target price.
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LOCK-GATE PRICE:

See GATE PRICE.

MINIMUM IMPORT PRICE:

See GATE PRICE.

NORM PRICE: See TARGET PRICE^ specifically the discussion of olive
oil target prices,
ORIENTATION PRICE:

Same as GUIDE PRICE.

PURCHASE PRICE: A distress support price for pork^ fruits^ and vegeta"bles. It is derived from the base price and represents the price levelat -which EC governments may intervene to purchase products from the market.
REFERENCE PRICE: The reference price is similar in function to a
minimum, import price. It is generally calculated from an average of certain
EC market or producer prices over specified period of time. Reference prices
are applied to certain fresh fruits and vegetables^ wine^ and fish. When
the entry price of imports falls below the reference price^ a compensatory
tax: may be imposed, or in the case of certain fish, imports may be suspended.
See COMPENSATORY TAX and ENTRY PRICE o
RESTITUTIONS:
industry.

Export subsidies and subsidies to the domestic processing

SAEEGUARD MEASURES: Also called ^'escape clauses/' they peimit member
states to circumvent the provisions against q.uantitative restrictions by
taking steps believed necessary, including total suspension of imports, if
markets become ^'sub;iected to, or threaten to become subjected to, serious
disturbances.'^
SLUICE-GATE PRICE:
STANDARD PRICE:

Same as GATE PRICE^

The target price for tobacco.

SUPPLEMENTARY LEVY: An additional levy that may be applied to imports
of pork, poultry or eggs if the imported product is offered at prices below
the gate price. The supplementary lei/y is imposed, adjusted, or removed
whenever necessaiyo
TARGET PRICE: The level the EC wants wholesale market prices of certain
commodities to approximate under the CAP. Target prices, which are somewhat
analogous to ^'parity prices^^ in the United States, have been established for
grains, rice, milk, white sugar, sugar-beets, certain oilseeds, olive oil,
and tobacco. From the basic target price "derived" target prices may be
computed, A derived target price equals the target price minus the transport
cost from the main deficit area to the area for which the price is set.
For olive oil there is a producer target price as well as a market target
price. The former, also called a "norm price," is fixed at a level which
insures a reasonable return to EC olive producers. The norm price, also called
an "indicative" price, is fixed at a level—^considerably below the market target
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price^-at -which it -would he reasonable to stahilize -wholesale market
prices in the light of demand for olive oil and prices of competing oils,
THRESHOLD PRICE: Generally speaking^ a minim-urn import price set
by the EC -under the CAP at a level that mil not prejudice the sale of
EG output at the target price o
For grain5 the threshold price is the minimum import price at the
border that -will reflect the target price. For EC countries^ it is derived
by subtracting from the target price the net effect of transportation^
handling^ and other costs incurred between the port of entry nearest the
marketing center of greatest deficit and that center. In theory^ the
threshold price is thus the importer's cost price^ including the variable
import leyy.
TRIGGER PRICE: Intervention price for "wine. If market prices for
table -wines fall belo-w trigger prices^ EG governments may grant aid to
private storage of these wines,
VARIâBIE IMPORT LEVY: The variable import le^vy is applied to the most
important EC farm products.
For grains5 rice-, dairy products, sugar, and olive oil, the variable
le-vy is the difference between the threshold price and the lowest adjusted
Coi.f« offer price of imports«,
For pork,_poultry, and eggs, the variable le-vy is an arno-unt equal to:
(l) the le-vy on the feed grains that are'said to be required to prodiice a given
quantity of pork,-poultry, or eggs, plus (2) an additional protective element
expressed as a.percentage of^.the gate price.
For cattle, beef, and veal, the variable levy is additional to the
customs duty and is reduced or removed when EC market prices rise above
orientation prices. For these products the variable le-vy is the differ«
ence between the orientation price and an import price calculated from
representative prices in certain European third co-untries, A special import
price may be used for imports from co"untries whose offer prices are significantly below the basic import price.
The variable levy is subject to change daily for grains and sugar; weekly
for rice, dairy products, cattle, beef, and veal; monthly for olive oil; and
every 3 months for pork5 poultry, and eggs.
In addition, processed foods and industrial products made in part from
grains, rice, sugar, dairy products or eggs are subject to a variable le-vy
which contains two elements: one corresponding to a fixed customs duty for
protection of the processing industry, the other corresponding to the
variable levy on the quantity of grain, rice, sugar, dairy products or eggs
said to be required to produce 100 kilograms of the processed commodity.
This variable element is adjusted every 3 months.
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WITHDMWAL PRICE: ^,rhe price at which producer groups may witlihold
certain fruits and vegetables and certain fish from the market. Ihe with«
drawal price is generally between the base price and the purchase price.
It is subject to maximum limits fixed by the EC member governBients. ïhe
costs of withdrawal may be reimbursed by FEOGA^ the EG^s agricultural support fundo
Common external tariff (CXTj:
duties5 and levies o
Common market:
Common Six:

Occasionally abreviated GET.

See Tariffs,

See Customs union.

European Community (see).

Commonwealth^.^British Commonwealth : The Commonwealth is an association
of sovereign^ independent member nations and their dependencies. Member«
ship in 1970 included Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India,
Pakistan, Ceyloii, Ghana, Malaysia, Nigeria, Cyprus, Sierra Leone, Tanzania,
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, Kenya, Milawi, Malta, Zambia, The
Gambia, Singapore, Guyana, Botswana, Lesotho, Barbados, Mauritius, Swazilajid,
and Nauru*
The total population of these countries is about 8OO million and their
total area is about 1C>| million square miles. Goirjmonwealth dependencies
number about ^i-O, most of them smiall islands or sparsely populated territories,
having a population of about 12 million. Most are dependencies of Great
Britain. Australia and New Zealand both have a few dependencies.
The Q;aeen is recognized as head of the Commonwealth by all member
couQtries, In some she is head of state; others are republics within the
Commonwealth; and Malaysia, Lesotho, and Swaziland have^their ovm monarchso
Although each member country has control of its c^m affairs, there is
a broad community of interest in the Commonwealth, partly because each was
at one time a part of the British Empire, but also because there are many
continuing points of contact ««-such as defense, language, education, religion,
migration, communications, and finance.
Most of the countries grant, one another certain tariff concessions,
referred to as "Commonwealth preference o" However, the effect of preference
has declined owing to rising prices, which have lessened the value of the
preferences; the results of agreements negotiated under the GATT; and the
changing patterns of international trade,
Ihe major value of the system to the developing countries is that their
exports to Britain are admitted duty-free with the exception of n few nroduats
that enter at preferential rates. On the other hand, it has been estimated
that nearly half of Britain's exports to other Connrionwealth countries receive
preferences o As a measure to help the trade of developing countries in general
Britain has offered, with the agreem_ent of other Comimonwealth countries to
give wider preferences and wider access to its markets to the developing acyimtries if other industrialized countries will do likewise,
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Gommom»j-ealth preference :

See Trade preferences.

Commonwealtli Sugar Agreement: A long-term arrangement—first signed
in 1951 "bo last for 8 years—^mider -which the United Kingdom obtains part
of its sugar supply from certain other Common-wealth countries. In
December 1968 it -was determined that the Agreement would be of indefinite
duration^ but subject to triennial reviev.
Parties to the Agreement are^ on the one hand^ the U. K. Minister
for Agriculture5 Fisheries ^ and Food and^ on the o-ther hand^ sugar
interests in Australia^ the ¥est Indies (including Jamaica and Trinidad)
and Guyana^ Ma-uritius^ Fijij> British Hond-uras^ Kenyaç, Uganda^ Tanzania,
India, and Switzerland.
Negotiated prices under the Agreement are fixed at triennial revie-ws,
and presently r-un through 1971. The single negotiated Common-wealth sale
price is applicable to all exporting countries, except that a special
additional payinent is made to le s s-developed exporting territories. The
United Kindgom has agreed to buy annually and the exporting countries
have agreed to sell 1,717^500 long tons of sugar at the negotiated price o
The exporting countries produced in 1969-7O a total of about 8.k million
short tons (7«.5 million long tons) of sugar.
Communist Bloc : Usually refers to Soviet Bloc (see). Strictly
speaking, there is no ^'Communist Bloc." (See Communist countries.)
Communist countries: Eastern Europe: Warsaw Treaty or Soviet
Bloc: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, H-ungary, Poland, Romania, Soviet Zone
of Germany, Soviet Union, Incorporated by Soviet Union: Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuaniao Uon-aligned: Yugoslavia, Aligned with Commimist China: Albania,
Asia:

Communist China, Outer Mongolia, North Korea, North Viet-Namo

Latin-America :

Cuba,

NOTE: (1) The United States does not recognize the Soviet Zone of
Germany as a separate state or independent political entity. (2) The
United States has not recognized the 19^0 incorporation of the Baltic
States into the Soviet Union. (3) Yugoslavia is an independent Communist
state, and, since 19^48, has not been part of the Soviet BloCo (k) Since
its break with the Soviet Union in December I96I, Albania has been closely
aligned with Comm-unist China o Although nominally still a member of the
Warsaw Treaty Organization, Albania does not attend or otherwise participate in meetings and activities of the organization. (5) Outer Mongolia
is a Soviet-oriented country.
Community :

European Comm-unity (see).

Comparative advantage :

See Advantage, absolute and comparative.
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Compensation (in the field of trade reciprocity): The granting by a
coimtry of reductions in tariff rates or bindings of additional rates to
replace to another country trade benefits -which have been withdrawn or
modifiedo
Compensatory duty:
Compensatory tax:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.
See Common agricultural policy terms.

Compensatory -withdra-wal or suspension of trade concessions: This
action^ sometimes referred to as ^^retaliation^ ^^ is taken by a country
because of the -withdra-wal^ suspension^ nullification^ or impaiiment of a
concession by another party or parties to a trade agreement. The -withdra-wal
or suspension could take the form of increased duty rates ^ establishment
of import quotas^ or other action aimed at maintaining reciprocity.
The United States suspended certain trade concessions following -what
some journalists called the ^'chicken war" or "poultry war«^' Events leading
to suspension started when the U. S. became concerned about the decline in
U. So poultry exports to the European Community. The U. S. attributed the
drop in exports to sharply increased EC import charges on poultry.
The United States repeatedly sought to obtain modifications of the
EC^s system to make it less restrictive. When these efforts failed^ it
in May I963 invoked its rights imder the protocol it signed with the EC
at the Fifth Round of trade negotiations imder the GATT—^"standstill
agreements" (see)—^which gave the U, So rights it had as of September I5
i960, No progress was made at two meetings with EC negotiators in July I963*
In August 19635 the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations a,nnounced
the list of concessions the U. S, might suspend in order to restore the
balance of GATT benefits.
Wien no action was taken by the EC to ease its restrictions on poultry^
the United States^ on December k^ 1963? notified the Executive Secretary
of the GATT that it would suspend tariff concessions on brandy^ certain
types of motor trucks^ dextrine^ and starches^ and that higher tariffs on
those articles would go into effect on January 73 I96U0 A GATT panel had
previously determined that the value of U. S, trade affected by the poultry
restrictions amounted to $26 million, 'The value of imports of the aiove«
named commodities corresponded to that amount« In commenting on the U. S,
action^ Christian Ac Herter^ then Special Representative for Trade Negoti-ationSj stressed that "The tariff concessions are suspended^ not withdrawn^
and they can be reinstated at any time that there is an agreement with the
EC to restore reasonable access for U* So poultry."
A further chapter was written in December I97O when the U. So Customs
Court declared "invalid and void" the higher tariffs that bec^ne effective
when the concessions were withdrawn. The court said^ in effect^ that the
United States may retaliate but only against countries specifically withdrawing trade concessions from the Uo So
There were indications early in
1971 that the U. S. would appeal this judgment in the U, S, Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals o
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Complementary imports:

See Imports^ agricultural, U. S,

^ Compliance (under P,L, ^80 program): A P.L. if80 recipient countryis in compliance if it has been timely in meeting the convertibility
and payment provisions specified in past agreements. Also, with respect
to usual marketing req^uirements, the P.L. ^80 recipient coimtry is in
compliance if it has imported the q^uantity (or sometimes value) of the
commodities specified by such agreements as part of its nonnal commercial imports.
Compound duty—also called mixed duty:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Concession: Agreement by a coixntry or customs union to reduce and
bind (not increase) a tariff rate. Concessions are usually made on a reciprocal basis.
Concessional sale: A sale in which the buyer is allowed payment terms
that are more favorable than those obtainable on the open market. Under
P.L. ^80, the concession may be the type of currency accepted as payment,
the length of the credit and grace period, or the interest rate charged.
Conference (ocean shipping);

See Ocean shipping.

Confrontation and justification: A procedure followed by nations at
a general round of trade negotiations, such as the Kennedy Romid, following
the initial exchange of offers to reduce tariffs.
The procedure consists of a series of meetings, at which a negotiating
country is ^'confrented^' with a number of questions from its trading partners,
which it must answer to "justify" the content of the initial submission.
For example, questions might be raised about the omission of certain items
from the offer list, or about the inadequacy of offers regarding the depth
of tariff cuts. Questions also might be raised to clarify certain aspects
of the offers, or even of statements made during the course of the examination of offers. Confrontation and justification, in short, helps the
participating countries to establish precisely their trading positiono
Consignee3 consignor:
Consignment sales:

See Ocean shipping.

See Export financing.

Consortium: An agreement under which several nations (or their financial
institutions) join for some common purpose, usually to aid one of the member
nations. (Also see Multiple aid coordination.)
Consul: A commercial representative of a government in a foreign
country. Major countries may establish consulates in several cities of a
major foreign country.
Consular fee^ consular invoice:
Consulate :

See Ocean shipping.

The office of a consul«
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Consumer and Marketing Service (C & MS^
Agricultirre.
Gontalnerization:
Contraband:

See U, S. Department of

See Ocean shipping.

See Ocean shipping.

Contract: An agreement between a buyer and a seller. It usually is
a -written instrument but it also may be a verbal im der standing.
COFIRACTING PARTIES: In capital letters^ refers to the individual countries that have fully acceded to the GATT^ acting collectively o See Generell
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
Conventional tariff:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.

Conversion (as used in the barter program): Agreement of a barter
contractor to accept surplus comoraodities instead of the dollars to which
he is entitled.
Conversion factors: The following equivalents are among those most
commonly used in international agricultural trade :
METRIC EQUIVALENTS:
1 meter
1 hectare
1 liter

(m)
(ha)
(l)

1 kilogram (kg )
1 quintal (lOO kgs)
1 ton (1,000 kgs)

equals
equals
equals
equals
equals
equals
equals

inches
acres
.9081
dry quarts, or
1.0567
liquid quarts
2.20U622 pounds
220.^2
pounds
2,201+.622
pounds
39c37
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TON: The "metric" ton of 2,20l+.622 pounds is the weight unit most widely
used in reporting international trade statistics o Other "tons" include:
"short" ton of 2,000 pounds; the "long" ton of 2,2^0 pounds—also called the
"gross" ton, "shipper^s" ton, or "shipping" ton; and the "freight" ton, a
volume for cargo freight, usually reckoned at ^0 cubic feet or 1 cubic meter.
To convert short tons to metric tons multiply the short tons by O.907185—
or divide by 1.102311a
To convert metric tons to short tons multiply the metric tons by 1o 102311-or divide by O.907185.
HUNDREDWEIGHT (CWTo): The "short" hundredweight (one-twentieth of a short
ton) is 100 pounds in the United States« The "long" hundredweight (one-twentieth
of a long ton) is 112 pounds in England and some other countries. The "metric"
hundredweight (one-twentieth of a metric ton) is 110o23 pounds.
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WHEAT, RICE5 kW OILSEEDS:

COTTON: A gross weight "rimning bale"
is a "flat" bale of varying lint weight
and tare as it comes from the gin. The
1965 U. S. -weight average was 5C1.3
pounds j with a net weight of ^80o2 pounds o
a 5C0-.pound gross weight bale^ the Uo S,
Crop Reporting Board*s "statistical" unit,
has a net weight of U80 pounds.

Pounds per bushel:
Wheat
Corn (shelled)
Oats
Barley
Rye
Sorghum grain
^Rice, rough
Soybeans
Flaxseed

60
56
32
k8
56
56
k"^
60
56

American cotton is traded on a "gross
weight" basis (tare is included) in the
United States, whereas abroad it is sold
on a net weight basis. This makes it
necessary to establish the actual tare
(bagging and ties) and deduct it from the
gross weight.

■^Milled rice is sold in bags-»sometimes called ''pockets^'—of 100
pounds each.

TOBACCO: Farm sales weight, as reported in U. S. Department of Agriculture
production statistics, is about 10 percent above dry weight normally reported
in trade statistics.
BUSHELS PER TOH:

Metric ton
(bushels )
Wheat
Corn (shelled)
Oats (32-lb.bushe
Barley
Rye
Sorghum grain
Rice, rough
Soybeans
Flaxseed
White potatoes

Short ton
(bushels)
33.3333
35.71^3
62.500

3607^37

39.36825
68.89Í1UÍÍ
J+5.929625
39»36825
39.36825
J+8.991
36.7^+37
39.36825
36.7^^37

I1-I.6667

35.7lif3
35c7li+3
Ul|.l+ifi+i+
33.3333
35c71^3
33.3333

Long ton
(bushels)
37.3333
i+0.0
70.0
itó.6667

Uo.o
Í4O.O

i+9o7778
37.3333

Uo.o

37.3333

(Use of equivalents carried out to several decimal places produces more precise
results in converting large quantities, such as figures on national production),
BREAD: About 6? loaves of white bread of 1 pound each can be made from a
bushel of wheat.
MEAT: A 1,000-pound steer or heifer will dress out about 560 pounds of
carcass beef. A 200-pound hog will dress out about II5 pounds of pork^ excluding lard.
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DAIRY mODUCTS: Pomids of milt in: 1 gallon^ 8.6; quart, 2.15;
pint, 1.075. One poimd of butter can "be made from 21,1 pounds of whole
milk; 1 pound of cheese from 10 pounds; 1 pound of nonfat dry milk from
11 pounds.
SELECTED COIVMODITY COFVERSIOl FACTORS:
100 pounds of:

Can be obtained from:

White flour
Cornmeal (Degermed)
Cornmeal (Nondegermed)
Rye flour
Milled rice
Soybean oil
Soybean meal
Cottonseed oil
Linseed oil

2.3 bushels of wheat(72^ extraction)
3.l6 bushels of corn
2.00 bushels of corn
2.23 bushels of rye
152
pounds of rough rice
pounds of soybeans
5^9
pounds of soybeans
127
pounds of cottonseed
277
pounds of flaxseed

USUAL LOADINGS OF RAILROAD FREIGHT CARS:
Bushels per car
Wheat
Corn (shelled)
Oats
Barley
Rye
Sorghum grain
Rice 5 rough
Soybeans
FlaKseed

1,925
2,035
23,712
2.
2^000
2,180
1,825
1,778

Short tons per car
57.8
57-0
^3-i|
52.8
52o6
56.0
5^.8
^9.8

OCEM SHIPPING: A lO^OOO^ton ship of the Liberty or Victory type can
carry approximately 367,000 bushels of wheat.
Tankers, mth capacities of l6,000 to 20,000 tons of grain, also are
used in U. So agricultural export trade.
A few "supertankers''--extremely large ships—also are employed in
carrying fai^m products, notably grain. In I966, a supertanker carried
75,000 tons of wheat from the United States to India. That cargo totaled
2,0ii-0,000 bushels. It would have taken l,Oli-0 freight cars to supply that
cargo, which, at about 100 cars to the mile, would have made a solid train
over 10 miles long.
Convertible currency: C-urrency of one country which may be exchanged
for that of another country or countries without restriction.

1^0

Gonvertibility requirement : Ttie requirement, that local currencies
acquired from local currency agreements under P^Lo kSO be changeable into
dollars or other currencies needed by the United States«
Convertible local currency credit sale: A credit sale under P^L. ^80
in which installments can be paid either in dollars ^ or^ at the option
of the United States5 in currencies that can be converted into dollars.
The payment period can extend to a maximum of ^4-0 years.
Cooley Amendment-»-Cooley loans (imder P.L. ^80):
private enterprise from PoL. 480 funds!

See Loans to

CooperatorSg foreign market development: Trade and agricultural groups
cooperating -with the Foreign Agricultural Service ^ Uo S, Department of
Agriculture5 in developing commercial markets overseas for such Uo S. farm
products as wheat^ feed grains, soybeans, rice, livestock, livestock products,
poultry, fruit, cotton, tobacco, and others o
Cooperating groups, from contributions of their memberships, provid^e
personnel, services, and cash« FAS provides funds, as well as administrative
guidance and assistance*
Corn: One of the four major U, S« feed grains, corn is used primarily
for livestock feed in the United States, Canada, Japan, Western Europe,
and some other areas, but it also has a substantial use as a human food in
India, Latin America, and some of the other developing countries. The
United States is the largest producer and exporter of corn, although Argentina and South Africa also export substantial quantities some years.
In the United States "corn^', which is a cereal grain, refers to Indian
corn—Zea mays. In Europe the word "maize" is often used in lieu of "corn" and
often is used to refer to the important grain of a regiono For exaraple.' 5
the British sometimes use the word "corn" to refer to wheat,? and the Scotch
and Irish occasionally use the word with reference to oats."
Corn Belt: Iowa, Indiana, and Illinois (major area), and parts of
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
Corn blight; corn leaf blight:

See Southern corn leaf blight.

Cotton: Two principal cottons are grown in the United States: upland
cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) and American Egyptian cotton (Gossypium barbadense^
Upland cotton is groim throughout the Cotton Belt (Southern United States)
and varies in staple length from about 13/l6-inch to about 1-3/8 inch.
American Egyptian cotton is grown in the Western States (Arizona, California,
lew Mexico and Texas) and to a limited extent on the islands off the southest
United States. It varies in staple length from I-I/8 to 1-3/Í+ inch.
Cotton arbitration boards:

Settle disputes between buyers and sellers
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of misunderstandings of cotton contract terms or noncompliance with them—
but not price. The arbitrations (or appeals on them) are held either by
non-salaried arbitrators or fulltime salaried arbitrators^ depending on
the system of the market. Arbitration boards for American cotton are:
Liverpool Cotton Association, Ltd., Liverpool
Association Française du Commerce des Cotons, Le Havre
Bremer Baumiwollboerse, Bremen
Centro Algodonero Nacional, Barcelona
Assoclazione Cotoniera Italiana, Milan
De Vereeninging voor de Katoeríhandel, Rotterdam
Marche de Coton de Gand, Ghent (Belgium)
Gdynia Cotton Association, Gdynia (Poland)
East India Cotton Association, Ltd., Bombay
Japan Cotton Arbitration Institute, Osaka
All arbitration boards have appeal boards•
Arbitrations and appeals are ^^lind;" that is, the arbitrators and
appeal members know only the description of the quality, the growth, the
last landing day of the steamer, and the terms: c.iofo, c & f, f,aoS.,
etc. The price of the cotton is not divulged, and board members do not
know the names of the parties involved.
Cotton gin: A machine that separates the cotton seed and foreign
material from the cotton fibers. There are two types of gins « roller
and saw.
Cotton Unters: Short-fiber cotton removed from the seed and husk by
a second ginning, or by a linter machine. It is seldom used for textiles;
it has other uses, such as in plastics or for mattress padding.
Cottonseed, Cottonseed meal^ Cottonseed oil: Cottonseed is the seed
of cotton from which the lint has been removed. Cottonseed oil is extracted
from the seed through a process called "crushing," Cottonseed meal, the
residue of the seed: after crushing, is used as a livestock feed.
Council for Economic Mutual Assistance (CEMA^ COMECON): A Communist
organization made up of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary,
Outer Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and the U,S,S.R, The agency, sometimes
referred to as the "Communist common market," was organized in 19^9 to Integrate the economies of Soviet Bloc countries. Activities of COMECON fall
into the following categories: (l) Exchange of scientific and technical
knowledge and skills; (2) development of planned intra-COMECON trade; (3)
coordination of production and services within COMECON countries by types
of products and services; (k) joint development by two or more COÎ^CON
countries of an economic activity, and its subsequent joint operation; (5)
coordination of national plans; (6) organization of a joint bank for noncoiTïïïiercial transactions and development of plans for a joint commercial bank
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and a convertible currency; and (7) administrative progress.
Headquarters:

Moscow^ Russia.

Goimcll of Europe: A consultative "body, created in 19^9^ wMch now has
delegates from Austria^ Belgium^ Cyprus^ Denmark^ France^ West Germany^
Greece^ Iceland^ Ireland^ Italyj> Luxembourg^ Netherlands^ Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom, Objectives include improved
unity among members, and accelerated economic and social progress.
Headquarters:

Strasbourg, France,

Counterpart funds (also see Foreign currencies): The sums, in lecal
currencies, which European nations participating in the post«World War II
European Recovery I^ogram~the ^'Marshall Plan^^—^were required to set aside
to offset internally the grants of dollars made by the United States under
the program. Subsequently, the equivalent of three «fourths of the dollar
value of the U. S. grants was released to the countries for internal investment in public works or for other approved purposeso
^'Counterpart funds" often is used erroneously in referring to foreign
currencies generated from sales of U. S. farm products under Public Law
^80 (see).
Countervailing duty:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Country-use currencies: Foreign currencies accruing from P.L. kSO
sales that are lent or granted to the recipient country. They are classified
as country-use because they are administered by the recipient country at the
point at which they are used to purchase goods and services.
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals : Hears appeals from rulings of the
Customs Court, Tariff Coiomission, and Board of Patent Appeals.
Court of Justice:
C/P:

See European Economic Community.

Charter party (see).

Credit sales, short- and long-^'term: The United States sells agricultural commodities for export for dollars imder both short- and long-term
credit arrangements« These credit programs are administered by the Export
Marketing Service, U. So Department of Agriculture.
Under the short-term credit program, (CCC Export Credit Sales ProgramGSM^) financed by the Commodity Credit Corporation, payment for coimodities from
private stocks may be deferred up to 36 months. However, the general policy
early in 1971 is to limit the credit period to 12 months. Credit for periods
longer than 12 months may be granted if it will permit U. So exporters to
meet credit terms offered by competitors from other Free World countries;
prevent a loss or decline in established U. So commercial export sales from
noncommercial factors; permit Uo S. exporters to establish or retain markets;
substitute commercial dollar sales for concessional sales or barter;? and
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peCTiit expanded consiimption of agricultural commodities in an Importing
country o
Exporters are allowed to secure 100 percent of the credit sale (sales
value of the commodity plus interest) -with a letter of credit issued "by
a foreign "bank in favor of the Commodity Credit Corporation^ providing for
payment in U. S. dollars. However^ at least 10 percent of the credit must
be additionally secured by a U. S, bank for commercial risks—unless the
requirement is reduced or waived following written application.
Under the long-term program^ authorized by Public Law kQO^ dollar
credit is extended for up to 20 years ^ not only to friendly foreign governments ^ but also to foreign and U. S, private trade entities. There may be
a 2-year grace period on loan payment. The minimum, interest rate is 1
percent per annimi during the grace period^ and 2-| percent thereafter,
^Ihe Food for Peace Act of I966 provides that sales also may be made
for foreign currencies convertible to dollars on credit terms. In such
cases5 loans can be made for up to ko years with a 10-year grace period on
payment of principal. The same interest rates apply to this type of sale as
to dollar credit.
Exports under the CGC short-term credit program^, subject to provisions
of the Export Control Act^ may be made to certain Communist coimtrieSj but
not to others5 including Comm.imist China^ îlorth Korea^ North Vietnam^ and

Cubao Provisions of Section IO3 (d)^ Food for Peace Act^, affect long-term
credit transactions. (See Friendly coimtry.)
Creditor nation: One whose International trade and finance is such
that the total amount owed to Its government^ private business^ and banking
Interest from foreign sources exceeds the sum owed to foreign creditors—a
nation^ In other words^ which occupies a creditor position in its balance of
payments.
Crop report: Forecasts or surveys of crop production from official or
private sources. The Statistical Reporting Service^^ U. S. Department of
Agriculture is the source of most Uo S. crop reports. Similar agencies in
Canada^ Australia^ and other foreign countries also issue crop reports.
Crushing : Ihe process that converts oilseeds into meal and oil. Oilseed
volume utilized In this process in the course of a year is called the ''crush."
The processors who engage in this activity are called ''crushers."
Currency use payments: The requirement in P.L. ^80 credit sales agreements that local currencies be made available for U. S. use at the time of
commodity delivery and when not Inconsistent with the objectives of P.L. kQO.
These payments may be considered as a.dvance payxients of the earliest installments (of dollars) due under the agreement.
Customs Court: A federal court created in I926 to review customs appraisals^ settle disputed classifications^^ review cases in which exclusion

of imported goods is protested^ et cetera.
the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals,

Decisions may be appealed to

Customs union: A regional grouping of countries that levies common
external duties on imports from non-member countries^ but which eliminates
tariffs 5 quotas 5 and many other governmental restrictions on trade among
member countries. A customs union often is referred to as a "tariff union"
or a "common market,"
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade permits formation of common markets but provides that duties and other trade restrictions imposed
on other GATT countries by the common market at the time it is formed shall
not on the whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence
of duties and other trade restrictions imposed by the individual countries
prior to formation of the common market.
The common external tariff distinguishes the customs union from the
free trade area. A customs union is a free trade area with a common external tariff against imports from outside countries. A free trade area comprises two or more countries or customs areas in which tariffs are eliminated
on products originating in their own territories--but in which each member
maintains its own tariff schedules on imports from non-members.
The European Community is a notable example of the customs union.
Other customs unions include Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union^ Benelux^
Central African Customs and Economic Union, East African Community, West
African Economic Community, and the Central American Common Market.
Also see Free trade area and Zollverein,
Gustoms^^ U. S.:
One of the first laws passed after the organization
of Congress under the constitution of I787 was "an act to regulate the
collection of duties." This act divided the country into collection districts and enumerated the ports of entry and delivery, of which there was to
be at least one in each district. The original law was repealed a year later,
In 1799 all former laws were repealed and their place taken by an elaborate
enactment which remained the framework for later lei^ielation. The Bureau
of Customs was created by the act of March 35 192?.
CWB:

Canadian Wheat Board.

Cwt:

Hundredweight.

CXT:

Common external tariff.

C.Z.:

(See Conversion factors.)

Canal Zone.
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Very occasionally abreviated CET.

D
PAC: Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (see).
Also see Multiple aid coordination.
Dairy product q.uotas^ U, S, :

See Quantitative restrictions.

Debtor nation: One whose international trade and finance is such
that the total amount -which its government^ private business^ and banks
owe to foreign creditors exceeds the sum due from foreign debtors o A
debtor nation^ in brief^ is one which occupies a debtor position with
respect to its balance of payments.
Deciduous fruit: Fruit from trees that shed their leaves^ such as
apples5 pears5 cherries^ and the like.
Deficiency payments: A method of supporting prices of farm products.
Usually deficiency payments reflect the difference between actual domestic
market price levels for a commodity and a higher fixed or guaranteed price.
Agricultural price support for the principal commodities in the United
Kingdom is based primarily on deficiency payments.
Demand : Defined by some economists as the schedule of the respective
quantities of a commodity that buyers would purchase at all possible prices.
In the field of trade ^ a distinction is made between ^'domestic demand^' and
"foreign demand" for a product used in both domestic and foreign markets.
Demurrage :

See Ocean shipping.

Denatured wheat: Wheat that has been treated in such a
render it unfit for himian consumption.
Derived target price :
fically TARGET PRICE,

^:o

See Gommon agricultural policy terms^ speci-

Devaluation-revaluation of EC currencies: Wlien a member country of the
European Community changes the value of its currency—as France did in
devaluing the franc in August 1969 and as Germany did in revaluing the

deutschemark in October 1969--either the amount of the support price^ levy^
or subsidy in terms of the national currency must be raised or lowered accordingly ^ otherwise the unity of the Ccmmimity^wide support price level
cannot be preserved. (Under the coiimion agricultural policy all price supports, levies5 and subsidies are expressed in "units of accouat," which are
practically equivalent to the U. S. dollar.)
In the case of the French frano^ France did not want to raise its farm

price support levels iinmedlately to offset devaluationo Instead^ a system
of export taxes and import subsidies was instituted at the French border
to keep French prices from disturbing the common agricultural policy.
France was given 2 years to raise its price to Community levels o In the
case of the deutschemark^ Germany within a few weeks accepted the lower
deutschemark support prices in exchange for permission to compensate its
farmers temporarily with income subsidies.
Developing countries:

See Less-developed countries.

Development Assistance Committee (PAC): See Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development and Multiple aid coordination.
Dextrose ; A mdely occurring crystallizable^ simple sugar which
contains 6 carbon atoms in contrast to 12 found in sucrose. It is obtained
in commercial quantities by the action of acid on cornstarch. It is less
sweet than sucrose (see).
Differential tariff:
Dillon round:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies,

See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade«

Direct-consumption Sugar: Any sugars which are principally of crystalline structure and any liquid sugar (exclusive of liquid sugar from foreign
countries having liquid sugar quotas), which are not to be further refined
or otherwise improved in quality.
Direct exporter:

See Exportero

Direct investments: As used in balance of pa^^onent statistics^ the
U. So equity in foreign-incorporated companies in the management of which
U. S. investors have an important voice^ or the foreign equity in Uo So incorporated companies in the management of which the foreign investors have
an important voice ^ and the direct branches abroad of U. S, companies or of
foreign companies in the United States, Other forms of organization are
sometimes used^» such as partnerships or sole proprietorships, (Also see
Balance of payments,)
Disappearance : "Disappearance'' refers to domestic use and exports of
a commodity. "Dis^appearance" often is used interchangeably with ''distribution''
(see)j, although the meanings are not identical,
DISC :

Domestic International Sales Corporation (see).

Discharge:

See Ocean shipping.

Discrimination : Inequality of trade treatment given to one or more
exporting nations by an importing nation.
Under Section 338, Tariff Act of 1930, it is the duty of the U. S«
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Tariff Commission to ascertain^ and at all times to be informed^ as to
whether any foreign country practices certain types of discriminations
against the commerce of the United States,
Disparities: A term deireloped in the KennecSy Roimd of trade negoti«
ations to describe marked differences among major trading countries -with
respect to the level of tariffs on the same products—mainly nonagricultural products o
Distribution: As used by the U. S. Department of Agricult-ure^
"distribution" refers to the use breakdomi of the available quantity of a
fami product5 including the quantity carried over at the end of the
marketing year. Total distribution includes domestic use^ exports^ and cariyover. Domestic use may be further broken dowi to show quantities used
for foodj feed^ industrial use^ seed^ and carryover. Export use may be
broken down to show quantities going to industrialized nations and to the
less developed countries o Also see Disappearance.
Alsoj as used by the Uo S. Department of Agriculture^ "distribution"«more specifically "d.irect distribution"—-relates to food made available
gratis to needy persons by the Federal Government through State and local
authorities.
Dock: (Noun) A place where ships anchor or berth. (Verb) To deduct
from the price because of a defect or deficiency in quality.
Dockage : A factor in the grading of grains and oilseedso For example^
dockage in wheat is described as "weed seeds^ weed stems^ chaffy straw^
grain other than wheat ^ which can be readily removed from the wheat by the
use of appropriate sieves and cleaning devices; also underdeveloped^
shriveled and small pieces of wheat kernels removed;in properly separating^
properly rescreening^ or recleanlng."
The tem is used occasionally to describe the amount deducted because
of a deficiency in qualityo
Doc-umentary instructions :

See Ocean shipping.

Dollar deflclt^^-^dollar gap->-dollar shortage: The amount by which
imports from the United States into any foreign conntry, and other dollar
debits in such country, exceed that country's exports to the United States
and other dollar credits« Most foreign industrialized countries had serious
dollar shortages in the years following the end of World War II^ but now
have substantial gold and dollar reserves.
Dollar outflow: Dollar payrïients to foreign nationals or countries for
merchandise imports, Investments of U. S. fims abroad, tourist expendí«
tures abroad, U. S. foreign aid, Uo S« military expenditures abroad, ajid
similar transactions.
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Dollar reserves: Foreign holdings of short-term U. So Government
securities—usually less than one-year maturity—i^e.j claims on the
United States. (Also see Balance of payments.)
Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC): The U. So Treasury
Department has proposed that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to permit
establishment of a new type of business enterprise knomi as a Domestic
International Sales Corporation. Under this proposal there would be deferral
of U. S. tax for a domestic corporation engaged in export sales similar
to the deferral now provided for foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of
Uo S. companies« More specifically^ the tax would be deferred as long as
it is either used in the corporation's export business^ is invested in
"export related assets" of the DISC^ or is invested in "Eximbank paper^"
and thus is not distributed to the DISCOS shareholders. Proponents of the
DISC believe that this, tax deferral feature would greatly stimulate exports
by giving U. S. corporations engaged in the export business the same tax
treatment the United States accords the earnings of foreign subsidiaries of
U. Si firms^ and that many other countries accord to their export industries.

Donations of U. S. food:
Draft (bill of exchange ) :

See Public Law tóo.
See Export financing.

Drawback and other refunds of duties paid: Drawback is the repayment
by a government in whole or in part of customs duties paid on imported
merchandise that is manufactured into a more finished article and is reexported. For example^ the Uo S. manufacturer of men*s suits who imports
British woolens is entitled to drawback^-a refund of substantially all
the duties paid on the British woolens—^when he exports the suits.
Drawback also refers to the refund upon the exportation of an article
of a domestic tax to which it has been subjected«
The usual purpose of drawback is to equalize the competitive position
of the domestic producer in export markets with the position of his foreign
competitors.
The Bureau of Customs makes this .statement with respect to U. S. policies
on drawback and refunds:
"The exportation of imported goods after they have been released from
customs custody does not result in a refund of the duties paid on the goods«
There are three exceptions: (l) When articles manufactured or produced in
the United States with the use of imported merchandise (or "substituted"
merchandise of the same kind and quality as the imported merchandise involved)
are .exported^ a refund of 99 percent of the duties paid on the imported
merchandise is refimdable as drawback; (2) when the mported goods do not
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conform to the sample or specifications on the basis of which they were
ordered^ or were shipped without the consent of the consignee^ the importer
may secure a refund of 99 percent of the duties paid hy returning the goods
to customs custody within 90 days (or longer if authorized) after they were
released and exporting them under customs supervision; and (3) when imported
goods found not to he entitled to admission into the commerce of the United
States are exported under customs supervision a refund of the entire amount
of duties paid on the rejected goods is allowable o
"A refund of the entire amount of duties paid is allowable: (l) When
imported goods are exported from, a bonded customs warehouse or from continuous customs custody elsewhere than in a bonded warehouse within the
warehousing period; (2) when the imported goods so mthdrawn for supplies
for vessels and aircraft engaged in certain classes of trade or for supplies
(including equipment) or maintenance or repair of vessels or aircraft under
certain conditions; and (3) when imported goods found not be entitled to
admission into the commerce of the United States are destroyed under customs
supervision,
"A refund of the entire amount of duties may also be made when articles
entered under bond under any provision of the customs laws are destroyed
under customs supervision during the period of the bond and when articles
in a customs bonded warehouse are volimtarily abandoned to the Government by
the consignee o ^'
Also see Admission temporaire.
Dual pricing: Selling an identical product for different prices in
different markets. For example^ the U, S, Government employs dual pricing
in selling wheat acquired -under the price support program in that it charges
a high price for wheat sold in the United States than for wheat sold abroad, Dimiping :
Dimiping is defined in Article ¥1^ General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade 5 as a means ^^by which products of one countiy are introduced into
the commerce of another conntry at less than the normal value of the products,"
GATT condemns the practice if it threatens or causes material injury to an
industry within the importing country^ or to an industry in a third country
which regularly sells to the importing country^ GATT recognizes the right
of an importing country to protect itself against injury" by imposing antidumping duties^ which are to be no greater than the amount by which an exporting coimtry^s domestic price exceeds its export price.
The International Anti«Dumping Code^ to wiiich the United States is a
signatory^ interprets the provisions of Article VI with respect to anti-dumping
duties and lays down greater uniformity and certainty in their implementation.
The U. S, Antidumping Act of 1921, as amended^ provides that when a
foreign company dumps merchandise in the United States^ the Treasury Department
shall levy antidumping duties equivalent to the dumping margins, T^fo requirements are essential for a dumping finding under the U, S. legislation:
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(1) A '^detemination of sales at less than fair value" by the Treasirry
Department; and (2) a determination of injury by the Tariff Commission.
Fair value comparisons are made on an exfactory basis, adjustments being
made for differences in "circumstances of sale" affecting the price in
the United States and the home market»-that is, the foreign market in
which the bulk of the goods is sold.
Durum wheat: A species of wheat distinct from wheat used to make
bread~nd otherloakery products. The hard, flinty kernels of durum wheat
are specially ground and refined to obtain semolina, a granular product
which is used in making such pasta items as macaroni and spaghetti.
Most durum wheats are grown in Mediterranean countries, the Soviet
Union^ Worth America, and Argentina. Until a few years ago, only Canada
and Argentina were important exporters. Now the United States is becoming
a competitor, exports in the I969-7O marketing year amounting to 1.0
million metric tons. Uo S. durum production is centered in l^orth Dakota,
which grows between.80 to 90 percent of each year's durum crop. Other
producing states are South Dakota, Minnesota, Montana, and California.
Dutiable list: A list
paym.ent of customs duties.
the United States, Annotated
Government Printing Office^

in the tariff law of the goods liable to the
U. So rates are listed in Tariff Schedules of
(1969)5 which may be purchased from the U. So
Washington, D. G. 20^^02, for $8.00 per copy.

Dutiable status of imported goods: All goods imported into the
United States are subject to duty unless specifically exempted therefromo
If prospective exporters to the United States or American importers need
information on the classification and rate of duty (or free status) of
specified goods^ they should write to (l) the Commissioner of Customs,
Washington, D. Go 20226, or (2) the collector of customs or appraiser
of merchandise at the port of entry at which goods will be entered.
Information which must be supplied the Bureau of Custom.s to help it
determine dutiable status includes a complete description of the goods;
method of manufacture or fabrication; specifications and analyses;
quantities and costs of component materials; and commercial designation
and chief use of the goods in the United States« "When practicable^ a
sample should be submitted with the other information.
If the item to be brought in is patented, or contains a patented
article or articles, the patent numbers should be given» Patent infringement reported to the President may result in exclusion of the infringing
articles.
Full rates of duty apply to products of certain countries or areas
dominated or controlled by Communism. (See Most «favored-nation principle o )
Duty:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.
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E
MG:

East African Community (see).

EAGGF—also abbreviated FEOGA: European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund« (See Common agricultural policy of the European Community. )
East African Community (EAC): Made up of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda.
Combines the former East African Common Market and the East African Common
Services Organization. The EAC has a common external tariff, with virtually
free trade between members. However, a member country may impose a trans«
fer tax on specified manufactured goods from_ either of the other two countries in order to correct a trade deficit.
The EAC signed an association agreement with the European Community in
September 1969. This agreement, known as the Arusha Agreement, went into
effect January 1^ 1971.
Headquarters:

Arusha, Tanzania.

East Germany:

See Soviet Zone of Germany.

Eastern Europe : Eastern Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania, and often the Soviet Union,
Greece, though in "Eastern Europe" geographically, is considered part of
^Vestern Europe."
East-WeSt trade; As used in the United States, refers to trade between
the United States and Communist countries other than areas dominated or
controlled by the Communist regimes of China, North Vietnam, North Korea,
^^
Cuba, and the Soviet Zone of Germany.
EC:

European Community (see).

Economic aid or assistance^ Up S.:

See Foreign assistance (or aid).

U. S.
Economic development: Economic development has been defined as "the
process through which the people of a country use their resources to bring
about a sustained increase in per capita production of goods and services.'
Capital is a key requirement of growth, but labor and natural resources
also are important. One measure of economic growth is the level of income
per capita.
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Many economists believe that if a coimtry invests 10 percent or more of
its national income^ economic growth -will begin to pick up momentum. Investment increases output^ -which provides a surplus for further investment
and further increases in output. Like an airplane picking up speed as it
moves down runway, the economy eventually "takes off" and becomes selfsustaining.
Countries which have attained sustained economic growth include the
United States^ Canada^ the United Kingdom and most other Western European
countries5 the Soviet Union^ the Union of South Africa^ Japan^ Australia^
New Zealand^ and a number of others.
Walt W. Rostowj in his book "The Stages of Economic Growth^" distinguishes three categories of economically developed countries: Take-off^
when resistance to steady growth is overcome; maturity^ when an economy
shows capacity to move beyond the original Industries which powered its
take-off and to absorb and apply efficiently over a wide range of its
resources the most advanced fruits of modern technology; and high mass
consumption5 where the leading sectors shift toward durable consumers*
goods. (Also see Less-developed countries.)
Economic nationalism:

See Self-sufficiency.

Economic Research Service (ERS):

See U. So Department of Agriculture.

Economic sanctions : Restrictive trade or fiscal actions by one or
more countries to try to force another coimtry to change a certain course
of action. For example^ Great Britain in November 19^5 invoked economic
sanctions against Southern Rhodesia following a unilateral declaration
of independence by the latter country. Among other things^ Great Britain
banned exports to or imports from Southern Rhodesia. With the notable
exceptions of the Republic of South Africa and Portugal^ most other
coimtries, including the United States^ joined Great Britain in its economic measures against the African countryo
EGSC:
EEC:
( see )1
EFTA:

European Coal and Steel community.
European Economic Community.

See European Gommimity.

Often called European Community

European Free Trade Association (see).

Embargo : (l) An edict or order of the government prohibiting the departure or entry of ships of commerce at ports within its dominions^ called a
"hostile embargo" if laid on an enemy's ships^ and a "civil embargo" if on
domestic ships. The embargo may be absolute^ as when laid on an enemy's
ships5 or partial^ as when laid on domestic ships to prevent or control
trade with a particular country or of a certain kind. (2) Any prohibition
imposed by law upon commerce either in general or in one or more of its
branche s.
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Emerging coimtries;

See Less developed eoiintries,

EMS:

Export Marketing Serviee.

See U, S, Department of Agriculttire,

EMU:

European Monetary Unit (see).

Enlargement : Refers to the enlargement of the E-uxopean Commimlty
through admission of additional members« In I97O negotiations began with
respect to the admission of Great Britain^ Ireland^ Denmark^ and NoriAray
to the Coimnunity, These four coimtries are now members of the European
Free Trade Association (EFTA)^
Entrepot : See Free trade zones and related facilities abroad-«and
the sub-entry TRANSIT- ZOFE,
Entry (Customs );^ A statement of the kinds ^ q^uantities and values
of goods imported together with duties due^ if any^ and declared before
a customs officer or other designated officer.
Entry price:

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Equalization fee or tax: See Common agricultural policy terms5
specifically VARIABLE IMPORT LEA/Y^
Escape clause: A provision (Section 351) of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962'pennîtting the President to increase tariffs or import
quotas5 for limited periods^ after a finding by the Tariff Commission
that increased imports cause or threaten to cause serious inguiy to
domestic industries.
Article XiX of the GATT permits signatories to invoke such a right.
Also see Common agricultural policy terms ^ specifically SAFEGUARD
MEASURES,
Eurocrats: Mckname for the 6^800 employees of the European
Gommmiity (see'),
Euro-dollars : Dollar deposits in banks located outside the United
States5 mainly in Eirrope, It was estimated at the end of I968 that
about three-fifths of all dollar deposits were in London banks. Eurodollars are acquired by banks not only by receiving deposits but also
to some extent through swapping other currencies for dollars. These
dollars can then be lent^ often after redeposlting with other banks^
to non-bank borrowers anywhere in the world.
Euromarket--Euromart:

European Community (see),

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (FEOGA or
sometimes EAGGF): See Comm_on agricultural policy of the European
Community,

5h

European Community (EC); AS commonly used In the United States, this
term refers to the regional area—a common market—made up of France^ West
Germanyj Italy^ Belgium^ the Netherlands^ and Luxembourg.
It should be noted that the Eirropean Communities (EC)^ in the plural^
coFxprise the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSG)^ the E-uj:?opean Atomic
Energy Community (Euratom)^ and the European Economic Community (EEC)^ each
of -which consists of the saine six countries listed above. ITais group of
countries is often referred to in the singular as the European CoMnunity-«
and often the term is intended to refer exclusively to the European
Economic Community^ since the latter is by far the most comprehensive of
the three. Other terms used to describe the area include Community^ Com«
mon Six5 Inner Six.» Six^ Euromarket^ and Euromart.
llie European Economic Community -was established by the Treaty of Rome^
signed in 1957 and effective Januar;y 1^ 1958 ^ through -which the six countries are attempting to unify and integrate their economies by establishing
a customs union and common economi.c policies^ including a common agricultural policy.
The Comm-anity brings together a population of I87 million. Its combined gross national product totaled $^32 billion in I969. It is the
world's largest importer of agricultural products—and an increasingly
Important agricultural exporter. Therefore^ the agricultural policies of
the Commujiity exert a great influence over world agricultural trade. These
EC policies are discussed in considerable detail under the heading Common
agricultural policy (CAP) of the European Community.
The Community is governed by four main institutions: The Commission^
the Council of Ministers ^ the European Parliament ^ and the Court of Justice o
The Commission is the executive organ^ and is
Belgium. It drafts Community-wide legislation for
of Ministers and administers certain provisions of
to it by the Council of Ministers. The Comm.ission
Coimnlssioners appointed by the member governments^
them« Commissioners cannot be removed from office
of the European Parliament.

located in Brussels^
approval by the Council
Community law delegated
is composed of nine
but not responsible to
except as a group by vote

The Council of Ministers meets periodically (one or more times a month)-usually in Brussels—to approve Community legislation or give guidelines to
the Commission for the preparation or amendment of legislation. Tlie Council
consists of a representative from each member government—normally the Minister
concerned with the issues at hand—foreign affairs^ agriculture, finance^
social mattersj, et cetera. In theory^ voting is by weighted majority in
which the larger coixntries have more votes than the sraaller ones. In practice^
most voting is by imanimity. On many questions the Council cannot vote without
first obtaining an opinion from the European Parliament.
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The European Parliament consists of 1^2 members chosen by and from
the legislatures of the member countries. The Parliament meets about
eight times a year^ usually in Strasbourg^ France. Its powers are limited.
It has the right to give an opinion on proposed legislation. It has the
ultimate authority to dismiss the Gonimission. And it has certain po-wers
of review with respect to the Coîïimunity* s budget.
The Court of Justice sits in Luxembourg and consists of seven judges
appointed for 6-year terms by the member governments. It is the supreme
court of appeal on all Community matters.
The Rome Treaty provides that other European countries may join the
Community. Negotiations for membership of the United Kingdom^ Ireland^
Denmark5 and Norway were reopened in June 1970. Agricultural policy^ including its financing^ is a central issue in the negotiations.
The Rome Treaty also provides that any coimtry may apply to become an
associate of the Community. Associates enter into a bilateral or multilateral arrangement with the Community providing for preferential treatment.
Unlike full members^ associates have no vote in the Conmunity institutions^
but matters affecting the association are handled by separate consultative
bodies o

Two associates 5 Greece and Turkey^ look forward to eventual full membership in the Community,
Association also has been set up with l8 so-called "associated overseas
territories 5" which^ at the time the Rome Treaty was negotiated^ were
colonies or territories of EC member countries. As such they automatically
became associate members. They include Burundi^ Cameroon^ Central African
Republic5 Chad^ Congo (Brazzaville )5 Congo (Kinshasa)^ Dahomey^ Gabon^
Ivory Coastj Malagasy Republic or Madagascar^ Mali^ Mauritania^ Niger^
Rwanda5 Senegal^ Somali Republic (Somalia)5 Togo, and Upper Volta. These
are sometimes referred to as the "Yaounde'cotintries5" because the various
agreements of association have been signed following "Yaounde^conventions"
at Yaounde^, Cameroon. The most recent agreement becom.es effective January I3

1971.
Still another group of associate members exists: The remaining overseas
territories of EG members, which comprise the following: St o Pierre and
Miquelon, Comoro Archipelago^ French Somali Coast^ New Caledonia^ Wallis and
Futuna Islands^ French Polynesia^ Southern and Antartic Territories^ Surinam,
and the Netherlands Antilles,
Three countries—Iran, Yugoslavia, and Lebanon—^have signed trade
agreements with the EC, Five countries have negotiated preferential trade
arrangements with the EC: These are Spain, Israel, Morocco, Tunisia, and
Malta.
^6

Members of the East African Coimimity—Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzaniasigned an association agreement with the EC—an agreement -which will become effective January 1, I971. This is sometimes referred to as the
^^Arusha agreement.'^
EC headquarters:

Brussels, Belgium.

European Free Trade Association (EFTA): A regional trade grouping,
variously referred to as EFTA, the Outer Seven, or the Seven, that includes
seven European countries—^Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, Finland is an associate member.
Established in I96O by the Stockholm Convention, EFTA completed on
December 31, I966, three full years ahead of schedule, elimination of tariffs
with respect to manufactured goods originating in the EFTA countries and
traded among them. Agricultural products, broadly speaking, are not included in the schedule for tariff reductions. Unlike the EC, members of
EFTA retain their individual tariffs against outside countries.
Headquarters:

Geneva, Switzerland,

European Monetary Unit (EMU): A monetary unit of the European Coal
and Steel Community, equivalent to a U. S. dollar. The ECSC already has
floated a 15-year, $50 million bond issue donominated in EMU^s. S^mibollzed ^'^^', the EMU is backed by the currencies of the six member countries
of the ECSC. As interest payments and capital reimbursements can be made
in any one of these individual currencies at the parity rates in effect on
the date of issue, EMU's guarantee Investors protection against devaluation
and assure them all the benefits of any upward revaluation. The borrower
obtains money at below-market rates but assumes the risk of a devaluation.
In the opinion of some observers, the device could be an important
first step towards the use of a common cirrrency within the European Community and could help unify the capital markets of the Six.
European Parliament :

See European Commxmity.

European Recovery Program: A plan for the post-World War II revival
of Europe—also called the Marshall Plan—suggested by Secretary of State
George C. Marshall in June 19^7o The plan called for economic aid to help
war-battered E-urope get back on its feet« The Economic Cooperation Act
of I9U8 implemented the program. Puads made available by Congress through
appropriations and loan authorizations within the h)i- year period from
April 35 19^8, to J-une 30, 1952, for operation of the Marshall Plan amounted
to about |13,6 billion.
Exceptions : Under Uo S. definition, items which are excluded from
trade liberalization because protection is necessary for defense industries or for producers who would suffer serious harm from such liberalization. Exceptions are permitted by Section 225 of the Trade Expansion Act
of 19620
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Excess foreign currencies: Foreign ciirrencies accrue to the United
States from sales of farm products under authority of Public Law ^1-80» However ^ the currencies of some countries "become aTailahle in amounts in excess of U, S. req^uirements—^a finding determined "by the U. S. Treasiri?y
Department and announced at intervals by the Bureau of the Budget, U. S.
Government agencies are then put on notice to use such excess currencies^
wherever possible^ in preference to dollars in meeting the U. S. Government's overseas obligations.
Excess currency countries in mid-.1970 included Burma^ Guinea^ Indla^
Israel^ Morocco^ Pakistan^ Poland^ Timisia^ United Arab Republic^ and
Yugoslavia.
The Treasury Department also determines near-excess currencies^ which
are defined as ^^above immediate needs." Like excess currencies^ near-excess
currencies are to be used instead of dollars wherever possible.
Wear-excess currency countries in mid-1970 included Ceylon^ Ghana^
Indonesia5 and Sudan.
Exchange rate: The price of one national currency in terms of another.
For example 5 the British pound sterling in December 1970 was equivalent to
$2.39 American and the French franc to l8.1 cents American.
The exchange rate may be "official^" that is^^ fixed by the nation
involved^ or it may be an unofficial or "free" rate—the rate on a free or
uncontrolled International m.arket. Most countries have unitary exchange
rates 5 although several le s s-developed nations have multiple systems employing more than one legal rate. Also see Exchange restrictions o
Exchange restrictions: Direct government control of the demand for
and supply of foreign exchange to regulate balance-of-payment s movem.ents and
maintain existing exchange rates. By reducing the demand for or increasing
the supply of foreign currency^ a cotmtry may maintain a given exchange rate.
In controlling foreign exchange^ governments sometimes issue exchange
licenses to importers buying foreign currency for particular purposes only^
thus enabling the country to control the imports of certain goods from exporting countries o Similarly^ a coimtry short of foreign exchange may
utilize multiple exchange rates to limit imports of certain types of goods.With such a system^ the country sets varying rates of exchange between its
own currency and foreign currencies^ depending on classes of imports. For
needed imports of industrial goods^ a rate may be set making the price of
such goods in the foreign currency cheap in the currency of the importing
country. Or the rate for Itixuries may be set to raise the price of such
imports in terms of the importing country's currency. Because authorities
may change the rates at any time^ multiple-rate systems inject instability
into international trade.
A government prohibition against the purchase of bills of exchange
payable in foreign currency is called "blocked exchange." Under such conditions^ deposits in local currency are sometimes made to cover prospective
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remittancesj but foreign creditors must wait until the block is removed
or else find some -way of using the local currency credited to them.
Ex factory3 ex mill3 ex warehouse, et cetera: When such terms are
used^ the price quoted applies only at the point of origin^ and the seller
agrees to place the goods at the disposal of the buyer at the agreed
place in the date or within the period fixed.
Ex-lm Bank:

Export-Import Bank of the United States (see).

Export agent :

See Export services.

Export allocations or quotas : Controls applied to exports by an
exporting country to limit the amouat of goods leaving that countryo Such
controls usually are applied in time of war or during some other emergency
requiring conservation of domestic supplies o
Export broker:

See Export services.

Export commission merchant:

See Export services.

Export control of U. S. agricultural products: TheU. S. Government
controls exports of U. S. farm products and other goods under the Export
Administration Act of 1969« Export licenses are issued by the Office of
Export Control^ U. S. Department of Commerce o
The Commerce Department uses ^'general'' and 'Validated" licenses.
The bulk of U. S. farm products move to both Free World and Commimist
countries under general license^ which is a general authorization printed
in the Commerce Department's export control regulations. Shippers exporting under a general license are required only to note the appropriate
general license symbol on the Shipper*s Export DeclaratioUo But to export
UQder a validated license^ the shipper must make formal application to
the Comraerce Department and supply information as to goods being shipped^
destination^ value^ et cetera.
Agricultural exports to certain countries are regulated in a more
restrictive way than are shipments to the rest of the world. U. S. export
control policies^ which are subject to change^ were as follows in early 1971
with respect to the following Communist country destinations :
CUBA^ COMynmiST CHINA (INCLUDING MANCHIIRIA)^ WORTH KOREA, AND HORTH
VIET HAIvl: The United States has invoked the Trading With the Enemy Act
with respect to exports to these countries. Trade in U. S.-originated
farm prodiicts is subject to a total embargoj, with mdnor exceptions.
ALBANIA^ BULGARIA^ CZECHOSLOVAKIA^ EAST GERMANY (INCLUDING EAST BERLIN),
ESTONIA, HUNGARY, LATVIA, LITHUANIA, OUTER MONGOLIA, AND THE SOVIET UNION:
Most agricultural commodities are under general license, and validated
export licenses are usually approved for most of the other commodities not
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in short supply in the United States.
POLAND, ROMMIA5 AM) YUGOSLAVIA: Exports of farm products are under
general license; that is, there are no restrictions.
Special restrictions apply to one non-Communist country.
SOUTHERN RHODESIA: In accordance "vrith a United Nations resolution, the^
United States has put exports to Southern Rhodesia—^for other than bona fide
medical, charitable, educational, and h-umanitarian purposes—under a total
embargo.
NOTE: This discussion of export control is necessarily generalized.
As already mentioned, export policies are subject to change. For example,
in April 1971 some relaxation of the trade embargo against Communist China
was initiated by President Nixon. And for som_e products, specialized restrictions exist. For instance, a written permit from the Secretary of Agriculture
is required to export tobacco seed and live tobacco plants--a requirement of
the Tobacco Seed and Plant Exportation Act, Certain restrictions on sales for
foreign currencies and sales for dollars under long-term credit arrangements
are contained in Title I, Public Law if80. Provisions of the Cargo I^eference
Act apply. In other words, exporters who have any doubt about applicable
restrictions would be well advised to get in touch with the Office of Export
Control, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C,
Export duty:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Export financing: Export trade, as contrasted with domestic merchan«
dising, usually calls for selling on relatively long terms. This feature of
export trade increases the need for financing. Some of the financing methods
used include:
CASH SALES : Usually insisted upon by exporters who are not sure of thei
financial standing of their foreign customer, or who are in doubt about the
foreign exchange situation in their customer's country,
CONSIGNMENT SALES: Shipment of goods to a foreign importer, agent, or ;
branch office by an exporter in the expectation that the goods will be sold
and payment made.
DRAFTS (BILLS OF EXCHANGE): Drawn by an exporter on his foreign buyerthrough a bank--for the value of the shipment. It may be drawn at ''sight;*'
that is, calling for immediate payment, or "date"--calling for payment on or
after a stipulated date. An "arrival draft" calls for payment upon arrival
of the merchandise,
A "clean draft ^' is drawn without collateral document s o A "documentary
draff is supported by such papers as the bill of lading, insurance certificates, consular invoice, et cetera.

A draft on which the b-uyer ackno-wledges his responsihility to pay—
by signing his name and the date—is called a "trade acceptance o" -A
draft on which a bank acknowledges responsibility to pay is called a
'l^anker ' s acceptance o "
FACTORING: A factor is one who does financial business for another.
Factoring facilitates selling on open account to foreign customers o The
factor takes full title to accounts receivable^ thereby relieving the
exporter of political and credit risk.
GUARANTIES: Guaranties can take many forms. A letter of credit is
a type of guaranty by a bank. Other forms include government^ such as
the political risk guaranties of the Export-Import Bank (see); personal;
and corporate. Insurance of commercial credits can be obtained from one
of several commercial insurance firms.
LETTER OF CREDIT: An assurance—obtained from a bank (American or
foreign) by a foreign purchaser—that the bank will pay an exporter up
to a certain amouat for goods shipped if the purchaser doesn't o A
letter of credit eliminates risk to exporters in almost the same degree
as a cash transactiono
The letter of credit has four forms: Irrevocable—issued by an
American bank; irrevocable—issued by a foreign bank; and revocable —
issued either by an American or foreign bank.
OPEN ACCOUNT: Akin to the householder's "charge account" at the
department store. Exporters usually extend this privilege only to excellent-credit «risk customers in hard currency countries that have no
exchange restrictions o The seller usually carries the financing on the
basis of 90-120 days o
Exporter : A firm or person selling and shipping domestic products
abroad. Manufacturers who ship their own goods^ such as electronic equipment or machine tools^ through their own export sales departments or subsidiaries overseas5 are called "direct exporters." Those who bi:iy goods
domestically and export them are called "indirect exporters." (Also see
Export services.)
Export freight forwarder:

See Export services o

Export-Import Bank of the United States (Ex-Im Bank): Aids in
financing and facilitating exports and imports and the exchange of commodities between the united States or any of its Territories or insular possessions and any foreign country or the agencies or nationals thereof.
The Export-Import Bank Act of 19^55 a^s amended^ expresses the policy of
the Congress that the Bank should supplement and encourage and not compete
with private capital; that loans should generally be for specific purposes
and offer reasonable assurance of repayment; and that in authorizing loans
account should be taken of the possible adverse effects on the Uo S.
economy.
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The Bank is authorized to have outstanding at any one time dollar
loans^ guaranties5 and insurance in an aggregate amount not in excess of
$13.5 "billion. The Bank is also authorized to have a capital stock of
$1 billion and to borrow from the U. S, Treasury on its own obligations
up to not more than $6 billion outstanding at any one time*
Formerly known as the Export-Import Bank of Washington, its name was
changed in March I968,
Headquarters:
Export license:

Washington, D. G,
See Export control of U. S. agricultural products.

Export limitation (on P.L, ^80 recipient countries): A provision
which limits the P.L. 480 recipient country^s volume of exports of commodities that are the same as, or like, the commodities being furnished
by the United States under a P.L, 480 agreement. The export of actual
PoL, 480 commodities is also prohibited, of course.
Export market value (under P,L. 48o): The market value of commodities
acquired for P.L, 480 use, plus any ocean transportation cost included in
financing arrangements.
Export Marketing Service (EMS ) :
Export merchant-export packer:

See U. S. Department of Agriculture,
See Export services.

Export quota agreement: An international commodity agreement that
allocates export quotas to exporting countries. The objective, as in the
case of the coffee agreement, is to m_aintain prices within an agreed range
by adjusting quotas to changing market demands. To prevent nonparticipating exporters from undermining such an agreement, member importing
countries agree to limit imports from nonmember exporting countries, (Also
see International commodity agreement or arrangement,)
Exports:

See Trade, U, S, agricultural.

Export services: Warnes of firms providing specialized sales and hand«
ling services to exporters may be found in the classified advertising pages
of large city telephone directories, especially directories of important
seaport cities,
COMBIHATION EXPORT í'^IMAGERS : Handle the foreign business of a number
of U. S. films, usually on a minimum-retainer-plus-commission basis. They
have a very close relationship with the companies they represent, being
virtually the ''export departments" of these companies. They do business
in the companies' names, using their letter-heads. Their overseas agents
and representatives operate in the companies' names rather than their own.
Their know-how and services are of particular value to small companies not
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yet ready to set up their o-^-m export departments» A Directory of Combination
Export Managers is available for reference at the k2 Department of Commerce
Field Offices or may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents^
U. S. Government Printing Office^ Washington^ Do C, 20^02,
EXPORT AGENTS: Their functions are similar to those of the combination
export manager^ but the relationship is less close. They operate as a
firmes exclusive distributor abroad^ either on a worldwide or area basis^
selling the firmes goods through a network of foreign representatives^ salesmen^ or distributors. 'They usually handle a number of related but noncompetitive lines for several firms^ and generally work on a commission
basiSo
EXPORT BROKERS: Arrange agreements between two or more parties^ usually
agreements to sell goods to the export trade for manufacturers^ dealers and
others«
EXPORT GOMVIISSlOn MERCHANTS: Buy goods in the United States on the
order of foreign customers and ship the goods to them. They usually work
on a retainer and commission basis.
EXPORT FREIGHT FORWARDERS: Handle export and import shipments for
clients; that is^ arrange for cargo space^ insure shipments^ prepare and
process customs documents^ and perform other necessary services«
EXPORT I^^RCHANTS: Buy and sell for their own account. They usually
handle such details as documentation^ forwarding^ insuring^, shipping^ and
sometimes packingj, crating5 and labeling,
EXPORT PACKERS : Pack goods for export in such a way as to reduce the
risk of loss from pilferage or breakage—a function that makes for lessened
insurance rates,
EXPORT TRADE ASSOCIATIONS: Provide assistance on an industry-wide
basis5 usually handling the products of a group of producers. The Federal
Trade Commission regulates operations of export trade associations.
SHIP BROKERS: Obtain cargo and passengers for ship owners^ arrange
for insuring the cargo^ prepare the bill of lading^ see to the loading
and unloading5 and provide other services.
Export subsidy:
A government grant of one kind or another^ made to
a private enterprise^ for the purpose of facilitating exports in the public
good. ^^Subsidy'' has an invidious connotation^ therefore some other term^
such as ^'paynient^' or ^^differential" or "assistance" or "aid" often is
employed«
In Europe^ "restitution" is commonly used.
Subsidies are treated in Article XVI of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade^ which recognizes that the granting of a subsidy on the
export of any product may have harmful effects for other contracting
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parties and may hinder the achievement of GATT objectives. Accordingly^
the GATT sets up certain guidelines. The most important of these provides
that "if a contracting party grants directly or indirectly any form of
subsidy which operates to increase the export of any primary product from
its territory^ such subsidy shall not be applied in a manner which results
in that contracting party having more than an equitable share of world
export trade in that product^ account being taken of the shares of the
contracting parties in such trade in the product during a previous representative period^ and any special factors which may have affected or may
be affecting such trade in the product."
Export trade association:

See Export services.

Export transshipment3 U. S.: "Transshipment" refers to the primary export
of U. S. farm products to certain Gountries--notably Canada and the Netherlands—and their further shipment to other countries. Unless there is "adjustment for transshipment 5". export statistics reflect a distorted picture. In
1969^ for example^ $710 million worth of farm products was exported to Canada.
However 5 about $200 million worth of that total was subsequently "transshiped"
to other countries. Therefore^ statistics on exports to Canada were "adjusted"
downward to about $510 million^ and totals for various importing countries;>
mainly in Europe^ were adjusted upward by an aggregate of about $200 million.
Canada is a principal intransit country because of its storage facilities and the water transportation afforded by the St. Lawrence Seaway and
lower St. Lawrence ports^ which can accommodate deep-draft sea-going vessels.
Grain generally moves to lower St. Lawrence ports from the IJ. S. Midwest in
"laker" vessels of relatively shallow draft^ but capable of moving up to
900^000 bushels of bulk grain per vessel. Some sales are loaded aboard seagoing vessels at Great Lakes ports for direct shipment to foreign countries.
Usually these shipments are made in general-purpose vessels that cannot load
to capacity and often complete their cargoes at Montreal or at one of the
lower St. Lawrence ports. Often U. S. shippers' export declarations indicate
Canada as the intermediate destination. Final destination is not known at
time of export. Such shipments are held in bond at Canadian storage elevators
for subsequent transshipment. "When final destinations are known^ the export
statistics can be "adjusted for transshipment."
Similarly5 the fine harbor facilities of the Netherlands^ especially at
Rotterdam5 make the Netherlands an important transshipment country for grain^
oilseeds5 and other farm products destined for other countries. Therefore^
export statistics for the Netherlands also require adjustment.
Extraction rate: The proportion by weight of a processed product to
Its raw material. The U. S. extraction rate of wheat flour^^ for example^ is
usually stated as 72^ meaning that 100 pounds of wheat will produce 72 pounds
of wheat flour and 28 pounds of wheat byproducts. In Europe and Asia it is
usually 78 or higher.
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Factoring:

See Export financing*

Fair average quality (FAQ): A basis for selling farm products in
some c'ountrieSj notably Australia^ Argentina^ and the Republic of South
Africa. Essentially it is selling on a sample basis rather than by grade.
Fair share (under P.L. ^80): The requirement that the United States
should benefi~ëquitably from any increase in commercial purchases of
agricultural commodities by the PoL. U80 recipient country.
FAO:

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (see).

FAQ:

Fair average quality (see).

Far East : The National Geographic Society^ in its News Bulletin
83525 issued April 22, 1952^ includes in the "Far East" the area now
occupied by Communist China^ Nationalist China (Formosa or Taiwan)5 the
Mongolian Republic, North Korea5 South Korea^ Japan, North Vietnam, South
Vietnamj Cambodiaj Laos^ Thailand, Burma, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Hong Kong, Macau, and the Ryukus.
Like "Middle East," "Far East" is a rather indefinable area. A
narrow interpretation of the area would include only Japan, North and
South Korea, Communist China, and Formosa or Taiwan. The broadest definition normally given would consist of the land mass of Asia eastward from
the Khyber Pass and Lake Baikal. The area sometimes is referred to as
"East Asia" or the "Orient." (Also see Southeast Asia.)
FAS:

Foreign Agricultural Service.

See U. S. Department of Agriculture,

F. A. g_.: Free alongside ship, and, rarely, firsts and seconds.
Ocean shipping.

See

Fats and oils : Fats and oils, along with carbohydrates and protein,
constitute a major agricultural category. In total, they make up an important trade item.
Fats are usually defined as solid or plastic at ordinary temperatures,
whereas oils are liquid. Two major edible categories are animal fats and
vegetable oils. Animal fats come from the tissue of hogs, cattle, sheep,
or poultry, or from marine animals such as whales. Butter is a special
type of animal fat obtained from milk. Vegetable oils are obtained from
a variety of plant seeds, such as soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, corn
germ, olives, coconuts, rapeseed, sesame, simflowerseed, cocoa beans,
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and -various oil palms.
Industrial products utilizing fats and oils include soap^ cosmetics^
linoleum^ and lubricants. Substantial quantities of tallow are now used
as a livestock feed.
Favorable balance of trade :
FCIA:

See Balance of trade.

Foreign Credit Insurance Association (see).

Federal Maritime Conmission (Also see Maritime Administration3 U^ SQ:
The Commission f^mctions in the following areas: (l) Regulation of
~~"
services 5 practices^ and agreemients of common carriers by water and other
persons engaged in the foreign comm^erce of the United States; (2) accep«
tance^ rejection^ or disapproval of tariff filings of common carriers engaged in foreign commerce; (3) regulation of rates^ fares^ charges^ classifications ^ tariffs5 regulationsj and practices of common carriers by
water in the domestic offshore trade of the United States; (k) investigation of discriminatory rates5 charges^ classifications^ and practices
in the waterborne foreign and domestic commerce; and (5) rendering decisions ^ issuing orders 5 and making rules and regulations governing and
affecting common carriers by water^ terminal operators^ freight forwarders^
and other persons subject to the shipping statutes«
Headquarters:

Washington^ D^ C,

Federal Republic of Germany: Usually referred to as West Germany^
this area«-predominantly lndustrial«-has a population of about 61 million*
It is one of the most important markets for U© S^ agricultural products^
importing $536 million worth in fiscal year 1970*,
FEDS: Foreign Economic Development Service*
Agriculture.

See Uo S^ Department of

Feed concentrates : Includes in the United States corn (grain only)^
sorghum grain^ barley^ oats^ w^heat^ rye^ oilseed meal^ animal protein feeds^
and other byproduct feeds«
Feed grains : ■ Usually refers to corn^ sorghum grain^^ barley^ and oats,
"Feed grains is used interchangeably with '^coarse grains."
However^ other grains^ such as wheat and rye^ have some use as a live«
stock feed. If of less than milling quality^ they are referred to as "feed
wheatj" "feed rye^^" et cetera.
Fighting ship:

See Ocean shipping,

Findley Amendment :
Fish meal:

See Friendly country.

A commercial feed for poultry and other fas^m animals.
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It

consists of the clean^ dried^ ground tissues of undecomposed -whole fish
or fish cuttings5 with or without the oil extracted. In Peru and Chile,
it is manufactured mostly from anchovies, in Norway and Iceland from
herring5 in the United States from menhaden, and in South Africa from
pilchards.
Fixed duty:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Flexible tariff:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Flight of the dollar or flight of capital: Th.e movement of capital to
foreign countries—usually accomplished through the purchase of foreign
securities—to obtain higher interest rates, or greater investment opportunities, or, possibly to escape the adverse consequences of inflation,
devaluation, war, or other unfavorable developments.
Floating elevator:
FMD:

See Ocean shipping.

Foot-and-mouth disease (see)o

F.O.B.: Free on_board. See Ocean shipping.
/
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO): FAO,
founded October 16, 19^5, works in the broad field of agriculture, including
fisheries, forestry, food pricessing and distribution, and nutrition. A
big part of FAO^s work is helping the less developed countries help themselves. FAO, financed by member countries of the various organizations in
the United Nations family, has carried on extensive technical assistance
work in over 100 countries. Worldwide support and additional assistance for
this work is coming through FAO's Freedom from Hunger Campaign. FAO, jointly
with the United Nations, guides the $275 million World Food Program, which
uses surplus food to relieve hunger and promote economic growth of the needy
countries. FAO serves as an international clearing house for information and
statistics on the world food situation. FAO now has 119 member nations.
FAO^s Committee on Commodity Problems provides an International forum
for the exchange of views and proposals among governments. Subordinate
study groups and consultative committees cover most agricultural commodities moving In trade, including grains; rice; oilseeds, oils, fats, and
oilseed products; citrus fruits; bananas; wine; cocoa; tea; gute, kenaf,
and allied fibers; hard fibers; and meat. Another subordinate body, the
Consultative Committee on Surplus Disposal, seeks to insure that concessional shipments to needy countries do not Interfere with or substitute for
normal commercial trade.
Headquarters:

Rome, Italy.

Food balance :

The supply of food in relation to the population to be

fed,
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Food for Peace program: This program^ occasionally referred to as
the Food for Freedom program^ encompasses the Uo S. foreign food activities carried on under Pablic Law ^î-SO (see)*
Food reserves: Supplies of food stores against contingencies either
by food exporting or food-importing countries o The expression is used
most commonly^ however^ in connection with proposals to store in the underdeveloped countries supplies of food from the surplus-producing nations.
In a report by Dr, B, R, Sen, one-time Direct or-General of FAO, entitled
"Development through Food—A Strategy for Surplus Utilization," he said,
"National food reserves should be established with the help of food surpluses. They can make it possible for the recipient countries to meet
emergencies, crop fluctuations, the needs of development policies, and
particularly to maintain floor prices giving positive incentives to farmers
to increase output and productivity,"
Foot-and-mouth disease: Also referred to as "FMD" and, in Latin
America, "aftosa," this is one of the most dreaded of the animal diseaseso
The United States has experienced nine outbreaks, the first in I87O and
the most recent in 1929, The United States and Mexico spent millions of
dollars in stamping out FMD in the latter country in the years from I9U6
through 195^. Federal law prohibits the importation of cattle, sheep, or
other domestic ruminants, or swine, or of fresh, chilled, or frozen beef,
veal, mutton, lamb, or pork from any country where rinderpest or footand-mouth disease exists o Africa, Asia, South America, and most European
countries have not been free of the disease for decades.
Cattle, hogs, sheep, and goats are most frequently affected. Mortality in adult animals is less than 5 percent, but higher in young animals.
Productivity of recovered animals is seriously imdermined. Also see Import
prohibitions and restrictions, U, So
Force majeure: The title of a standard clause found in contracts
exempting the parties from liability for non-falfillment of their obligations by reason of occurrences beyond their control, such as earthquakes
or war.
Foreign agricultural market development and promotion, U, S,:
"Development includes all activities--in the United States as well as in
foreign countries--to influence the flow of U. S. farm products to foreign
consumers. Market development encompasses measures by government agencies,
farmers5 processors, exporters, and others to improve acceptability of U, S,
farm commodities in foreign markets. It takes in such services as information and grading o It includes Government export pajmients. It embraces
action by government and international agencies to lower trade barriers.
It involves market promotion activities carried on cooperatively by government and trade groups, such as participation in trade fairs, advertising,
distribution of samples, sponsored visits of foreign buyers to the U, S.,
and the like. Market development, in brief, covers activities ijndertaken
all the way along the marketing chain,
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Foreign market "promotion^" howe-ver^ is usually considered only one
phase of overall market development aetivltyo Foreign agricultural market
promotion usually takes place at or near the consumption end of the marketing system. Promotion activities are designed to increase or forestall
decreases in consumption of a commodity^ primarily through use of persuasive and educational techniques o Generally these activities are aimed at
foreign consumers;, although efforts may he directed toward retailers ^ wholesalers ^ and other commercial handlers of farm products. Activities pursued under the heading of market promotion include advertising in all its
forms5 press releases^ public relations programs^ participation in international trade fairs and other types of expositions^ direct sales contacts^
point-of-purchase activities^ and related efforts.
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS):

See U. S. Department of Agriculture<

Foreign assistance (or aid)^ U. So: Ihe United States has carried on
foreign assistance operations since the end of World War II. Obligations
and loan authorizations extended under the various programs from July 1^
I9I4-5, through June 30^ 1969^ totaled $138,029^000^000. Of this amount,
$98,38^,000,000 represented economic aid, and $39^.6)4-5^000,000 military
assistance.
Repayments amounted to $18,^23^000,000 over the 23-year period.
Over the 19^5-69 period, the United Kingdom led in the volume of
total U. S. assistance received, with $9«? billion; followed by France,
$9.i|- billion; India, $8.2 billion (economic aid only); South Korea, $7«8
billion; Italy, $6.0 billion; South Vietnam, $5.9 billion; Turkey, $5,6
billion; Japan, $U.l billion; Greece, $3.9 billion; and Pakistan, $3.7 billion (economic aid only). The large totals for Western European countries
reflect in some degree assistance under the Marshall Plan (see) in the
19ll9«52 period.
The proportion of economic aid to total assistance rose from, ^k percent in 1953-61 to 78 percent in I962-69.
Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA): An association of
approximately 70 private insurance companies and the Export-Import Bank,
which provides export credit insurance for short-and medium-term (up to
5 years) transactions. Both political and comm^ercial risks are covered«
Address: 25O Broadway, New York, New York 10038c
Foreign currencies: An expression used frequently in connection with
operations under Title I, Public Law ^80, which authorizes sales of United
States farm products for foreign currencies. Title I also spells out uses
to which the foreign currencies may be put, such as: To help develop new
markets for U. S« farm products; to obtain military equipment, materials,
facilities, and services; to finance the purchase of goods or services for
other friendly countries; to promote economic development and trade of
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underdeveloped coimtries; to pay Uo So obligations abroad: to finance
educational exchange activities; and others.
Foreign currencies generated under Title I are sometimes referred
to--erroneously—as "counterpart funds'' (see).
Foreign Economic Development Service (?EDS):
of Agriculture.

See U. S. Department

Foreign exchange: International transfers of economic values in terms
of money by means of credit instruments, including transfers by telegraphy
cablej et ceterao The main problems of foreign exchange are concerned -with
two operations: (l) the conversion of the money of one country into that
of another; and (2) the transfer of money values from one country to another.
Foreign-Trade Zones Board: The Act of June 18^ 193I4 provides for
establishment of foreign-trade zones in U. S. ports of entry to expedite
and encourage foreign commerce^ each zone to be operated as a public utility o
The Act authorizes the Foreign-Trade Zones Board^ comprised of the Secretaries of Commerce 5 Treasury^ and Army^ to grant to qualified public or
private corporations the privilege of establishing and operating foreign
trade zones^ including subzones for specialized purposes. (Also see Foreigntrade zones5 U. So)
Foreign-^Trade Zones3 Up So:

Special commercial and industrial areas

in or near ports of entry in the United States and Puerto Rico where foreign
and domestic merchandisej> including raw materials^ product components^ and !
finished goods^ may be brought without being subject to payment of U. S.
customs duties. These zones are particularly useful to business firms
engaged in manufacturing for world markets ^ exporting Ü. S. products ^ reexporting from the United States5 importing for the U. S. market^ and transshipping foreign goods via the United States.
Foreign exporters planning to expand or open up: new American outlets
may forward their goods to a foreign-trade zone in the United States to be
held for an unlimited period while awaiting a favorable market in the United
States or nearby countriesj, without being subject to the customs laws—and
without entry or bond. Merchandise lawfully brought into these zones may
be stored^ sold^ exhibited^ broken up^ repacked^ assembled^ distributed^
sortedj^ graded^ cleaned^ mixed with foreign and domestic merchandise^ or
otherwise manipulated^ or be manufactured. In most instances^ foreign goods
may also be manufactured in a zone with other foreign goods or with domestic
goods brought into the zone. The resulting merchandise may thereafter be
either exported or transferred from the customs territory. When foreign
goods are transferred into customs territory of the United States from a
foreign-trade zone3, the goods must be entered at the customhouse.
Zones are .operated in New York City^ New Orleans^ San Francisco^
Seattle 5 Toledo^ Honolulu^ and JViayaguez^ Puerto Rico. Special-purpose subzones for manufacturing are in operation in San Francisco^ California^ and
Penuelas^ Puerto Rico.
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FORMA.: A short name for the French Government food agency—Fonds
d'Orientation et de Régularisation des Marches Agricoles. FORMA, is
responsible for stabilizing prices of many French farm products and for
helping to provide food at reasonable costs to French consumers. Its
functions in France are akin to those of the Commodity Credit Corporation in the United States.
FOra^lA's operations affect prices and supplies of dairy products.
beef and veal^ pork^ poultry^ fruits, vegetables (including potatoes),
fats and oils, wine, fruit juices, mushrooms, hops, cut flowers, angora
rabbits, textiles. (Stabilization of grain and sugar prices is carried
on by other agencies—-CMIC for grain and GNIBG for sugar—but their
policy objectives parallel those of FORMA.)
FORMA acquires products from farmers when surpluses develop, and
stores them—-or exports them, with or without subsidies. ^Ihen shortages
appear, FORMATS commodities are not only put back into marketing channels,
but the agency may encoiorage imports or even buy commodities abroad.
Many of Formats operations are carried out through government«financed
professional ^^intervention^' organizations--with FORM exercising direct
control over their activities. Prices of dairy products, for example, are
stabilized through an agency called I1TERLÄIT, and meat through an organization referred to as SIBEV.
Since France joined the European Community, FORMA receives part of
its funds from that source, specifically from the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guaranty Fundo
Formosa:

Taiwan (see).

Fortified foods: Ordinary foods—wheat, rice, and corn products, for
example—that are enriched with vitamins, minerals, and/or amino acids.
They are being used to an increasing extent to improve nutrition levels in
the developing countries.
More specifically, fortification of foods is generally defined as the
nutritional improvement of widely «consumed foods by the addition of nutrients
such as vitamins, minerals, and amino acids (or other protein supplements)
without any detectable change in appearance, flavor, and technological properties. These nutrients may or may not have been present in the food at
harvest o For example, certain B vitamins are added to wheat flour in the
United States to replace the quantities lost during milling. Iodine is
added to salt and vitamin D to milk though both nutrients are not present
in the unprocessed food.
Fraudulent entry:

See Smuggling«

Free airport, free perimeter, free port, free zone:
zones and related facilities a.broad.
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See Free trade

Free in and out (FO I. 0,):

See Ocean shipping.

Free list: A list in the U, S, tariff law of goods not liable to
the payment of customs duties*
Free out (F. Q,):

See Ocean shipping*

Free trade: International trade unhampered hy governmental "barriers^
such as tariffs or non-tariff restrictions o Completely free trade is not
practiced today by any country of the world.
Free trade association: Made up of countries that have eliminated^
or are in the process of eliminating^ many tariffs^ quotas^^ and other
governmental restrictions on trade among members o An example is the
European Free Trade Association,
A free trade association resembles a customs union (see) in some
particulars 5 notably in the relatively unrestricted movement of goods among
member countries. But there is one fundamental difference between the two
types of organizations: the free trade association does not have a conimon
external tariff--the member countries maintain their individual tariff restrictions with respect to trade with non-member countries--whereas the
customs union does have a common external tariff. Any other differences
between the two types of organizations—as between the EFTA and the EC —
trace primarily to political or economic factors.
Free trade zones and related facilities abroad: Special customs treatment is the central feature of free trade zones and related facilities.
Basically^ they extend exemption from customs duties on forei^-produced
goods under a system of specified controls. They vary in many respects^
but all permit entry of raw materials^ components^ and finished goods of
foreign origin and later reexportation without payment of customs duties o
They afford international traders the opportunity to store and often process
imported goods free of customs duties without the application of most other
import control requirements while awaiting sale or onward shipment to
another market. Their purpose is to stimulate and facilitate tirade^
The Department of Commerce classifies free trade zones and facilities
as follows :
FREE TRADE ZOIES: An enclosed^ policed area in a seaport or at an
airport or other inland point that is treated for customs purposes as lying
outside the customs territory of the country. Goods of foreign origin m-ay
be brought in pending eventua.1 transshipment^ reexportation^ and^ in some
cases^ importation into the local market without payment of customs duties.
Domestic goods intended for export or for mixture with foreign goods may
also be brought into the free trade zone.
At a minimum^ free trade zones allow international traders to store
foreign-produced goods within their confines and to undertake such operations as preserving or processing^ or^ more frequently^ exhibiting^
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sampling 5 blending^ mixing ^ and packing o Assembling and manufacturing to
an extent that changes the customs classification of the goods to a categoiy
different from that applicable at time of entry are permitted in some zones
but not in others.
In some countries terms such as "free zone'^^ "free port5" or "free
airport" are used to describe what is a free trade zone as defined above.
In the United States3 the term "foreign trade zone" designates the free
trade zones operating in this country. (See Foreign trade zones^, U. S.).
Among the many foreign free trade zones are Hamburg^ West Germany;
Maljno^ S-weden; Copenhagen, Denmark; Shannon International Airport, Ireland;
Barcelona, Spain; Trieste, Italy; Ireland Island, Bermuda; and Colon,
Panama.
FREE PORT: A type of foreign trade zone, generally encompassing an
entire port and its surrounding locality. They are relatively rare today.
Free ports include the following: Gibraltar; Hong Kong; Singapore; Canary
Islands; Ceuta and Melilla, Spain; Aden; the French Territory of Afars and
Issas; Labuan Island and Penang Island, lyialaysia; San Andres Island and
Rrovidencia Island, Colombia; and Manaus, Brazil.
TRANSIT ZOHE: A port of entry in a coastal country, which is established as a storage and distribution center for the convenience of a
neighboring country lacking adequate port facilities or access to the sea.
It is so acMinistered that goods in transit to and from the neighboring
country are not subject to the customs duties, import controls or many of
the entry and exit formalities of the host country. A transit zone is a
more limited facility than either the free trade zone or the free port.
It may consist of a segregated portion of a port, with its own piers, sheds,
and other facilities. Or it may consist only of a single warehouse or shed
in the general port area. The terms "entrepot," "free zone," and "free
transit zone" are sometimes used in place of "transit zone" as defined
above« Among the places where transit zones are operated are Bangkok, Thai«
land; Calcutta, India; Karachi, Pakistan; Lourenco Marques, Mozambique;
Abidjan, Ivory Coast; Buenos Aires, Argentina; and Arica, Chile.
FREE PERIMETER: This is similar to a free port but it is generally
confined to a remote or undeveloped region in a country. Its function is
primarily to serve local consumption requirements that cannot be supplied
conveniently through usual domestic commercial channels. Examples of free
perimeters are at Sonora, Mexico; and the Amazon region (Peru).
SPECIAL CUSTOMS-PRIVILEGED FACILITIES : These are systems employed by
some countries that do not maintain delimited areas but which offer comparable advantages to traders. They depend on an extensive network of bonded
warehouses and other storage facilities. Special customs-privileged facilities are operated by Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, and Switzerland,
among others.
Among the major industrialized countries not utilizing free trade
zones and related facilities are Great Britain (in Europe), France, Korvray,
and Canada.
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A detailed discussion of this subject can be found in the Department
of Coirmierce publication^ '^Free Trade Zones and Related Facilities Abroad."
It can be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents^ U, S. Government
î>rinting Office^ Washington^ B. G,^ 20U02.
Free World:

Usually refers to all non-Communist countries collectiTely,

Freedom from Hunger Gampaign: A world-wide program^ carried on by
the Food and Agriculture Organization to encourage global support and financial assistance for programs to increase crop yields^ make new foods available ^ and multiply fisheries catches in underdeveloped countries* Tîie
program^ laimched July 1^ 1960^ has been placed on a continuing basis o
Freighter:

See Ocean shipping.

Freight forwarder:

See Export services.

Friendly country: Public Law ^80 directs the President to conclude
agreementsj for the sale of agricultural commodities for dollars on credit
terms or for foreign currencies^ only with "friendly countries."
Under the Act^ "friendly country" shall not include any country or
area dominated or controlled by a foreign government or organization controlling a world Communist movement^ and^ for the purpose only of sales
for foreign currencies under Title I^ Public Law tóO^ any country or area
dominated by a Communist government. (Title I^ as amended^ covers sales
for dollars on credit terms and sales for foreign currencies•)
P.L. kdO also excludes from its definition of "friendly"—for the
purpose only of sales under Title I—any nation that sells or furnishes or
permits ships or aircraft under its registry to transport any equipment ^
materials5 or commodities to or from Cuba or North Vietnam so long as they
are governed by a Communist regime. With respect to furnishing^ selling^
or selling and transporting to Cuba medical supplies^ non-strategic raw
materials for agriculture^ and non-strategic agricultural or food commodities ^ sales agreements m^ay be entered into if the President finds them
to be in the national interest of the United States and publishes the
findings and reasons in the Federal Register.
(The section dealing with Cuba and North Vietnam often is referred to
as the "Findley Amendm-ent^" because it was introduced by Congressman Paul
Flndley^ of Illinois.)
PoL. ^80 excludes sales under Title I to the United Arab Republic^ unless
the President determines such sales to be in the national interest. Also^
sales to the United Arab Republic are limited to requirements of that country
for only one fiscal year.
The President may—notwithstanding any other Act—enter into agreements
for the sale of agricultural commodities for dollars on credit terms under
Title I with countries which fall within the definition of "friendly country"
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for the purpose of such sales. (Note: In other words^ a country may he
eligihle for dollar credit^ hut not ellglhle for a sale for foreign currencies^ including a sale on credit for foreign currencies which are converted into dollars,)
ÏÏO sales shall he made to any country that the President finds is
(a) an aggressor in a military sense against any country having diplomatic
relations with the United States^ or (h) that uses funds^ of any sort^
from the United States for purposes inimical to the foreign policies of the
United States.
P.L. ^80 also provides that ^'nothing in this Act shall he construed
as authorizing sales agreements under Title I with any government or organization controlling a world Communist movement or with any coiontry with which
the United States does not have diplomatic relations."
Fritalux:

See Benelux.

Futures trading: Futures trading has developed into a vital part of
the domestic and foreign marketing system.
In futures trading^ the seller^ or "shorty" agrees to deliver in a
specified month a definite quantity of a commodity. The purchaser^ or "long^"
agrees to accept and pay for the commodity when it is delivered. If, for
example 5 a IMay wheat futures contract is executed in Fehruary^ the short has
agreed that he will deliver 5^000 hushels of wheat on any husiness day in
May. The corresponding long has agreed that when the wheat is delivered he
will accept and pay for it. The price is determined either hy the short
accepting a hid to huy at a certain price or the long accepting an offer to
sell at a certain price. After the purchase and sale on the exchange have
heen executed^ a portion of the contract price--referred to as the initial
margin--is deposited hy each party with the clearing house of the exchange^
which substitutes itself as the seller to the buyer and the buyer to the
seller.
A short who delivers the cash (actual) commodity on his futures contract,
has consummated the contract and his position in the futures market is thereby liquidated; he is no longer in the market. The long who accepts and pays
for the commodity has also consummated his contract^ thereby liquidating his
position in the market. In practice^ however^ actual delivery of the commodity seldom occurs. Virtually all of the contracts are offset on the exchange by
making an opposite futures transaction.
The principal terms of a futures contract provide for a standard unit of
trading—for example, 5^000 bushels of wheat; any one of a number of grades of
the commodity to be deliverable in fulfillment of the contract at premiums or
discounts from a basic grade; the commodity to be deliverable only from an
approved facility; the commodity to be graded and weighed by licensed inspectors; the commodity to be delivered and the day of the month on which delivery
is made.
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G
Gate price;

See Common agricultural policy terms.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT): An agreement negotiated in 19^7 among 23 countries^ including the United States 5 to increase
international trade by reducing tariffs and other trade harriers. Today
66 coimtries have full participant status ^^ 6 countries participate provision«
ally^ and 7 belong to GATT under special arrangement--79 countries in all.
About three-fourths of them fall into the *'less developed^' category.
The GATT countries account for about 85 percent of the world*s trade.
Gatt rules also apply to customs or tariff unions (common markets) such as
the European Community.
The GATT is based on three fundamental principles: (l) Trade should
be conducted on the basis of nondiscrimination; that is^ the most-favorednation principle should apply to trade benefits and trade restrictions. (2)
Brotection should come through the customs tariff and not through other
measures; the use of import quotas as a protective device is explicitly
prohibited^ and their use for other purpose^ such as to safeguard the balance
of payments5 is regulated by GATT rules. (3) Consultation is provided for
to avoid damage to the trading interests of contracting parties. Each of
these three principles is subject to exceptions^ however^ and many articles
of the GATT spell out the exceptions in detail.
The GATT covers most-favored-nation treatment; schedules of concessions;
i.e.5 lists of products on which tariffs have been reduced or bound against
increase; national treatment on internal taxation and regulation; freedom
of transit across the territory of a contracting party; anti-dumping aiid
countervailing duties; valuation for customs purposes; fees and formalities
connected with importation and exportation; marks of origin; publication and
administration of trade regulations; exchange arrangements; subsidies; statetrading enterprises; and governmental assistance to economic development o
The GATT trading rules are covered in 38 articles^ the last three of which
were recently added. The new articles recognize the special trade needs of
the less-developed countries and spell out various measures that the developed
countries may take to expand exports of the le s s-developed countries o
General tariff conferences—also called "tariff negotiating sessions" :
or *'rounds*^—also are held under GATT auspices. Six have been convened to
date: First^ Geneva^ Switzerland^ 19^7; Second^ Annecy^ France^ 19^9;
Thirdj Torquay^ England^ I95O-5I; Fourth^ Geneva^ 1956; Fifth^ sometimes
referred to as the ^'Dillon Round^" Geneva^ I96O-6I; and Sixth^ sometimes
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referred to as the "Kennedy Roimdj" 196^-67, in Geneva. Through these
tar iff-"bargaining conferences ^ customs duties on thousands of products
traded across the frontiers of member countries have "been reducedo
Work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT is administered by a secretariat under a Director General. (The term "CONTRACTING PARTIES" in capital
letters stands for the goverimeiits which have fully acceded to the GATT acting
collectively.) The CONTRACTING PARTIES meet at least once a year in general
session; during the rest of the year their work is delegated to a Councilo
GATT provides procedures for settling differences.
Article XXIIIj for example ^ outlines procedures to be followed when
Country A believes thao benefits to which it is entitled under the GATT are
being nullified or impaired by Country B. First, Country A may make written
representations or proposals to Country B. Second^ if no satisfactory adjustment is effected within a reasonable time^ the matter may be referred to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES ^ which may recommend that Country B provide the benefits
to which Country A is entitled. Ihird^ if the CONTRACTING PARTIES consider
circumstanceswarrant such action^ they may authorize Country A to suspend such
concessions or other obligations to Country B as Country A deems appropriate.
In such a case^ the MM principle need not apply; Country A*s action could
affect only Country B^ Fourth^ Country B has the privilege of giving written
notice to the CONTRACTING PARTIES not later than 60 days after action by
Goimtry A of its intf.ntion to withdraw from the GATT^ withdrawal to be effective 60 days later.
Article XXVIII covers procedures to be followed when Country B (or Customs
Union B) withdraws a tariff concession granted under the GATT^ thus affecting
Country A. Before withdrawal^ Coxmtry B has an obligation to negotiate with
Country A and to offer compensatory adjustment. If agreement cannot be reached^
and Country B withdraws the concession^ Country A is free to withdraw substantially equivalent concessions initially negotiated with Country B. In
accordance with the MEN principle^ withdrawal by Country A of a concession from
Country B calls for withdrawal by Country A of the same concession from all other
countries. (See Compensatory withdrawal or suspension of trade concessions.)
GATT headquarters:

Geneva^ Switzerlando

General and conventional tariff system:
General cargo:
General license;
General tariff:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies«

See Ocean shipping and sub-entry CARGO.
See Export control of U. So agricultural products.
See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.

General trade system:
Generalized preferences:

See Trade systems«
See Trade preferences o
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Ges,:

Gesellschaft (German)o

Companyo

Ghee: A product made from "butter^ and similar to butteroil^ hut has
a granular texture• It is popular in some countries of the Middle East azid
Central Asia,
G.m,h,H,: Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung (Germany),
liability companyo
Go-down :

Limited

The term for warehouse or storehouse in Oriental countries.

Gold reserves:

See Balance of payments*

GoTernment program exports:

See Public Law kQOo

Government-to-government agreement (under P^Le k8o)i A P.L. ^80
agreement signed by the Uo S, government and a foreign government as opposed to an agreement between the Uo So government and a private trade
entitye
Grade s s export: Minimum grades a country will allow to be exported«
For example5 the United States regulates shipments of certain fruits to
foreign destinations under authority of the Export Apple and Pear Act and
the Export Grape and Plum Act. Export grade s ^ however^ are the exception
rather than the rule in the agricultural trade of the world.

Grains : Defined variously. In the United States ^ the term '^grain"
refers broadly to the threshed or unhusked seeds of various food plants^
especially cereal plants^ although it also is sometimes used in connection
with such pulses as dry edible peas^ as well as with oilseeds^ such as
soybeans* The.Department of Agriculttire^s Statistical Reporting Service
refers to four ^'feed grains'^-«corn^ oats^ barley^ and sorghum grain-and
to four "food grains"—^wheat^ rye^ rice^ and buckwheat. The Chicago Board
of Trade defines "grains" as comprising wheat^ corn^ oats^ rye^ barley^
flaxseed^ soybeans^ and grain sorghums*
Grant (as used in P*L* ^80 programs): The transfer^ by the United
States to foreign governiuents^ of foreign currencies acquired by the United
States through sales of U* S* farm products o "Grant" also is used in
connection with the transfer^ by the United States to foreign governments^
of U* S* agricultural coimiodities as distinguished from "donation" of farm

products to U* S* volimtary agencies carrying on foreign relief operations o
"Grant" and "donation^" however^ are often used interchangeably.
Great Britain^s Associated States and Dependencies: Several Caribbean
islands have become states in association with Great Britain^ which retains
responsibility only for their external affairs and defense* This colonial
status is voluntary and terminable at any time; that is^ there is a builtin option for independence 5 without further recourse to the British Parliament o Associated states in 1970 were Antigua^ Dominica^ Grenada^ St o Lucia^
and St. Kitts«Nevis«Anguilla-St, Vincent,
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The list of British depenleneies in I97O inaluded Rhodesia^ Branai,
Hong Kong5 Pitcairn^ British Solomon Islands Protectorate^ Gilbert and
Ellice Islands5 New Hebrides (Anglo-French condominium)5 Cayman Islands^
Montserrat5 Turks and Caicos Islands^ British Virgin Islands^ British
Honduras, Bahamas, Bermuda, Seychelles, British Indian Ocean Territory,
Falkland Islands (and dependencies), British Antarctic Territory, St.
Helena and its dependencies of Tristan da Cunha and Ascension Island,
and Gibraltar.
Of the dependencies, the British Information Services has this to say,
''In Ehodesia, never directly administered by Britain, an illegal * declaration
of independence^ was made on November lip 19^5. Because of Hong Kong's
special circumstances, it is not possible to think of self government in
terms of an elected legislative council. Independence for British Honduras
is being considered.'' The agency also states that ''there is a steady development of decision-making machinery in the territories themselves as their
people move toward complete control of their internal affairs."
''Green revolution^^ A term first used by U. S. feature -writers to
describe recent increases in agricultural production, notably in South and
East Asia, resulting primarily from the use of high-yielding varieties of
wheat and rice, but also from improved technology, expanded agricultirral
inputs, a rise in prices of farm products, and a generally increased awareness of the importance of agriculture in overall economic development.
To date, the "green revolution" has taken place on a broad scale only
in South and East Asia—primarily in India, Pakistan, and the Philippines.
Reflecting improvement, the 197O index of per capita agricultural production in South Asia was 9 percent above the 1957-59 level and for East
Asia lU percent aboveo But for Latin America the 1970 index was 98, as
was the index for West Asia. The figure for the developing countries of
Africa was only 9^.
High-yielding wheat and rice have played a major role in the progress
made in South and East Asia. Acreage planted to the new wheat in these
regions expanded from virtually nothing in I965-66 to well over 22 million
acres, in 1969^70. The acreage in high-yielding rice has expanded from near
zero to over I8 million acres. The result has been a very substantial boost
in food production. The situation has been improved further by the new
tendency of governments to allow prices to rise as a production incentive,
to plow more inputs into agriculture, to expand technology, to improve
marketing and distribution.
Gross national product; The total market value of all final goods
and services produced by a nation*s economy before deducting depreciation
charges and other allowances for consumption of durable capital goods o
Gross weight: Weight of the package as shipped—contents plus weight
of crate, bale cover, container, et cetera,
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G
Groundnuts : The word for "peanuts'' in the United Kingdom and some
other Commonwealth countries.
Growth: Used in the sense of ''economic growth/' it is synonomous with
"economic development." It also refers to the area or origin of a commodity; for example 5 foreign-produced cottons are often referred to as "foreign
growths."
Guaranties:
Guide price:

See Export financingo
See Common agricultural policy terms.

H
Handelsges:

Handelsgesellschaft (German). Unincorporated company.

Hard currencies: Freely convertible currencies accepted generally
by the countries of the world as mediums of exchange. Ebcamples: U. S. and
Canadian dollars; British pound sterling; French^ Swiss5 and Belgian francs;
Italian lire; Spanish pesetas; Japanese yen.
Hectare:

See Conversion factors.

Hedging: Hedging is either the sale of futures against the physical
commodity or its equivalent as protection against a price decline^ or the
purchase of futures against a price decline^ or the purchase of futures
against foi^ward sales or anticipated requirements of the physical commodity
as protection against a price advance.
Hogshead (tobacco): A wooden cask or container in which tobacco is
stored and certain forms of tobacco are sold. Generally^ the weight of
tobacco varies from 6OO poimds to about 1^200 pounds.
Hundredweight (cwt. ):

See Conversion factors.

I
IBRD: International Bank for Reconstruction and Development or
'Vorld Bank^^ (see).
ICAC;

International Cotton Advisory Committee (see).

IDA:

International Development Association (see).

IDE:

Inter-American Development Bank (see).

Identity preserved: The storage or handling in such manner that the
actual commodity deposited and no other will be delivered to the holder of
the warehouse receipt or other documents evidencien owiershipo
IFAP:

International Federation of Agricultural Producers (see).

IFC: International Finance Corporation (see).
IGA: International Grains Arrangement (see).
IIC: International Institute for Cotton (see).
IMF: International Monetary Fund (see).
Imperial preference:
Im-port fee or tax::
importation of goods.

See Trade preferences.
A charge in excess of the duty Imposed on the

Import license or quota:

See Quantitative restrictions.

Import prohibitions and restrictions, U. S.: The Importation of
certain articles is either prohibited or regulated. Their shipment to the
United States may result In their seizure or forfeiture.
DAIRY PRODUCTS: The importation into the United States of milk and
creamL is prohibited unless the person by whom such milk or cream is shipped
or transported into the U. S. holds a valid permit from the Public Health
Service, National Institutes of Health, U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Bethesda, Maryland. Permitted Importations of miUc and cream
must meet all requirements prescribed by the Public Health Service with
respect to labeling and marking.
LIVESTOCK, MEAT, AND MEAT-FOOD PRODUCTS: All meat and meat-food products offered for entry into the United States are subject to the regulations
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prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture and shall not be released from
customs custody prior to inspection by an inspector of the Animal Health
Division^ Agricultural Research Administration^ Uo S, Department of Agriculture, Federal Center Building, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782, except
when authority is given by such inspector for inspection at the importeras
premises or other place not under customs supervision.
Importation of the follomng are subject to inspection and quarantine
regulations of the Animal Health Division: All cloven-hoofed animals
(ruminants) such as cattle, sheep, deer, antelope, camels, and giraffes;
swine, including the various varieties of wild hogs, or the meat from such
animals; horses, asses, mules, and zebras; live or dxessed poultry (including chickens, ducks, geese, swans, turkeys, pigeons, doves, pheasants,
grouse, partridges, q.uail, guinea fowl, and pea fowl, and the eggs thereof
for hatching); animal byproducts, such as untanned hides, wool, hair, bones,
bone meal, blood meal, anim.al casings, glands, organs, extracts, or secretions of rimiinants and swine; and hay and straw.
The importation of cattle, sheep, or other domestic ruminants, or swine,
or of fresh, chilled, or frozen beef, veal, mutton, lamb, or pork from any
country where rinderpest or foot-and-mouth disease exists is prohibited«
The importation of ruminants or swine (except from Canada and certain
northern states of Mexico) and live poultry, except from Canada (including
chickens, ducks, geese, swans, turkeys, pigeons, doves, pheasants, grouse,
partridges, quail, guinea fowl, and pea fowl, and eggs thereof for hatching),
will not be permitted-unless a permit has been obtained from the Animal
Health Division before the animals and poultry are shipped from the country
of origin*
Hay and straw packing material from countries where rinderpest or
foot-and-mouth disease exists will not be eligible for entry into the United
States unless accompanied by an appropriate certificate of an American consular officer showing that said material has been disinfected in compliance
with the regulations of the Animal Health Division,
PLANTS AKD PIAHT PRODUCTS, FRUITS, AID VEGETABLES: Kie importation into
the United States of plants and plant products is subject to regulations and
orders of the U. S, Department of Agriculture restricting or prohibiting the
importation of such plants and plant products. Permits are required and issued
by the Plant Quarantine Division, Plant Importation Branch, Department of
Agriculture, 209 River Street, Hoboken, New Jersey, O7030.
The importation into the United States of agricultural and vegetable
seeds and screenings is governed by the provisions of the Federal Seed Act
and the regulations of the Consumer and Marketing Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D, C* 20250
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To be eligible for importation^ certain agricultural commodities
(including tomatoes^ aTocadoes^ mangoes^ limes^ grapefruit^ green
peppers5 Irish potatoes^ cucumbers^ and eggplants) must meet U. S.
import requirements relating to grade^ size, quality, and maturity«
Inspection is given the commodities and an inspection certificate issued
showing compliance for such articles which may be imported. Inquiries
should be made to Fruit and Vegetable Division5 Gons-umer and Marketing
Service, U, S, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 20250.
ALL FOODS, DRUGS, THERAPEUTIC DEVICES, Am COSMETICS imported
into the United States are subject to provisions of the U. S. Pood,
Drug, and Cosmetic Acto Such products are subject to inspection by
the Food and Drug Administration, U, S, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D, C, at the time of entry to determine compliance with the provisions of this law. The inspections are made
while the goods are being cleared through customs. Shipments found
upon examination not to comply with the act are not entitled to admission into the commerce of the United States,
NOTE: Inasmuch as all restrictions and prohibitions are subject
to change under the laws and regulations by which they are controlled,
the foreign shipper and the prospective importer may save time and
money by securing proper information beforehand from the agency that
administers the particular laws and regulations applicable to the
proposed importationo
Import quotas3 U. S.:

See Quantitative restrictions.

Imports^ U. S. agricultural:

See Trade, U. S. agricultural.

Income explosion: Refers to the rapid rise in per capita income
occurring in many countries, notably the more advanced ones. The income
explosion, like the population explosion (see), puts extra pressure on
world food supplies. That comes about because people whose diets are
unsatisfactory tend to improve them as their income increases.
India Aid Consortium: The Consortium (pronounced kon-sor-shum)
was organized in 1958 to provide a unified approach to India's aid
requirements. It seeks to determine areas of greatest need, then helps
to close the foreign exchange gap. The World Bank (international Bank
for Reconstruction and Development) serves as Chairman. Other members
include Austria, Belgiimi, Canada, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the International Development Association, which is an affiliate of the World
Bank. Also see Multiple aid coordination.
Indicative price: See Common agricultural policy teims, specifically TARGET PRICE,
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Indicative World Plan (IWP): A compreliensive study of present and
prospective agricultural production and trade with particular reference to
the developing countries and certain recoiMiended objectives. The full title
is Rrovisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, It was
prepared by the Food and Agriculture Organization^ and released in I969,
Essential elements of the plan are:
Stepped up cereal production^ particularly during the first decade
of the plan-."the 1970*s—^in order to secure staple food supplies«
An integrated short-and long-term program to diversify the diet^ particularly to increase protein supplies.
Earning of foreign exchange through more com_prehensive commodity
policies5 planned structural changes^ and increased efficiency in produc«
tion and marketing; and saving foreign excha.nge through economic import
substitut ion a
Providing of additional employment in the agricultural sector and
helping to create opportunities for employment outside agriculture in
allied industries.
Intensification of land use—both to meet production objectives in some
countries and to assist in the solution of employment problems.
Indirect exporter:

See Exporter.

Industrialized coimtries: Usually refers to "developed" countries^ those
that have achieved sustained economic growth^ as contrasted with those that
have not^ the latter generally being referred to as "underdeveloped5" "less
developed^" "developing3,"or ^WergingJ* Occasionally the expression refers
to the degree to which a country has developed its manufacturing industry^ as^
for example5 '^est Germany is more industrialized than Greece."
Infant industry argument : The doctrine that tariff duties are needed
for the protection of new industries. It was nrnde famous in l8ij-l by the German
economist Friedrich List. He observed that a country in the agricultural stage
of development 5 about to advance into the manufacturing stage^ will meet difficulties during the transition period because of the competition of established
industrialized nations.
Economists generally admit that the infant industry argument has merit;
but they also emphasize that protection is justified only in the case of industries in which the protecting countiy may be expected eventually to have a
comparative advantage.
Initial payment (under FoLo ^8o): A payment which is to paid by the P,L#
ifSO recipient country in dollars^ or in currencies easily convertible into
dollars5 at the time of delivery.
Inner Six:

European Gommimity (see),
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Inspection of imported meat and of foreign meat plants by the United
States":"
The United States Insists that Imported meat be -wholesome. To
Insure wholesomeness^ the U. S, system provides for sample inspection of
meat imports and for periodic inspection of overseas plants and slaughterhouses that export meat to the United States o Procedures followed with
respect to imported meat are equal to those provided for meat produced domestically. A Uo S. Department of Agriculture inspector visits foreign
plants at least once a year« In some areas Uo S. inspectors see plants as
often as four times a year. Each plant has resident inspectors--officials
of the country in -which the plant is located. In addition^ the U. S. requires that a supervisory inspection be made once a month. Written reports
must be filed showing that visits have been made to the plants and that—
except as noted—procedures used are satisfactory with respect to veterinary
ante-mortem and post-mortem inspection of slaughter animals ^ establishment
facilities5 sanitary handling of product^ supervision, and enforcement of
other standing instructions for U. S. meat export.
In 1970, out of IjlUl existing and new plants, a total of 32?^ or 29
percent, were dropped, largely because of findings turned up under the joint
U. S. - foreign inspection procedures• Of the 32? dropped, 68 were reinstated after they had corrected deficiencies.
Once USDA is satisfied with the thoroughness and effectiveness of a
supplying country^s inspection and certification system, it then accepts
that country's certification as to product wholesomeness and animal health.
Interagency Staff Committee (under F,L, ^8o): The committee which
develops, prepares, and clears all proposed PoL. 480 programs and related
negotiating instructions, which are subsequently transmitted to the appropriate U. S. Ambassador. The Committee is chaired by the Department of
Agriculture and also Includes the Departments of Treasury, Commerce, State
(including the Agency for International Development), Defense, and the Bureau
of the Budget.
Interagency Textile Administrative Committee (ITAC):
Cotton Textile Arrangement.

See Long-term

Interagency Trade Organization: An agency set up under the Trade
Expansion Act of I962 to provide the President guidance in carrying out trade
expansion functions. Chairman is the Special Representative for Trade negotiations o Other members are the Secretaries of State, Treasuiy, Defense,
Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor.
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB): The purpose of the Bank, which
commenced operations on October 1, i960, is to promote the economic development of member countries, individually and collectively. Membership is
made up of 23 Western Hemisphere coimtrles, including the United States.
The Bank m-ay make loans to either government or private entities. Loans
generally are made for specific projects but also may be granted to development banks and institutions in member countries for re-lending for projects
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not large enough to warrant direct credits from the Bank, Loans to private
borrowers may be made either with or without a governmental guarantee.
Total loans through December I969 amounted to $3.^ billion.
Agricultural loans of $850 million have supported Latin American farm
credit facilities^^ mechanization^ technological improvements^ extension^ and
research services^ livestock and disease control^ and m.any other related
activities. Farm production and marketing also have been aided through loans
for irrigation dams and canals^ access roads^ and rural electric power^
The Bank makes loans from the Social ñrogress Trust Fund for programas
to improve conditions in the fields of improved land use^ housing for low
income groups^ water supply and sanitation facilities^ and financing of
facilities for advanced education and training related to economic and social development. Technical assistance also is provided.
Headquarters:

Washington^ D, C^

iSM£r,^^I!£^i£^jEgl^^ti^
Sciences: An agency of the
■'Organization of American States. 'Trfenty of the 21 American reptiblics are
now members3 the list including the United States but not Cuba. The Insti-tute seeks to encourage and advance the development of agricultirral sciences
through research^ teaching^ and extension activities.
Headquarters: Pan American Union^ Washington^ D. G.
Turrialba^ Costa Rica.

Field headquarters:

Intergovernmental Group on Indonesia (iGGl): A consortium providing aid
to Indonesia. Members include Australia, Canada^ Japan^ and the United States,
and, from Europe, Belgium^ France, Italy, the Netherlands, and West Germany o
Observer countries include Austria, Denmark, Hew Zealand, Norway, ajid Switzer»land. Organizations include the World Bank, IMF, Asian Development Bank, the
m Development Program, and the OECDo In its 1970-71 fiscal year, Indonesia
requested ^6kö million in aid. The United States provided a major part of the
food aid and a fair share of the nonfood assistance. It convenes twice a year
in the Netherlands. Also see Multiple aid coordination.
Intermodal transport: See Oceon shipping, specifically CONTAIMRIZATION.
International Anti-Dumping Code:

See Dumping.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or ^Vorld Bank"):
The World Bank makes good-risk loans, or guarantees loans, for reconstruction of
industry and development of economic facilities. For example, loans have been
made for the development of electric power, transportation, coimiunications,
agricult-ure and forestry, industry, waiter supply, and education o
The World Bank^ s activities are meshed closely with those of the International Development Association (see), and the International Finance Corporation
(see),
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As of December 31^ 1968^ 110 coimtries, subscribing $22^992 million5
•were members of the World Bank,
Headquarters:

Washington^ D, C^

International Coffee Agreement: An agreement signed by somero?
countries5 representing all major exporters and importers^ wMcb collectively account for the bulk of the world*s coffee trade. The pact^ effective October I5 19685 will run through September 30^ 1973.
Exporting countries have export quotas which are periodically reviewed
and adjusted when circumstances warrant. Exporting countries undertake
to adjust production of coffee while the agreement remains in force to the
amount needed for domestic consumption, exports^ and reasonable reserve
stocks 5 GO reduce stocks when they are on a very high level^ and to refrain
from engaging in direct and individual linked barter transactions involving
the sale of coffee in traditional markets.
Importing members are obligated to restrict imports from non«members
to a previous 3-year average level^ to require certificates of origin from
exporting members for all coffee imports so as to help implement quota
provisions .and thus bring about the freest possible movement of coffee in
international trade^ and to provide such statistical information as is
required«
Exporting and importing countries share equally in the voting power.
Votes are allocated in accordance with a country's trade^ with a ceiling
to avoid domination by one or two members. The United States has UOO of
the 1^000 votes of importing countries. Exporters also have 1^000 votes.
The agreement is administered by the International Coffee Organization
through the International Coffee Council^ its Executive Board^ its Executive
Director^ and its staff.
Headquarters:

London^ England.

International commodity agreement or arrangement; An undertaking by^
a group of countries to stabilize trade^ supplies, and prices of a coimodity
for the benefit of participating couatries.
"Agreement" and "arrangement" seem to be used rather interchangeably o ^
In 1971 five international agreements or arrangements were in effect covering
wheat, coffee, olive oil, sugar, and cotton«
A ma,1or effort to develop international commodity agreements was made
in the early 1930's when the production and consumption of raw materials
were badly out of balance. Several were developed, with varying success,
mostly between producing coimtries. Special attention was given coffee,
rubber, sugar, tea, and wheat.
Commodity agreements are of three types, as follows:
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The quota agreement allocates export quotas to exporting countries
and endeavors to maintain prices within an agreed price range by adjusting
the quotas to changing market demands.
The buffer stock system endeavors to hold prices within a specified
range through the operation of a buffer stock organization, which sells
when prices reach the ceiling and buys when they decline to the floor. Its
success depends largely on the resources and operating capacity of the
buffer stock organization.
The multilateral contract is essentially a contract between exporting
countries and importing countries to sell or buy, if required, defined
quantities or percentage of purchases of the commodity at prices no higher,
on the one hand, or lower, on the other hand, than laid down in the agreement.
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (see) is now
actively working on several possible agreements, especially for commodities
grown or produced in .developing countries.
The following agreements or arrangements are discussed under separate
headings: International Coffee Agreement, International Olive Oil Agreement,
International Sugar Agreement, International Wheat Agreement, Commonwealth
Sugar Agreement, and Long-term Cotton Textile Arrangement.
International commodity study group; A formal organization, frequently
within the Food and Agriculture Organization, through which marketing and
related problems involving a particular commodity are discussed by representatives of producing and consuming countries and solutions proposed, such as
commodity agreements.
Study groups have been established for bananas; citrus fruit; cocoa;
hard fibers; Jute, kenaf, and allied fibers; oils, fats, and oilseeds; rice;
rubber; and wool. The International Cotton Advisory Committee also functions
as a study group.
International Cotton Advisory Committee (ICAC): Assembles and analyses
data on world cotton production, consumption, stocks, and prices. It keeps in
close touch with developments in the world cotton market and suggests to member
governments measures for the achievement of international collaboration. Established in 1939, ICAC had a membership in 1971 of hk governments.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. C.

International Development Association (IDA): This agency is an affiliate
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or "World
Bank"), which is responsible for administration of the IDA. The purpose of the
IDA is to promote economic development, increase productivity and thus raise
standards of living in the less developed areas of the world included within
the Association's membership (which is open to all members of the World Bank)
by providing finance to meet their important developmental requirements on
'
terms that are more flexible and bear less heavily on the balance of payments
than those of conventional loans, thereby furthering the developmental objectives of the World Bank and supplementing its activities. IDA's credits have.
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iDeen for 50 years and free of Interest. The IDA has no separate
officers and staff ^ those of the World Bank serving IDA conciirrently
and -without additional compensation. Also^ IDA^s Board of Governors
and Executive Directors are the same as those holding equivalent
positions in the World Bank.
The cumulative total of usable resources available to IDA from the
"beginning of its operations to the end of I969 amounted to ^S^l?? million^
which included original subscriptions and a replenishment of about $1^898
million. By December 31^ 1969? IDA had extended credits totaling $2,292
million to help finance projects in 51 member countries for improved
transport action 5 agriculture ^ electric power facilities ^ industry^ education^
and mimicipal water supplies.
Headquarters:

Washington^ D. C.

International Federation of Agricultural Producers (IFAP); A -worldwide federation of national farmers* and agricultural cooperative organizations from i|-0 coimtries. Its main functions are to develop imderstanding
of world agricultural problems and how they affect the primary producers
of the world^ and to lay the coordinated views of the national organizations
represented before appropriate international bodies.
U. S. organizations represented in IFAP are American Farm Bureau
Federation^ National Council of Farmer Cooperatives^ National Farmers Union^
and National Grange.
IFAP enjoys consultative status of the first category with the IM
Economic and Social Coimcil and its Regional Commissions^ the Food .and
Agriculture Organization^ the International Labor Organization^ the World
Meteorological Organization^ the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development5 and the Council of Europe.
IFAP publishes a monthly bulletin: IFAP News: a quarterly review:
WORLD AGRICULTURE; and from time to time commodity memoranda^ staff papers^
and statistics.
Headquarters:

Paris^ France.

International Finance Corporation (IFC); This agency^ an affiliate
of the international Bank"for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or
"World Bank")^ invests in private industry in developing member countries
(which include all countries that are members of the World Bank),
IFC invests in a wide variety of industries in countries where sufficient private capital is not available on reasonable terms. All of its
investments are made in association with private business^ without the
guarantee of any government^ and it does not provide more than a portion of
the total finance required. IFC expects its financial participation to be
substantially less than 50 percent of the total cost of any given project.
As of March 315 19705» IFC had a paid-in capital of $107 million subscribed by 92 member governments. By the same date^ IFC had made commitments
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to IÍ43 private enterprises in kO comitries^ for a total investment of $^23
million. Headquarters: Washington, D, C.
International Grains Arrangement (lGAj_: An international commodity agreement thatbecajne effectfrëmiy 1, 1968~^d mil expire June 30^ 1971. it will
be replaced "by the International Wheat Agreement (see).
International Institute for Cotton (lIC): Foimded in I966, it seeks to
increase world consumption of cotton and cotton products through technical
utilization research^ market research^ sales promotion, education, and public
relations. It operates in Western Europe and Japan.
Member countries in I97I were Greece, India, Mexico, Spain, Tanzania,
Uganda, Brazil, and the United States. The IIC is financed by annual assessments equal to $1 (U.S.) per 500-poimd bale of spinnable cotton exports by
member countries to Western Europe and Japan. The 1971 budget was $^^.2 million, financed with convertible currencies made available by member countries.
It is expected that cooperating groups and firms in importing countries will *
match this amount in value through program activities.
Promotion takes the form of trade advertising; national and local adver^
tising; national campaigns in collaboration with local textile and product
manufacturers, retail chains, departm_ent stores, and shops; point »of »sale mater»
ials| localized publicity^ and educational work. Market research supports the
advertising and other promotion activities, and technical research is undertaken
to improve the quality of cotton products.
General assembly headquarters: Washington, D. C. Operating office
headquarters: Brussels. Country or regional offices: London^ î^ris, Mian,
Frankfurt, Oslo, and Osaka.
International Monetary Fund (IME): The Fundas purposes are (l) promoting
international monetary cooperation by providing machinery for consultation and
collaboration on international monetaiy problems; (2) facilitating growth of
international trade; (3) promoting exchange stability; {k) assisting in the
establishment of a multilateral system of pa3anents for current transactions between members; and (5) giving confidence to members by making the Funds's re«
sources available to them ujider adequate safeguards.
The Fund began exchange transactions on March 1^ 191^7. At the end of I969
members had pLixchased the equivalent of $20o2 billion from the Fundas foreign
exchange resources, paying corresponding amounts of their own currencies o
Repurchases came to $9-9 billion^ The Fund is able to borrow up to $6^0 billion
in the currencies of 10 industrialized countries o
Member countries of the IMF numbered II5 at the end of 1969^ and their com«
bined quotas totaled $21.3 billion. The U. S. quota, at $5,l6o million, is the
largest. A weighted system of voting gives the Uo S. 21.U percent of the vote.
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In May 1968^ the Board of Governors approved the estabilslmient of a
facility based on Special Drawing Rights (SDR^s) In the Fund and for modification of certain rules and practices of the Pando The new facility sets
up a mechanism whereby Fund members will proceed to supplement gold and
foreign exchange with Special Drawing Rights^ often referred to as ''paper
gold"j, as a component of their International reserves* The first allocation of SDR's was made on January 1^ 1970^ with 10^ participants in the
Special Drawing Account receiving SDR*s totalling $3.5 billion. Further
allocations of $3 billion in SDR's were made on January/- 1^ 1971 ^ and still
more are scheduled to be made on January 1^ 1972. Thus^ total allocations
during the first ''basic period" of 3 years will total the equivalent of
$9.5 billion. The U. S. allocation on January 1^ 197O was of SDR's totaling
the equivalent of $867 million.
Headquarters:

Washington^ D. C.

International Olive Oil Agreement: Stated objectives of the present
agreement^ scheduled to rim through December 31^ 1973^ are: (l) to insure
fair competition and guarantee delivery of a commodity that conforms to
specifications of contracts concluded; (2) to extend olive growing and consumption of olive oil; and (3) to reduce disadvantages due to fluctuations
of market supplies. Participating as producers are Algeria^ Argentina^
Greece^ Israel^ Italy^ Morocco^ Portugal^ Spain^ Syrla^ United Arab Republic^
Tunisia^ and Turkey. Importing countries Include Belgium^ Dominican Republic^
France 5 Luxembourg ^ and the United Kingdom.
Headquarters:

Madrid^ Spain,

International Organizations Staff:

See U. S. Department of Agriculture.

International Sugar Agreement : Broad objectives of the agreement are
to assure supplies of sugar to Importing countries and markets for sugar to
exporting countries at equitable and stable prices; to Increase the consumption
of sugar throughout the world; to maintain the purchasing power of countries or
areas where economies are largely dependent on the production or export of sugar«
A total of h9 countries are members of the agreement. The most Important
sugar-producing countries Include Cuba^ Australia^ Brazil5 South Africa^
Republic of China^ and India. Major importers include Canada^ Japan^ United
Kingdom, and the Soviet Union. The United States is not a member.
The 1969 agreement came into force in June 1969e The quantity of sugar
traded under the agreement amoimts to about 7 million metric tons—some 10
percent of world production o However^ world trade actually amounts to over
twice this much5 the other part being accounted for primarily by special
trading arrangements.
Headquarters:

London^ England,
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International >meat Agreement (IWA): An international comiodity agreeraent designed to encoiirage stability in world wheat markets by providing a
means for regular review of trading conditions and consultation among signa«
tory couQtries. It also provides food aid to needy nations.
The new Agreement was concluded by 53 countries in Geneva, Switzerland
in February I97I and is scheduled to become effective July 1^ 1971, for a
3-year period—subject to ratification by the U. S, Senate and legislative bodies of other signatory countries. The new Agreement will replace the
3-year International Grains Arrangement that will expire on June 30, I97I.
The Wheat Trade Convention provides for cooperation and internal consultation on supply and prices-»a framework that has been an important element in all previous agreements. The Convention establishes a new Advisory
Subcommittee on Market Conditions to keep the world wheat market imder constant review and to inform the Executive Committee of the Council of any
situation of instability that appears. This is important with respect to
keeping prices on an even keel and assisting in the maintenance of supplies
adequate to meet importers^ needs« The new Agreement will not contain minimum and maxim-um prices, such as have been part of previous agreements, inasmuch as it was not possible to work out mutually acceptable approaches on
these points. However^ language is included that would permit reconsider- ation of price provisions at a later time.
Under the Food Aid Convention^ nine countries have undertaken to contribute to needy nations x^heat^ coarse grains^ or derived products to an
annual total of 3^97^^000 metric tons over a 3-year period. The U. S. will
provide 1,890,000 metric tons—the same level of U. S. contributions carried
out under the I968-7I Arrangemento Other countries will provide 2,08^1-,000
tons annually. The European Community will supply abotit a million tons,
Canada slightly under half a million; and Japan and Australia a quarter of
a million tons each. Argentina, Finland, Sweden^ and Switzerland will provide smaller amounts. Membership in the Food Aid Convention -will be identical to that of the old Arrangement except for three coujitries that declined to participate further: the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Norway.
The first International Wheat Agreement became effective August 1, I9U9.
It was revised, renewed, or extended in 1953, 195^, 1959^ I962, I965, 1966/^
and 1967. An International Grains Arrangement became effective July 1, 1968.
The 1968 pact, though similar in some respects to those that preceded it,
provided for drastically expanded price provisions, plus certain food aid
features not included in previous agreements. Deficiencies in the price
provisions of the International Grains Arrangement could not be overcome by
the consultation procedures provided for in the Arrangement.
The Wheat Trade Convention is administered by the International Wheat
Council, while the Food Aid Convention is administered by the Food Aid Committee, both headquartered in London, England.
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Intervention--intervention price:
Invisible items of trade:

See Coimon agricultirral policy terms.

See Items of trade o

ITAC: Interagency Textile Administrative Committee.
Cotton Textile Arrangement.
Item-^by-item tariff negotiation:
negotiation.

See Long-Term

See Across-the-board (linear) tariff

Items of trade: Items of trade among nations are of three kindscommodities, services5 and credit transactions. Exports and imports of^commodities, such as farm products^ machinery, coal, iron ore, gold, and silver
are knowi as the "visible" items of trade. The "invisible" items include
services rendered, such as shipping, banking, insurance, communications, and
accomodations for foreign tourists, as well as credit transactions, such as
loans, interest payments, and the like. They are invisible because, unlike
merchandise, they cannot be counted or weighed or measured as they come into
or leave a country.
It is obvious that total visible and invisible exports must balance the
total visible and invisible imports. The commodities and services obtained
from other countries must be paid for; we are in debt for their cost. As
for commodities shipped abroad, they are paid for, or they earn a credit
for us abroad, or they are charged up as loans, or, in transactions involving foreign aid, as grants.
Also see Balance of paym^ents and Balance of trade.
IWA:

International Wheat Agreement (see).

I¥P:

Indicative World Plan (see).

J
Junex and "similars": A mixture containing hk percent butterfat, with
sugar and other products added. It is used in the United States in the
manufacture of ice cream. It is imported from Australia, New Zealand,
Belgium, Denmark, France, and several other countries.
Other names are used to identify the product, such as "ernex," "isex,"
"grapex," and the like. They are similar to ;junex, hence the use of the
term "similars."
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K
Kennedy Roimd: Popular name for the Sixth Round of GATT tariff negotiations, which began in Geneva, Switzerland, in May 196I+ and ended in
June 1967.
U. S, agriculture, generally speaking, was disappointed with results
of the Kennedy Round. Although the negotiations resulted in a useful and
respectable package of trade liberalizing agricultural concessions with a
number of countries, it did not do what the United States hoped it would
do with respect to the agricultural and trade policies of the European
Community—result in their liberalization. (See International Wheat
Agreement).
Concessions granted by other countries covered more than $900 million
worth of imports of farm products from the United States, 196h basis. Among
these were fruits, vegetables, oilseeds, tobacco, variety meats, and tallow„
An international grains arrangement was' negotiated.

The United States cut

ductrimL'ïerÎSfu f ?' "'ir' °" ^^°° "^^^^°^ -°-^^ °^ agricultïarpro-

dîtÎonaf ??qO mn??i
fi: f"" existing duty or duty-free status of an additional $290 million worth of imported products was bound against change
Also see General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
^nange.

Kobe beef: Cattle from which Kobe beef is obtained are raised in Japan's
Hyogo Prefecture, near the city of Kobe. The animals selected for fattening—
from the breed known as "Tajima-ushi"--are as a general rule mature femalesover 3 years of age that have never borne calves or have done so only once.
These animals are fed a concentrated feed, mainly barley, but also containing
wheat bran., rice bran, and soya-bean cake. For roughage, roots, ridge grass°
hay, and rice straw are fed. The beef from Kobe cattle—highly prized in
Japan and many other countries—is well-marbled and tender.
Kwashiorkor: Called kwashiorkor in Africa and pluricarencial infantil
in Latin America, it is a disease caused by a deficiency of protein and calories. It is common among young children, not only in Africa and Latin America
but also in the Middle East, India, and southeastern Asia. The growth of
afflicted children may cease, and they also may show signs of mental and
physical lethargy, swelling of the soft tissues, fatty deposits in the liver,
diarrhea, skin ulcération, changes in the composition of blood, and greatly '
decreased resistance to infections.
In places where protein-calorie deficiency is common, the chief low-cost
food used as a source of calories may be corn, rice, sorghum, tapioca root,
crude sugar, yams, yautias, bananas, potatoes, or millet. When they are used
to excess, the diet lacks enough good-quality protein, as is supplied by milk ?
eggs, and meat. In recent years, fortified foods rich in protein, minerals P
and vitamins have been successfully developed, tested, and promoted In the
needy countries of the world. They are already bringing about a reduction in
the incidence of kwashiorkor and other diet deficiency diseases. /Viso see
Fortified foods.

9h

L
LACM:

Latin America Coimnon Market (see)o

LAFTA: Latin American Free Trade Association (see).
Land reform: Efforts of governments to distribute available land
equitably to famers. Land reform usually involves^ among other things^
breaking up large holdings of a few land owiers-«through purchase or
expropriation-«and distributing the smaller units to landless families.
In its broadest sense^ land reform refers to a complete re-structuring
of a nation^s agriculture.
LASH:

See Ocean shipping, specifically COWTAHERIZATION.

Latin America: Usually includes Mexico^ Central America^ South
America, and the Caribbean Islands.
Latin American Common Market (LACM): A planned convergence of the
Latin American Free Trade Area and the Central American Common Market
announced in a formal Declaration of the Latin American Presidents in
April 1967, The goals are as much intrazonal freedom of trade as possible, harmonization of trade policies, and physical integration. The
timetable for completion by 1985 nay prove difficult to meet.
Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA): A trading zone with the
goal of eventual free trade among the 11 member countries: Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru,
Uruguay, and Venezuela. Created by the I96O Treaty of Montevideo, it
began functioning in June 196I and was to have been substantially completed by 1973, but the target date has been postponed to I98O0
Free trade is to be accomplished through annual "national list"
tariff negotiations and a "common list" mechanism that is now in
abeyance. There are also sectoral "complementation agreements" for
certain industries.
Five member countries have established a subregional group (see
Andean Group Agreement) within the general structure of the Latin American Free Trade Area. Its goal is a coinmon market among.these five
countries; that is, free trade among the member countries but coimon
external tariffs on goods from nonmember countries.
Headquarters:

Montevideo, Uruguay.
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LDCJ£:

Less developed countries (see).

Least-cost feed formulatio^: A method of calculating«-usually with
computers--the combination of available feed ingredients which, at the least
cost, will satisfy all nutrient and physical requirements for livestock
feed mixes*
Less developed countries (LDG^S): Countries that have not yet achieved
sustained economic growth. They also are referred to as '^underdeveloped, "
"developing," or "emerging," Most less developed countries are in Asia/'
Africa, and Latin America,
Contrary to some opinion, "less developed" or even "under developed"
are not invidious or derogatory terms. They merely describe the economic
growth status of some countries, as opposai to the "developed" or "industrialized" status of others, (Also see Economic development.)
In 1969 less developed countries had a total population of 1,750 million,
which was increasing at the rate of 2.6 percent per year. Per capita food
production was I06 percent of the 1957-59 average. In I968 these countries
had a gross national production of $200 per capita, and a current gro^^h rate
at constant prices of 6,4 percent annually.
By way of comparison, developed countries in I969 had a population of ^
650 million, and a growth rate of 1.0 percent per year. Per capita food
production was II5 percent of the 1957-59 average. In 1968 gross national
product per capita was $2,620, with a growth rate at constant prices of 5,3
percent,
Letter of conditional reimbursement (^J^^êr_ jpJj^^^^
A letter issued
by the Department of Agriculture making a conditional commitment to finance
the procurement of commodities from the United States by a P.Lc 480 recipient
country« The procurement is to be initially met out of that country's own
monetary resources. The U. S. commitment is made in advance of executing an
agrément. It obligates the United States to reimburse the importing country,
or its assignee, for procurement accomplished subsequent to the letter but
prior to the agreement providing that (l) the pending P.L. 480 sales agree-:
ment is eventually signed and (2) all requirements established by the letter
of conditional reimbursem^ent were met« To allow for the possibility that
the sales agreement may require an initial payment, the letter further
limits the reimbtirsement to the percentage of the purchase price approved
for financing in the agreement o
Letter of credit:
Levy;

See Export financing.

See Tariffs, d.uties, and leviesc

Liberal-liberalized: "Liberal," in a trade sense, refers broadly to
trade that is relatively free of controls or restrictions. "Liberal trade"
contrasts with "restricted trade."
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"Liberalized/' as used in trade ^ almost always refers to the
relaxation of a nontariff trade barrier rather than to the lowering of
a tariff. For example^ if a comitry has been limiting imports of oranges
to a certain tonnage and then decides to allow -unlimited imports of this
fruity that country is said to have "liberalized trade in oranges."
Also see Free Trade o
Liberty ship:

See Ocean shipping.

Lighter y lighter-aboard^-ship^ lighterage:
Linear tariff negotiations :
negotiations•
Liner :

See Ocean shipping.

See A.cross-the~board (linear) tariff

See Ocean shipping.

Linseed oil: The oil obtained from flaxseed.
in paint and varnish^ printing ink^ and linoleum.

It is used extensively

Liquidity: In the international context this term means international
purchasing power. T^ically this equals the sum of a country's holdings of
gold5 foreign exchange^ special drawing rights^ and a country's reserve
position with the International Monetary Fund«-that is^ the extent to which
a country can draw^ almost automatically^ funds from the IMF. In a broader
economic context the term "liquid" is used as an adjective meaning the ease
with which an asset can be converted to another type of wealth, lormally
money is a liquid asset. On the other hand^ a large fixed investment with
a specialized use is an example of a highly illiquid asset. Also see Balance
of pa^nnents.
Loans to private enterprise from P.L. ^80 fimds (Cooley loans): Loans
made from P.L. 480 local currencies in recipient countries to (1) U. S.
firm,s--including their branches, affiliates ^ and subsidiaries--for business
development 5 trade expansion^ and private home construction^ or to (2) domestic or foreign firms for the establishment of foreign facilities for aiding
in the utilization5 distribution^ or otherwise increasing the consumption of^
and market for^ U. S. agricultural products. These loans may be repaid in
foreign currencies and usually bear interest at the going rate in the foreign
nation where the loan is made. This program is administered by the Agency
for International Development.
The loans are often referred to as "Cooley loans" because they are
authorized by section lO^i- (e)^ Public Law l4-80--an amendment introduced by
Harold D. Cooley^ one-time Congressman and Chairman of the House Committee
on Agriculture.
Since the beginning of the loan program in mid-1958 j, ho6 loans have
been made in 31 ccmitries. The total value of the loans approved is the
local currency equivalent of $14-07 million. In I969 loans were authorized
for projects including a cement plant in Bolivia; hotel construction in
Ceylon; fertilizer plant^ refractory plant^ and tractor manufacturing in
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Israel; baking^ poultry processing^ furniture manufacture^ electronicsj
and poultry farming in Korea; cattle ranching in Morocco; pharmaceutical
man-ufacturing and dry cell battery manufacturing in Pakistan; hotel
construction in Tunisia; and water pump manufacturing in Turkey,
Local currencies:

See Foreign currencies.

Local currency sale (under P.L, ^80): A sale under Title I, P.L. ^8o)
for which the United States receives payment in the currency of the recipient
country at the time of commodity delivery. Generally these currencies are
not convertible o
Lock-gate price:
GATE PRICE,
Longshoreman:

See common agricultural policy terms, specifically

See Ocean shipping,

^ Long-Tem Cotton Textile Arrangement (LTA): An International arrangement imder GATT auspices -which is aimed at protecting the U. S. cotton
textile industry. The LTA, which became effective October 1 1962 was
originally scheduled to remain in force for 5 years, but was'extended to
beptember 30, I973, in two separate actions of the GATT Cotton Textiles
Committee
There are 30 signatories to the LTA, which include most of
the world's major textile exporting and importing countries.
The LTA provides that in the case of market disruption or threatened
disruption, importing countries may request restraint of exports from the
countiy or countries causing the difficulty. It also provides for other
mutually satisfactory arrangements between countries, ¿s a result of which
the United States has developed bilateral agreements with a number of
supplying countries. It is estimated that about 90 percent of U. S. imports
of cotton textiles are covered by bilateral agreements or other arrangements.
Cotton textile problems are under continuing review by the President's
Cabinet Textile Advisory Committee., This committee consists of the Secretaries of State, Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor, and the Special
Eepresentative for Trade Negotiation. The Secretary of Commerce serves as
chairman.
.• ^J^L^^'^T'-fT'''^ ^^""^^^^ Administrative Committee (ITAC), a subcommittee
of the Rresident's Cabinet Textile Advisory Committee, was established to
™n''^''
""^^^^^ ^^ obligations of the United States under the LTA
ITAC also deals with other matters relating to textiles referred to it by
the President's Committee. The members are representatives from the same
departments serving on the Cabinet committee. The Secretary of Commerce
designates the chairman of the ITAC, at present, the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Commerce for Resources.
.

L.t.:

Long ton.

(Also see Conversion factors.)

Ltdj_:

(English)

Limited.
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M
Maghreb States:

Algeria, Morocco^ T-unisia^ and Libya.

Maize : A coimnon Eiiropean term for the Indian corn extensively growi in
the United States,
Managed or centrally planned economies:

Usually Commimist economies.

Manmade fibers: Industrially produced fibers, as contrasted with such
natural fibers as cotton and wool. In the United States, msürmiade fibers are
grouped into cellulosic (viscose^ cuprammonium^ acetate, and triacetate);
non-cellulosic (acrylic, nylon, polyester, spandex, et cetera); and textile
glass. The U. S. Federal Trade Commission subdivides cellulosic fibers by
defining "rayon" as composed of regenerated cellulose, thereby encompassing
those fibers produced by the viscose or cuprammonium processes, and "acetate"
as composed of cellulose acetate. Noncellulosic fibers are popularly referred
to as "synthetic,"
Terms used abroad vary from country to country; but the teim "chemical
fibers" is generally equivalent to the all-inclusive U. S. term "manmade
fibers"--which is also used in the United Kingdom; "artificial fibers" is
generally equivalent to cellulosic fibers; and "synthetic fibers" is generally
equivalent to noncellulosic fibers.
Mansholt Plan: A blueprint for restructuring agriculture in the European Community. It takes its name from Sicco Mansholt, vice president of the
EC^s Commission, who first submitted restructuring proposals in December I9680
Draft legislation submitted to the EC^s Council of Ministers by the Commission
April 29, 1970, modified in some particulars the provisions of the original
Mansholt Plan, which was branded rather generally by Community agriculture
as being overly ambitious.
Six Commission directives outline plans for farm modernization, improved
meat production, reduction of the number of farmers in the Community and of
land farmed, establishment of vocational training and advisory services, and
the promotion of producers' associations to help improve farm incomes and
living conditions. Costs of the Plan are estimated at $5.8 billion, spread
over 5 years. Almost half of this sim would be financed by FEOGA; the remainder
would be financed by the member states to the extent that they apply the planned
reform measures. The Mansholt Plan is similar in some respects to the Vedel
Report (see).
The six Mansholt Plan proposals are as follows:
1, Farms would be modernized. But only farms capable of improvement
would get public aid. The financial aid would be given to farms that will
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attain^ "witMn a certain niimber of years^ using modern methods ^ a total
annual output (less seed and animal feed used by the farm) of between $10^000
and $12^,500 per worker—assuming at least two full-time workers per farm and
a working year of 2^300 hours per worker, A higher output target must be set
by the applicant if the development plan is for more than 3 years ^ but as a
rule plans should not cover more than 6 years.
If a plan is approved^ interest rate rebates would be available for
development loans^ but not for loans to buy land or livestock. The maximum
rebate would be 6 percent for 15 years j and the beneficiary would have to
pay at least 2 percent himself. Loan guarantees would also be available.
A total of $100 per year could be obtained for a 3-year period to m.eet the;
costs of setting up an accounting system^ as well as a general starting«up
grant of up to $5^000, The estimated cost of this proposed program is $1.92
billion over the first 5 years.
2. A supplementary grant is to be given farmers whose development plans
have been approved and who bias their production towards beef ^ veal^ and
mutton. The grant would be $6o per hectare (or about $2^4.30 per acre) with
a ceiling of $63,000 over a 3-year period. If a farm*s investment is in pigs^
eggs^ or poultry^ aid can be given only if at least half the feed is produced
on the farm. If a dairy herd is to be enlarged^ aid can be given only if at
least one third of the farm's acreage is pasture. A slaughtering preminm^
$200 per cow payable until December 31 ^ 1973 5 will be given if dairy farming
is abandoned. Estimated cost of this program over 5 years is $650 million.
3. To reduce the number of farmers5 the CoiMiission proposes to pay at
least $1^000 per year to those who give up farming who are 55 or older. Oldage pensions would be deducted when the beneficiary reached 65. Farm owners
and tenants xmder 55 who leave farming would receive premiimis of at least
eight times the rental value of the land they give up. Owner-farmers who i
take advantage of one of these provisions and who lease their land for at
least 18 years to holdings receiving farm modernization aid would be entitled
to a lump sum equal to at least 6 percent of the first 9 years* rent.
These beneficiaries would have to give up farming and their land would
be placed at the disposal of the European Community's programo This land ;
could then be used for reforestation or recreation purposes^ or made available
to other farmers for modernization of their holdings. To encourage the conclusion of long-term tenancy contracts^ the Commission proposes a grant equal
to 15 percent of the rent. Total cost of this program for the 5-year period
is put at $2,076 billion.
k. The Commission considers that equilibrium cannot be re-established
on the agricultural market unless the area of cultivated land is reduced.
Reclamation of new farmland from the sea and elsewhere would be banned^ and
the clearance of land for farming discoirraged. All new reclamation plans
would have to be cleared by the Conmission. There would be financial incentives for turning farm land over to woodland or recreation.
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The Coiiimunity would refund at least 80 percent of reforestation
costs incurred by owners who withdrew all or part of their land from
fanning• Moreover ^ the land tax paid by owners of the, new woodland or
recreation areas would be refunded for at least 9 years. Compensation
would be paid for 9 or more years towards the income lost by farm owners
or tenants who stop farming completely. These measures would apply to
land which has been farmed for the last 3 years and has yielded a certain
minimum return. The total cost of implementing this part of the plan is
estimated at $368 million.
5. The Commission would establish extra training facilities for those
who remain in the Community's modernized agricultirral sector. This would
involve both general education and technical training for persons who have
passed the minimum school-leaving age. The Commission also proposes the
establishment of social and economic advisory services which would provide
information to persons wishing to leave farming^ to change to other forms
of farmingj or to transfer to other occupations. Cost of these measures
would be $288 million.
6. To help raise farm incomes and living conditions the Commission
would encourage establishment of producers' associations. The scope of the
Commission's draft regulation has now been extended to cover the pork^ beef
and veal5 mutton^ lamb^ fruit and vegetables^ oilseeds^ and fish sectors.
There are now provisions on minimum economic activity^ legal personality^
and keeping of""accounts. Groups could be recognized even if products were
marketed by the individual members^ provided certain rules laid down by
the groups were respected. On the other hand, the Commission would no
longer exempt the groups from the provisions of the Rome Treaty rules of
competition. In addition^ a group would no longer be prohibited from marketing more than 5 percent of Community production. A development grant is
proposed for unions of producers' groups. However, the Community would not
contribute more than 30 percent to financing the aid. Total expenditure
for producers' groups is estimated at $J4-07 million for the 5 years.
In its present form, the Mansholt Plan omits proposals for internal
taxes on vegetable and marine oils and oil cake. These proposals in the
original Mansholt Plan aroused a storm of protest in the United States, which
feared that its extremely valuable market for oilseeds and products in the
European Community was endangered.
Marine insurance; marine insurance certificate:
Maritime Administration, U. S.:
Maritime Commission, Federal:

See Ocean shipping.

See Ocean shipping.
See Ocean shipping.

Market access: The willingness of a country to permit relatively unimpeded
imports of a commodity or product to compete with domestic production. Many
countries deny or sharply restrict access of some commodities to their markets
through use of such protective devices as embargoes, quotas, sanitary regulations, and the like o Variable import levies, by forcing the market price
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of efficiently produced foreign goods up to the level of Inefficiently
produced domestic items^ has the practical effect of denying market access
to the foreign-produced commodities*
Marshall Plan:

See European Recovery Program.

MBA Export Expansion Program: A program jointly administered hy the
U. S. Department of Commerce and 21 U. S. imiversities aimed at boosting
foreign sales by small American companies and simultaneously giving more
than 200. graduate students of business administration practical training
in international commerce. The project takes its name from the fact that
the graduate students involved are working toward masters* degrees in
business administration (MA)^ specializing in international business.
The program works as follows :
The Commerce Department and the participating schools invite U. S.
firms to join in the program. The schools assign graduate students in
business administration to work with each company selected.
In cooperation with company officials the student examines the firm's
capacity to begin or expand export operations. The student then researches
international business data gathered by the Commerce Department indicating
foreign sales opportunities for the firm's products^ and prepares a formal
report with recommendations for action*
The study includes such information as estimated size of a foreign
market5 expected gross margin on sales^ extent of competition^ data on endusers ^ and best way to enter the market. Names and addresses of potential
foreign customers^ agents^ distributors^ and licensees are included.
Farther information on the program can be obtained from the Bureau of
International Commerce^ U, S, Department of Coirnierce^ Washington^ D, C.
20230.
. MDS;

Montant de soutien (see).

Meat Import Law of 196^: See the following entry5 Meat import program^
U. S.5 for a discussion of the Meat Import Law^ Its provisions5 and its relation to the voluntary restraint program being used currently.
Meat import program>U. S. : U. S. Imports of certain meats have been
limited since October I968 through a program under which major meat supplying
coiontries voluntarily hold their shipments of meat to the United States to
agreed levels. Meats covered by the program includ_e fresh^ chilled^ or frozen
meat of cattle^ goats, and sheep, except lamb. Most of the imports, however,
have consisted of chilled and frozen beef of a quality approximating U. So
cow beef, and have been used largely in the meat processing industry.
(The United States does not permit imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen
meat of cattle, swine, sheep, or goats from countries where foot-and-mouth
disease exists.)
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The basis for this meat import program is the Meat Import Law, also
referred to as Public Law 88-4825 88th Congress, enacted in August 1964.
This legislation was put on the books following heavy imports in I963 of
beef 5 primarily from Australia and New Zealand* These coimtries had diverted increasingly large exports of beef to the United States because
other major markets of the world were either closed or were made less attractive by their import or domestic systems.
The law sets forth a formula for establishing what the level of import
quotas should be^ if they are necessary^ and provides a method of determining
when quotas should be imposed. Under the law^ quotas are to come into effect
when the import level estimated by the Secretary of Agriculture for any calendar year equals or exceeds 110 percent of the adjusted base quota quantity
established under the law.
The act provides that if domestic commercial production should increase
or decrease 5 the quotas established should also increase or decrease in proportion. It also specifies how to calculate the increase or decrease in
commercial production for the year in question: it is the average of the
estimated commercial production for that year and the 2 preceding years, as
compared with average commercial production for 1959 through 1963«
Under Section 2 (c) (l) of the Meat Import Law, the President may suspend or increase the quota levels if he determines that such action is required by underlying economic or national interest of the United States^ or
that the supply of these meats will be inadequate to meet domestic demand
at reasonable prices^ or that trade agreements with supplying countries will
insure that quota limits will be adhered to. The President has used this
authority in recent years^ most recently with respect to meat import levels
established for 197I0
In mid-1968 it became apparent that meat imports for calendar year
1968 would be large enough to trigger quotas under the Meat Import Law,
But the United States was reluctant to impose quotas^ if any other workable
system would bring the desired results^ because imposition of quotas would
pose the threat of retaliation from foreign countries against U, So agricultural Imports, So5 in lieu of quotas^ the U. S. worked out arrangements
with foreign meat exporting countries to limit their shipments voluntarily
during the remainder of I968. Australia and New Zealand drastically cut
exports to the U. S, during the final quarter of the year.
A voluntary restraint program was in effect again in I9690 The level
of restraints arrived at provided the basis for an estimate by the Secretary
of Agriculture that meat imports would amount to 1^035 million pounds during
1969« As it turned out^ there was a small over-run. One of the supplying
countries in Central America was unable to hold shipments to its restraint
level--and shipments from that cotxntry were stopped by an Executive Order
issued under Section 20^1^ Agricultural Act of 1956, Also^ late in I969
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imports of beef originating in Australia and New Zealand began to enter the
\]» S. as transshipments from Canada, This development came too late in the
year to impose regulations that would have stopped this trade. Hence, actual
imports amounted to I5O7O million poirnds^—roughly 3 percent above the 1^035
million pounds estimated by the Secretary.
For 1970 the program of voluntary restraints provided the basis for an
estimate by the Secretary of Agriculture that meat imports subject to the
law would be l^l60 million pounds ^ net^ product weight basis, for the full
1970 calendar year.
For I97I5 imports of meat subject to the Meat Import Law have been
estimated by the Secretary of Agriculture at l^l60 million pounds--the same
as in 1970. And^ as in 1970^ the U. S. is negotiating continuation of the
voluntary restraint program with the principal supplying countries.
Under the Meat Import Law^ the adjusted base quota quantity for calendar year 1971 works out at 1^025.0 million pounds. The amount of estimated imports that would trigger its imposition is 110 percent of the adjusted base quota5 or 1^127.5 niiHion pounds.
Howeverj under authority granted by the Act^ the President—after issuing a
proclamation limiting imports subject to the Act—has suspended that limitation^
which has had the effect of raising the quantity that may be imported from
I5I27.5 million pounds to 1^160.0 million.
The President has taken this action on the groimd that it is required
by overriding economic interests of the United States^ especially in view
of the importance to the nation of the economic well-being of the domestic
livestock industry.
Mexican-United States Trade Committee: A committee made up of Mexican
and American trade officials 5 which meets annually to discuss matters related
to trade between the two countries.
Importance of this committee*s work is enhanced by the fact that Mexico
is not a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade^ the international forum in which the United States holds most of its trade talkis and
trade negotiations.
Mexican wheat^ high-yielding varieties: The new^ high-yielding Mexican
wheats are a mixture of several strains. Norin 10 made a major contribution of
germ plasm to the new varieties. lorin 10^ a variety of wheat with short3 stiff
straw5 which was first registered in 1935 ? was developed by the Japanese by
crossing two U. S. varieties with several Japanese strains. S. C, Salmon^ who
worked with the Japanese after World War II5 brought Norin 10 to the United
States where it was distributed to wheat breeders in 19^7-^8. Orville A. Vogel^
a USDA scientist working in the State of Washington^ used Norin 10 in developing
Gaines wheat^ a variety which set world yield records in the Pacific Northwest.

icA.

In 19535 Norman E* Borlaug^ a Rockefeller Foimdation scientist -working in
Mexico obtained some -wheat varieties with short straw from Vogel. The
ne-w Mexican -wheats^ with a high response to fertilizer^ were developed
from the short-straw varieties. Borlaug in 1970 won a Nobel prize for his
work with grain.
World acreage planted to the new Mexican wheats has increased from
virtually nothing in I965-66 to 2^.7 million acres in 1969-7O. Of the
1969-70 totalj 15.1 million acres were in India and 7.0 million in Pakistan.
MFN:

Most-favored-nation principle (see).

MIATCO: Mid-America International Agri-Trade Co-uncil (see).
Mid-America International Agri-Trade Council (MIATGO): A U. S. market
promotion organization representing 12 States^-Illinois^ Indiana^ lowa^
Kansas5 Michigan^ Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin--which cooperate with the Foreign Agricultural Service,
U. S. Department of Agricult-ure, in expanding exports of farm products o
Among other activities, MIATCO refers information on foreign marketing opport-unities to Midwest firms, aids in the export of Midwest commodities, provides trade information of various kinds to member States, carries on educational projects, and engages in overseas market promotion» Headq^uartersí
300 West Washington Street, Chicago^ illlinois 60611.
Midd,le East: This area to the east of the Mediterranean Sea also is
referred to as the Mid-East, Near East, West Asia, and Western Asia. Opinions
vary widely as to its country makeup.
As used by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the Middle East includes
Aden, Bahrein, Cyprus, Iran, Iraq^ Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Muscat
and Oman, Quatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trucial States, Turkey, and Yemen.
The Department uses "Middle East'' interchangeably with 'Vest Asia«"
The U. S. Department of State, in its regional organization of bureaus,
employs the term "Near East" rather than "Middle East." However, State
Department officers have occasion to recognize a "Middle East," which Includes
the United Arab Republic, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and all
other areas on the Arabian Peninsula, Iraq^ Iran, Afghanistan^, West Pakistan,
Ethiopia, Sudan, Turkey^ and Greece. On occasion Libya also has been included.
The National Geographic Society refers to the general area as the "Near
East," but also includes Egypt in addition to the countries used by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
As used by the National Geographic Society, the "Middle East" refers to
a region lying between the two regions the Society calls the "Near East" and
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the "Far East^" and includes India^ Pakistan, Afghanistan^ Nepal,
Sikklm, and Ceylono This area roughly coincides with what the U.
ment of State refers to as "South Asia," although in "South Asia"
Department includes only India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Nepal, Bhutan^

Bhutan,
S, Departthe
and Sikkim,

(See Publication 6806, Near and Middle Eastern Series 39^ ana. Publication
7262, Far Eastern Series 108, both issued by the U, S« Department of State,
and News Bulletin 8352, Issued April 22, 1952, by the National Geographic
Society, Washington, D, Cs)
Milled:
Milo:

See Rice.
Sorghum grain«

Minimum import price: This price, applied to an imported commodity to
bring its value more nearly in line with the domestic price of the commodity
in the importing countiy, is also referred to as a "gate price," "sluice-gate
price" and "lock-gate price," The minimum import price may be used to prevent
dumping. More often, however, it is used to protect domestic producers from
trade competition.
For example, the European Community has established a minimum import or
"gate" price on ready-to-cook broilers. The United States has vigorously
protested this action on the ground that no U. S. dumping is involved. It is
the U. S. position that U* S. poultry can be sold abroad—assuming market
accèss--at reasonable levels of protection and after allowance for shipping
and other charges, at the same prices the poultry is sold in the united States o
(Also see Common agricultural policy terms, specifically GATE PRICE.)
Mixed tariff:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies.

Mixing regulations: Such regulations require that raw and/or processed
products sold domestically within a country contain a designated portion of
domestically produced materials. - Foi" example, Australia, effective January 1,
1966, requires that 50 percent Australian leaf be used in all tobacco products
manufactured in that coimtry. Also, some cotmtries require flour millers to
use a certain percentage of domestic wheat in the grist. Mixing regulations,
therefore, have the effect of limiting the quantity of foreign comjïiodities
that may be used in domestically manufactured products.
Montant de soutien (M)S ) : A trade negotiating plan developed by the
European Community in December I963 as a basis for agricultural trade negotiations in the Kennedy Round. A French expression, it means, literally, "amount
of support."
The MDS also has been referred to as "Mansholt II," because it was originally proposed by Sicco Mansholt, Vice President, EC Commission.
Under the proposal, each country would determine the level of its o>m
domestic price supports for each product". Then producing coimtries would
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negotiate "world reference prices" for each of these products. Each coimtry5 including the EC, would then offer to freeze the margin "between domestic support prices and these world reference prices.
For example 5 if the world reference price of a product were set at
$1.80 for each unit, and if EC farmers received $3.00 per imit, it would
be recognized that EC supports were $1.20 per -unit and the margin would be
frozen at that figure.
With the montant de soutien in effect, an importer such as the European
Community would collect a levy equal to the "margin"; that is, the margin
"between the world reference price and the domestic support price level.
However--if the price of the product offered for importation were
below the reference price, a supplemental levy also would be collected. This
supplemental leyy would equal the difference between the price of the product
offered for importation and the world reference price.
The United States and other agricultural exporters could not accept the
proposal because (l) it would not have led to trade expansion—the whole purpose of the Kennedy Roimd, and (2) it would have amounted to international
endorsement of the variable levy system.
Most-favored-nation (MFN) principle: The willingness of a country to
grant the same favorable trade treatment to most countries that it grants to
any one country.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade spells out the MEN principle
as follows: "With respect to customs duties and changes of any kind. . o
any advantage, favor, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party
to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be
accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product originating in
or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties." The GATT,
however, makes exceptions for certain coimtries which had preferential tariffs
in effect prior to the negotiation of the Agreement in 19^7.
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 also enimciates the MEN principle (a
principle followed by the United States for many years) and extends it to
most products of foreign countries, other than to most countries or areas
dominated or controlled by Communism. In 1970 Poland and Yugoslavia were
the only Communist countries accorded MEW treatment by the United States.
M.t.:

Metric ton.

(Also see Conversion factors.)

Multilateral, multinational: Agreements or programs involving three or
more countries--as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade--rather than
only two countries, which is referred to as "bilateral" (see).
Multiple aid coordination: The 16 members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC ) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development provide over 90 percent of total worldwide official aid. The members
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consult frequently on volume^ terms ^ methods and criteria^ and review each
other's aid programs every year. The United States strongly supports the
DAC and actively participates in its work.
Other DAC members^ in part as a result of U. S. encouragement^ substantially expanded and improved their aid programs during the 1960^s o
Five DAC countries now provide at least 1 percent of their national income
in official and private flows to less developed coimtrles. Seven DAC
members have 5-year plans for expanded flows^ most leading to the DAC
target of 1 percent of gross national product by the early 1970s. Most of
the other DAC countries have eased aid terms by lowering interest rates
or extending maturities and grace periods. The net official flow of financial resources from the DAC countries in I968 totaled $7.1 billion^ of
which the U, S, provided $3.6 billion. The U. S. official contribution
amounted to i|l/lOOths of 1 percent of gross national product-^about equal
to the weighted average for the 16 countries.
The donor countries and multilateral aid agencies are attempting to
coordinate their aid programs in individual recipient countries to assure
that they are supporting consistent development goals and that aid resources are used efficiently. Coordination groups have been established
for 17 less developed countries and one regional group. The World Bank
is a member of all the groups^ while the International Monetary Fund^ the
IM Development Program^ the European Community^ and the regional development banks participate as appropriate.
The coordinating groups have varying forms and procedures. The
Indian Consortium and the Pakistan Consortium, under the auspices of the
World Bank and the Turkey Consortium under auspices of the OECD are highly
structured groups. A consortium assesses development plans and foreign exchange requirements of the recipient and obtains from donor members indications of levels and kinds of assistance. Consortia have also been ef«
fective in focussing both donors^ and recipients- attention on the development policies of the recipient government.
Consultative groups are less formally structured than consortia and
do not require donors to indicate the amount of assistance to be provided.
Consultative groups have been established under World Bank sponsorship
for nine less developed countries^ including Colombia^ Korea^ Malaysia^
Morocco5 Nigeriaj Peru^ Sudan^ Thailand^ and Tunisia and one region^ East
Africa^ made up of Kenyaj Uganda^ and Tanzania*
The Indonesia aid coordination group has some of the features of a
consortium. Chaired by the Netherlands^ it receives staff support from
both the World Bank and the IMF,
Multiple exchange rates:

See Exchange restrictions.

Multiple tariff system:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.
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N
NAEGA:

North American Grain Export Association.

National exports; nationalized exports: There is a distinction.
National exports consist of goods domestically produced and products
exported from customs bonded manufacturing plants^ such as smelters or
petroleum refineries. Nationalized exports consist of goods previously
imported and cleared through customs which are re-exports -without
transformation.
NATO:

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (see).

Near East:

See Middle East.

N. e. c.:

Not elsewhere classified.

Negotiating instructions (uader F.L. ^8o): Instructions drafted by the
Department of Agriculture^ cleared with interested U. S. agencies, and transmitted by Department of State-AID to the appropriate U. S. Embassyo They
guide the Ambassador, or his désignées, in negotiating a particular PoL. ^80
sales agreement.
Net exports--net imports: For net exports, the margin by which exports exceed imports, and, in the case of net imports, the margin by which imports exceed exports. For example, the European Community in I969-7O imported l6,027
million metric tons of grain, exported 13j385 million. The EC^s net imports,
therefore, were 2,6^2 million tons.
Newcastle disease: A specific, highly contagious disease primarily of
chickens and turkeys. Other domestic poultry, various species of wild birds,
and people are susceptible to it. In man it is usually mild and is characterized by inflammation of one eye, seldom both. Among young chickens the loss
may be as high as 100 percent; the average is 30 to ^0 percent. Losses among
turkey poults may be 15 to 20 percent of the brood. It reduces egg production
in laying flocks.
The disease was first recognized in a flock near Newcastle upon Tyne^
England, hence Newcastle disease. It reached California in 19^^-0 and has now
spread to every State of the United States.
Among the nations that forbid the importation of poultry from countries
affected by Newcastle disease are the United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Australia, and New Zealand.
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Nontariff barriers to international agricultural trade: Regulations
employed by governments to restrict agricultural imports from all or certain
countries5 usually to protect domestic producers. Nontariff trade barriers
are generally more restrictive than tariff barriers-^ although the latter^
if extremely high^ constitute effective barriers.
Nontariff barriers include QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS, mainly import
quotas and embargoes3, seasonal or otherwise^ that limit volume of imports
and may also discriminate as to source. VARIABLE LEVIES AND GATE PRICE
SYSTEMS are termed ^'nontariff*^ because^ being variable^ they tend to restrict the volume of imports to the difference between protected or supported domestic production and total utilization. CONDITIONAL IMPORTS5
which include domestic mixing regulations and controls m^aking imports conditional upon production, utilization, price, or other factors. MONOPOLIES,
including trading by state agencies, quasi-government agencies, or private
institutions operating under governm.ental authority. ADVANCE DEPOSITS ON
IMPORTS are nontariff barriers when discriminatory. MPORT DISCRIMINATIONS
AM PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT discriminate as to source of supply, frequently
against the dollar area, and are closely linked with import licensing.
They do not include simple tariff preference in the customs import schedule:
IMPORT LICENSING is a nontariff barrier if it discriminates as to source of
supply or if it is not in fact granted automatically. BILATERAL AGREEMENTS
are nontariff barriers to countries not party to the agreements.
Health and sanitary regulations are not considered nontariff barriers
even though in some instances they may be used to limit imports or to discriminate as to source.
NORDEK : The YIBMB for a customs union proposed by four Scandinavian
countries—Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland. A draft treaty was agreed
upon by the four countries in February 1970. However, in view of the application of Denmark and Norway for membership in the European Community, it
appeared in early I971 that formation of NORDEK has been shelved.
Norm price:
PRICE.
North Africa:
times Libya.

See Common agricultural policy terms, specifically TARGET

Usually applies to Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and some-

Northern Africa: Refers to the east-west sweep of the northern part of
the African Continent, specifically Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, French Territory
of Afars and Issas, Libya, Morocco, Somalia Republic, Spanish Sahara, Sudan,
and Tunisia.
NTB^s:

Nontariff barriers to international agricultural trade (see).
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o
PAS:

Organization of American States (see).

Ocean shipping: The transportation of merchandise in ocean-going
vessels. Terms used in connection -with this service include:
ABANDOHMENT: An insurance term indicating that damage suffered hy
a vessel is so severe as to constitute a total loss and that the assured
may abandon the ship to the insuring company and put in a claim for a total
loss. The term also refers to the refusal of a consignee to accept delivery
of freight so badly damaged in transit as to be worthless,
ADMIEALTY: Refers to maritime law, both civil and criminal. Admiralty
cases may involve such matters as collisions«, damage to cargo^ bills of
lading5 piracy5 pilferage^ and the like,
AGENCY FEE: A charge by the ship's agent or shipowner for services
while the ship is in port,
ALONGSIDE: The side of the ship. Goods to be delivered alongside are
to be delivered to the dock or lighter from which they can be loaded aboard
the ship.
BALE CARGO:
transportation,

Goods wrapped in burlap or similar material for overseas

BERTH:
The place beside a pier^ quay^ or wharf where a vessel can
be loaded or discharged,
BILL
agents of
livery of
a receipt

OF LADING (OCEAN):
A document signed by the captain^ owners, or
a vessel, furnishing written evidence for the conveyance and demerchandise sent by sea to a certain destination. It is both
for merchandise and a contract to deliver it.

BOTTOM: Usually synonomous with ^Vessel" or "ship.^' A ship of
American registry may be referred to as a "U. S, bottom^^' whereas if registry is other than U. S., the ship5 in U. S. usage, may be called a "foreign
bottom. "
BOX:

See CONTAINERIZATION below.

BULK CARRIER: There are two types: the dry-bulk carrier and the
liquid-bulk carrier5 better known as a tanker. Bulk cargo is a shipment
such as ollj grain5 or ore which is not packaged^ baled5 bottled, or otherwise packed and is loaded without counting or marking,
CARGO: Merchandise or freight carried by a vessel other than supplies
for passenger and crew. ''Special cargo'' is a single commodity, such as
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grain or bauxite, "General cargo" consists of mixed and varied commodities,
A "cargo plan" lists and describes the items in a ship^s cargo and their
location in the vessel,
CARGO LIÎ^R: A ship that carries cargo only and operates over a
definite route on á fixed schedule,
CARGO PREFERENCE ACT (P,L.. 66ii., 83rd COlGRESvS): Provides that "whenever
the United States procures^ contracts for^ or otherwise obtains for its own
account or furnishes to or for the account of any foreign nation without
provision for reimbursement^ any equipment^ materials^ or commodities^ within
or without the United States^ or shall advance funds or credits or guarantee
the convertibility of foreign currencies in connection with the furnishing
of such equipment 5 materials^ or commodities 5" the United States shall ship
in Ue S. flag vessels5 to the extent that such vessels are available at fair
and reasonable rates, at least ^0 percent of the gross tonnage involved,
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN: Shows the country of production of an export
shipment^ and is frequently required by customs officials of an importing
country whose tariff laws favor certain coimtries. The certificate enables
customs officials to determine which goods being imported are entitled to
preferential tariff treatment. It is usually endorsed by a consular official of the country of destination at the port of shipment,
CHARTER PARTY: The contract between the owner of a vessel and shipper
for the letting of the vessel or a part thereof. The contract at one time
had two parts ("parties" in French) and half of the contract ("partie)
went to each contractor^ hence "charter party*"
C. I. F,—Cost3 insurancej freight. Similar tenus include C. & F,,
cost and freight; C^ F. I.^ cost^ freight, and insurance; G. I. Fe & C«^
costj insurance, freight, and commdssion; C. I^ F* C* & I^ ., cost, insurance^,
freight, commission, and interest; and C. I. F^ I. & E., cost, insuxance^
freight, interest^ 8.nd exchange^ C. A« F^ is the French form of C. I. F.
(in general, C^ I, F, mioans that the seller's price includes the cost
of the goods, the marine insurance, and all transportation charges to the
named point of destination. But buyers and sellers need a more precise
definition of this and other trade terms if they are to avoid misunderstandings and, possibly, lawsuits^ The Nationa^l Foreign Trade Council, Inc.,
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York^ New York 10020, ixrges buyers and sellers
to use the "Revised American Foreign Trade Definitions—19^1," which it will:
make available in pamphlet form on request. In addition to C, I. P^, the
pamphlet also defines C, & F. , Ex (point of origin), Ebc Dock (point of exportation), F^ 0. B., and F, A, S. The Council suggests that buyers and
sellers agree to accept the definitions as part of the contract of sale,
thereby making them_ legally binding upon all j^arties.)
COASTING TRADE: Trade between ports of the same country as contrasted
with trade carried on between foreign ports. It is sometimes referred to as
"cabotage."
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• COJVIMERCIAL INVOICE: A record of the transaction between a buyer and
seller. It is customarily required that at least two copies be forwarded
with shipping documents in export trade o
. COriFERENCE: A "steamship conference" is an unincorporated association
of mutually competitive steamship lines that make scheduled sailings over
a trade route. Conferences operate in most of the world^s trade routes.
The basic objectives of conferences are: (l) to reach agreement among
members with respect to transportation rates and other conditions of carriage of goods or passengers; (2) to strengthen the members' lines through
cooperative action.
. CONSIGNEE: The person or firm to whom goods are consigned as stated
on the bills of lading.
• CONSIGNOR: The person named in a bill of lading as the one from whom
the goods have been received for shipment.
. CONSULAR FEE: Charged by a consular agent in an exporting country for
certifying that an invoice for merchandise is correct. Consular fees also
may be charged for other services^ such as visas.
- CONSULAR INVOICE: Covers a shipment of export goods certified by a
consular official of the country of destination. The invoice shows the value
of the shipment in the currency of the country of export. It is used by
customs officials of the country of entry to verify the value ^ quantity^
and nature of the shipment.
- CONTAINERIZATION: A method of shipping merchandise. In the broadest
sense^ containerization is the use of a box in which to ship merchandise.
The box may be with or without wheels ^ with or without refrigeration equipment^ ventilated or unventilated^ and manufactured in varying sizes. Containers reach seaport by motortruck^ rail, or barge, (in some types^ the
barge itself is a floating container.) At the seaport .the containers are
put aboard a ship^ usually with special handling equipment o A ship specially constructed to handle containers is referred to as a "container ship%
several types of which are in use. At the foreign port of destination, the
process is reversed. Proponents of containerization claim that such shipments require less labor than other methods and mean reduced losses from
breakage^ spoilage^ and pilferage.
Containerization has given rise to a number of special terms. "Box"
is longshoreman jargon for container, and the work of filling containers is
known as "stuffing boxes," "intermodal transport" refers to the capability
of container -units to be handled efficiently by various carriers; for example^
because containers in one type of system have common handling characteristics
and have the same size^ they may be transferred readily from highway motor
truck, to railroad, to ocean carrier, in a coirplete origin-to-destination
movement. "lASH," an abbreviation of "lighter aboard ship," refers to a
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system of carrying cargo aboard ships in floating containers or lighters.
"Roll on-roll off/' or 'Vo-ro/^ refers to ships which permit containers to
be driven on or driven off mthout use of special cranes,
. CONTMBAM):
duty,

Goods smuggled into a country to avoid payment of customs

. DEFEREED REBATE: The return of a portion of the freight charges by a
carrier or a conference to a shipper in exchange for his giving all or most
of his shipments to the carrier or conference over a specified period^
usually 6 months• The deferred rebate system is illegal in U. S. foreign
commerce^ but it is generally accepted and used in the ocean trade between
foreign countries*
. DEMURRAGE: The detention of a vessel beyond the time (usually called
"lay days") allowed in the vessel*s charter party for loading^ unloading^
or sailing. The expression also refers to the allowance or payment made to
the master or owner of the ship for such detentionc Demurrage is used in
the railway transportation field to describe the allowance or payment for
detaining railroad freight cars beyond a reasonable time for loading or
unloading •
• DISCHARGE:

To unload the cargo of a ship.

o DOCUMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS: The agreement between an Importer and a
foreign exporter with reference to the disposition of the documents relating
to the shipment 5 as well as to the disposition of the shipment o
. EX (point of origin^ such as Ex Factory, Ex Mill, Ex Warehouse): The
price quoted applies only at the point of origin^ and the seller agrees to
place the goods at the disposal of the buyer at the agreed place on the
date or within the period fixed.
• EX DOCK (point of exportation): ^e price quoted includes all additional costs necessary to place the goods on the dock at the named point
of importation5 duty paid, if any.
• F. A. S.: Free alongside ship. Used in sales price quotations, especially for export5 indicating that the price Includes all costs of transportation and delivery of the goods to the dock; that is, "alongside ship."
The buyer is then responsible for having the goods loaded on board and paying
the cost of shipping from that point on.
• FIGHTING SHIP: A vessel utilized in a particular trade by a carrier
or conference for the purpose of excluding, preventing, or reducing com.petition by driving an Independent carrier out of the trade. This^is
accomplished by having the fighting ship sail betwBen the same ports and
on the same sailing schedules as the independent carrier while charging
freight rates lower than those of the independent* The use of fií-bting
ships in U. S. foreign commerce is illegal.

Ilk

. FLOATING ELEVATOR: Machinery erected on a floating structure used
generally for transferring grain from barges to the holds of ships or vice
versa.
. F. 0. B«: Free on hoardo The expression indicates that the seller
assumes all responsibilities and costs up to the specific point or stage of
delivery named^ including transportation^ packing, insuring, et cetera. A
wide variety of f.o.b. terms are used, such as f.o.b. factory Detroit, f.o.b.
cars New York, f.o.b. ship Norfolk, et cetera. "Free on board vessel," under
most P.L. U80 grain contracts, means delivery at the discharge end of the
loading spout.
. FREE IN AND OUT (F. I. Oo): Refers to loading and unloading costs as
they apply to the vessel; i.e., these costs are free of charge to the vessel.
The owner of the goods is responsible for discharging and loading.
. FREE OUT (F.O.): Refers to unloading costs as they apply to the vessel;
i.e., these costs are free of charge to the vessel. The owner of the cargo
is responsible for discharging costs.
. FREIGHTER:

A freight-or cargo-carrying vessel.

• FULL BERTH TERMS (F, B. T.): Full berth term indicates that the owner
of the cargo is free from costs of loading and discharging.
. GENERAL CARGO: Composed of miscellaneous goods carried in units or
small quantities which vary in weight, size, condition, nature, and class.
. INTERMODAL TRANSPORT:
. LASH:

See CONTAINERIZATION above.

See CONTAINERIZATION above.

. LIBERTY SHIP: Applies to more than 2,300 vessels of this type built
in"the World War II period. They have a general cargo capacity of 9^lk6
tons, a speed of 10-11 knots, and carry a crew of kk.
. LIGHTER: A small ship or barge used to load or miload cargo from
larger vessels.
. LIGHTER-ABOARD-SHIP:
• LIGHTERAGE:
services*

See CONTAINERIZATION above.

The rate of charges, or total of charges, for lighter

• LINER: A vessel used on a particular route with regular sailings.
Liners range in size from ships that do not differ markedly from tramp
vessels, to large cargo ships built specially for the freight line service,
and to the largest passenger-carrying vessels. Some liners carry freight
only, others a varying proportion of freight and passengers, and ôome only
passengers o
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. LONGSHOHEMlïï: A worker -wlio loads or discharges vessels, Some^ wlio work
on the ships, are referred to as "stevedores," in contrast fco those wlio workon shore, or "dock workers." Occasionally, the word "longshoreman" is used
to designate lahorers who do the actual work, whereas "stevedore" applies to
the contractor or boss who hires longshoremen,
. MRIEE IISlTRMfCE : Can protect against loss anybody who has an interest in goods exported or imported. Usually this is the seller, but sometimes the
buyer can benefit when the seller arranges insurance on the buyer's behalf. :
The buyer has the greatest risk on a shipment sold ex-seller*s warehouse;
the seller has the greatest risk on a shipment sold f.o.b, huyeras warehouse.
Other terms of sale split the risk at some intermediate point during transit «
If the seller collects by draft he has financial risk until the b^jyer pays
the draft. If the buyer does not pay for delivered goods, the risk of loss ^
falls back on the seller.
There are two main types of ocean cargo policies. The "open policy"
is used when the foreign trader regularly exports or imports. It covers all:
shipments of the foreign tradero It stays in the United States and is not
negotiable. The "special policy or certificate" is used when the seller has^
an occasional shipment or must supply evidence of insurance to banks or
buyers, or to bi^yers who want losses paid at destination.
Coverage can be obtained for goods shipped by any kind of conveyance,
Basic perils are "of the seas, fires, assailing thieves, jettisons, barratry
of the master and mariners and all other like perils, losses, and misfortunes (illicit or contraband trade, excepted in all cases) that have or shall
come to the hurt, detriment, or damage of the said goods and merchandise or :
any part thereof." Additional perils may be added, such as theft, pilferage,^
nondelivery, breakage, leakage, and the like. Usually excluded are"certain
perils such as wars, strikes, riots, and civil commotion, but even these
may be insured against through special policies.
. MARINE INSURAWCE CERTIFICATE: Ttiis form certifies that the shipment
described thereon is insured subject to the insurance clause or terms shown
on the certificate; only the important clauses are so shown. The certificate is a negotiable instrunent and is accepted by banks when properly
endorsed«
. M^ITIME ADMINISTRATION, U, S.: Its functions include Government assistance to shipping, research and development, shipbuilding and design, ship
operations and repair, maintenance of the national defense reserve fleet,
maritime training, transfer of ships to aliens, and provision of war risk^insuranee. Headq.uarters: Washington, D. G.
. MARITIME GOMISSION, FEDERAL: Authorities and functions embrace (l)
regalation of services, practices, and agreements of com:7ion carriers by water
and other persons engaged in the foreign com[merce of the United States; (2)
acceptance, rejection, or disapproval of tariff filings of common carriers
engaged in foreign commerce; (3) reg-alation of rates, fares, charges, classifications, tariffs, regulations, and practices of co:fflmon carriers by water
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:

in the domestic off-shore commerce; and {k) rendering decisions^ issuing
orders 5 and making rales and regulations governing and affecting common
carriers by 'water^ terminal operators^ freight forwarders^ and others.
Headc^uarters:

Washington^ D* C«

, OCEAN FRETCHT DIFFERENTIAL (under P.L. i|8o): The cost hy which
the ocean freight hill for the portion of PoL, U80 commodities required to
he carried on U* S, flag vessels exceeds the cost of carrying the. same amount
on foreign flag vessels• This amount is paid by the Commodity Credit Corporation.
. PACKAGE CARGO: Cargo packed in boxes, barrels5 crates^ bales^ machinery.
Also called package freight.
. PALLETIZATION: A method of stowing goods on pallets or trays^ i^iich
are then handled with the aid of fork lift trucks and trailer tractors.
. ROLL ON»ROLL OFF; RO--RO:

See CONTAINERIZATION above.

. SHIPPERS EXPORT DECLâRA.TION: A form required by the U. S. Government
for the compilation of statistics on trade. It is necessary on practically
every commercial shipment leaving the United States with the exception of
mail shipments of small value.
* ST LAWRENCE SEAWAY: Broadly^ the St, Lawence Seaway consists of a
2 5400«mile system of waterways extending from the Atlantic Ocean up the
St. Lawrence River to the headwaters of the Great Lakes. Specifically^ it
is a system of seven locks^ about ^00 miles long^ extending from Montreal
Harbor to Lake Erie^ including the Weiland Canal.
« TANKER: A vessel^ though specially designed for transporting fluid
cargoes in bulk^ also is used in the transport of grain.
• TRAMP SHIP: As contrasted with liners 5 tramp ships do not have a
regular schedule or route." They carry cargo of any kind not requiring
special design^ and to any destination where harbor conditions will permito
• IMITIZATION: The consolidation of a number of individual items into
one large shipping unit for easier handling. It is also the securing or
loading of one or more large items of cargo onto a single structure, such
as a pallet.
* VICTORY SHIP: A single-screw cargo vessel desig-aed as a larger and
faster ship than the Liberty ship. The Victory ship has a capacity of 10^700
tons 5 deadweight 5 and, depending on the type^ a sea speed of either 15| or
l6|- knots.
Oceania: A general term which refers to the islands of the Central and
South Pacific Ocean and Includes those areas kno'wn as Polynesia, Micronesia,
and Melanesia. It often includes Australia, New Zealand, and the Malay
Archipelago.
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OECD:

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (see).

Offer list: A list of articles for which a country--usually at a
general round of trade negotiations^-proposes modification or continuance of
its import duties or other import restrictions« Also see Trade negotiation«
Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations (STR)- Advises and assists the President on administration of the trade agreements program.
In particular^ he serves as the chief U. S. representative at trade negotia-:
tlonsj such as the Kennedy Round. He also advises the President on related
mattersj such as nontarlff barriers to trade and international commodity agreements* Authority is the Trade Expansion Act of I962 and Executive Order IIO75.
Headquarters:

Washington^ D. C,

Official value:
The fixing hy legislative or administrative action of
the values of certain categories of Imported goodse Official Import values
are used in several Latin American count ries---not ably Mexico^ Brazil^ and
Uruguay--where they are usually called ''aforos" and^ at least for certain product groups in some West African countries, notably Dahomey and Senegal, where
they are referred to as 'Valeurs mercuriales." In most countries, the official import values are used as a basis for calculating the ad valorem duties
only when the official values are higher than the invoice value* Consequently,
it is important that the price of the goods be shown on the invoice in the form
required by the importing country.
Open account:

See Export financing.

Open-end contracts (as used in the barter program):
An open^end barter
is one in which there is no direct connection between the destination of
agricultural commodities and the source of the materials. At the time the commitment is made3 the barter contractor need not designate the destination of
the commodity.
"Operation Lift": A program of the Canadian G-overnment to bring heavy
stocks of wheat into line with demand by paying farmers not to produce. ("Lift"
is an acronym for "Lower Inventory For Tomorrow"). Need for the program was
revealed by the fact that Canada's wheat stocks on July 31^ 1970^ were about
950 m.llllon bushels--equal to nearly 2 years' normal disappearance. A July
1970 report of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics estimated that the area planted to wheat in Canada's Prairie Provinces in I970 was 12.0 million acres, or
less than half the I969 total of 2k.k million acres.
Orderly marketing agreements: Section 352, Trade Expansion Act of I962,
provides that the President may negotiate international agreements with foreign
countries limiting the export from such countries and the Import into the United
States of an article causing or threatening to cause serious injury to a U. S.
industry.
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Organization for African Unity: Established in May I963 "by 30 African
countries, it was the first attempt of diverse peoples of different cultures^
religions, stations, languages, and races to seek coxranon goals.
As to economic cooperation, the principal resolutions proposed to
establish free trade throughout all Africa; formulate a coimon external tariff;
coordinate transportation and communications; establish a monetary, fiscal
clearing, and payments facility; harmonize existing and fut'ure development
plans; and negotiate in concert with international trade bodies•
Headiuarters:

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Organization for Economic Cooperaron jji^
An
influential, international intergovernmental organization established in
September 1961, the OECD is a successor to the Organization for European
Economic Cooperation (OEEC), created in 19^48 to implement the European Re»
covery Program--the Marshall Plan, The OECD is made up of Western European
countries (including all EC countries and Finland), the united States, Canada,
and Japan--22 nations in all. Countries with special status participating
in OECD activities are Australia and Yugoslavia.
Member countries are partners in a permanent cooperation designed to
harmonize national policies in accordance with certain goals, which are:
(1) To promote economic growth, employment, a rising standard of liviug,
and financial stability; (2) to assist the economic expansion of member and
non-member developing nations; and (3) to further the expansion of world
trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis.
In helping to reach these goals, OECD serves as a year-round for-um in
wliich the member countries, working together through committee seek adoption
of economic policies conducive to growth with financial stability and balanced
development0 For example, OECD seeks harmonization of trade and aid policies
to insure the maximum contribution to the growth, of the less developed countries, structural adjustments in agriculture to increase farm efficiency,
and adaptation of industry to technological innovation and an expanding market o
One of the most effective methods of harmonizing policies is the
"confrontation exercise'' in which the policies of each member co^untry are
examined critically by all the other members in a frank discussion. Out of^
these Committee meetings come numerous reports containing both factual findings
and policy recommendatioiB. The OEGB is also the source of many special surveys and statistics on a wide variety of subjects o Over 10,000 pages of
statistical tables are published every year for use of governments, members
of parliament, trade associations, trade imions, research institutes, and
businessmen throughout the world.
As to international trade, OECD conducts "confrontation sessions" on
problems of coimuercial policy facing member countries in their relations with
each other and with third countries o In addition, detailed examinations are
undertaken on particularly important matter of a general nature—export credits,
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for example^ or non-tariff barriers to trade^-witli a view to exploring the
possibilities for harmonization of the policies applied by member coimtrleSo
Obstacles to commercial competition^ both internal and international are
investigated in detail.
In addition to international trade and payments^ OECD also concerns Itself
with economicsj statistics^ development^ agriculture and food^ fisheries^ energyindustry^ transport/tourism^ manpower^ social affairs^ science^ and education.
Headquarters:

Paris^ France.-

Organization of American States (OAS): OAS is made up of the 23 inde- :
pendent countries of the Western Hemisphere^ except Canada. OAS has the foliwing broad purposes: (l) to strengthen the peace and security of the continent; (2) prevent possible causes of difficulties and ensirre the pacific settlement of disputes that may arise among the m^ember states; (3) provide for
common action on the part of those states in the event of aggression; (k) seek
the solution of political, juridical^ and economic problems that may arise among
them; and (5) promote^ by cooperative action, their economic, social, and cultural development.
Overall policy and guidance of OAS is provided by three groups: the
Inter-American Conference, the meeting of consultation of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, and specialized conferences.
The Conference is the supreme organ of the OAS and normally meets every
5 years to decide general action and policy. The meeting of consultation bridges
the periods between conferences by serving when convened as the organ of consultation to consider urgent problems. It is also to provide a policy guidance
for the Advisory Defense Committee. Special conferences meet periodically to
consider technical matters or related problems of the semiautonomous specialized
organizations or permanent agencies and special agencies and commissions.
The Council of the Organization, the permanent representative body, is
in Washington. It is the day-to-day operating arm of the OAS, works closely:
with the specialized organizations and special agencies and commissions, and:
provides policy guidance to the organs of the Council and the Pan American :
Union. The Pan American Union is the permanent and central organ and general
secretariat of the OAS.
Headauarters:
Outer Seven:

Pan American Union, Washington, D. G.
See European Free Trade Association.

Overseas Territories:

See European Community.
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Pacification:
A program to eliminate Viet Cong influence in rural
areas of Soutîi Vietnam and iDring economic and social progress to the people.
U. So agricultural technicians and advisors are assisting. Successful
pacification ■would mean among other things increased food output and a reduced need for agricultural imports.
Package cargo:
Paddy:

See Ocean shipping.

Rough rice.

Palletization:

Also see Rice.

See Ocean shipping.

Pan American Union (PAU): The central permanent organ and general
secretariat of the Organization of American Stateso
Headquarters:

Washington^ D. G.

Parity—price s 3 income«, ratio: The parity price is described by the
Economic Research Service as the price that -will give a unit of a farm commodity the same purchasing power (exchange value in terms of goods and services paid for by farmers) as that farm commodity had in a selected base
period (1910-1^) when these price relationships were considered to have been
reasonably well bala.nced. In brief^ parity prices are a yardstick for measuring how close prices received by farmers are to the prices Congress defined as a fair goal or objective.
Parity income ^ as defined in the Agricultural Act of 19^8^ "Shall be
that gross income from agriculture which will provide the farm operator and
his family with a standard of living equivalent to that afforded persons
dependent upon other gainful occupationo"
The parity ratio is the ratio of (l) the index of prices received by
farmers to (2) the index of prices paid by farmers^ including an allowance
for interest^ taxes^ and wages paid hired labor. When this relationship
is IOO5 that is5 when the two indexes are equal<, the general level of agricultural prices is considered to be at ''parity." The parity ratio^ therefore ^ is a measure of whether farmers are getting prices for their commodities that are in line with costs.
Circular A-U6, Exhibit F. Amended March 315 1970^ Office of Management
and Budget^ Executive Office of the President^ requires that the year I967
shall be used as the standard reference base period for all Federal Government
general-purpose index numbers. In conformity with this circular^ the Statistical Reporting Service^ beginning in January 1971, now publishes index ninnbers
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using the 1967 base. It should be noted, however, that the indexes of
prices received by farmers and prices paid by farmers are by law prepared on the 1910-14 base and will continue to be published, together
with the new series, in the Statistical Reporting Service's monthlv rcDort
AGRICULTUML PRICES.
- ^
y
>
Pasta: An Italian expression referring to such foods as spaghetti,
macaroni, et cetera, or to combination dishes that include these products.
They are made from semolina, wheat' farina, or wheat flour.
Philippine rice, high-yielding varieties: The new varieties of rice
are generally referred to as "Philippine rice" because thev were developed
at the International Rice Research Institute (iRRi), at Los Banos, Hiillppines, which is supported by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations. In I962
IRRI rice breeders made a number of crosses. By I965, IR-8 had been developed
and given its first yield trial. IR-8 was obtained by crossing Peta, a tall
rice from Indonesia, with Dee-geo-woo-gen, a short rice from China, 'in
developing IR-8, thus far the most important of the new varieties, breeders
reduced the hei^t to 100 centimeters, cojmpared with a height of perhaps 180
centimeters for traditional varieties. The short, upright leaves of IR-8
permit water to run off quickly and allow sunlight to penetrate to the lower
leaves. The straw of the plant is not only reduced in length, but it is also
exceptionally stiff. The new varieties ripen in 120-125 days, rather than
the 180 days required for most traditional varieties. The shorter growing
season increases the possibilities of producing more crops per year on the
same land. However, the new varieties also have some undesirable characteristics. They do not mill as satisfactorily as older varieties, and consumers generally rate them down on palatability. Although these disadvantages probably can be bred out, both the new rice and wheat varieties have
often sold considerably below the prices of traditional grains.
World acreage planted to the new high-yielding rice varieties has increased from virtually nothing in 1965-66 to over I8 million acres in 1969-70
all of it in South and East Asia.
'
Piggy-backing; An arrangement, encouraged by the U. S. Department of
Commerce, under which an experienced U. S. exporting firm handles the products
of a U. S. firm lacking foreign experience or connections» Products of the
inexperienced firm are said to "ride" to market; the experienced firm "carries"
them. The expression also refers to the rail, truck,or ship transport of
containerized goods.
Plgmeat:

Generally used by the EC in referring to pork products.

Pisani-Baumgartner Plan : A plan for international agreements on agricultural trade advanced in 1961 by Edgard Pisani, French Minister of Agriculture and Wilfred Baumgartner, French Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs.
The plan was a.imed primarily at grains, but could be used for other commodities.
The most important elements of the Plan fell into two categories- (a)
prices and (b) demand and supply adjustments. The essence of the proposed price
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policy was an upward adjustment of world export prices for commercial trade
giving exporting countries higher sales proceeds from which^ in part, to
finance programs of food aid for needy nations. With respect to supply
management the Plan contemplated supply control by holding producer prices
in check (in Canada, Australia, Argentina) and "by continuance of direct controls (in the United States). So far as demand adjustment was concerned,
the Plan postulated that any remaining or inevitable excess of supply over
commercial demand would be used for a massive concerted international program of additional food aid,
Pluricareneial infantil:
kwashiorkor.
Pocket :

A protein deficiency disease.

A 100-pound bag of rice.

Also see

Also see Rice.

Point of purchase-lip.O.P/^--.promotion: Refers to foreign promotion of
U. S. food products that is'carried on in food stores or other places where
consumers normally buy their groceries as contrasted with promotion carried
on at international trade fairs, trade centers, or other special exhibits.
Population explosion:
in recent years.

Refers to the rapid growth in world population

From the time of Christ until the end of the l6th century world population grew by an average of 2 to 5 percent every 100 years. Since about
i960 population has been growing almost 2 percent every year. The reduction
in death rates in recent years, resulting from the widespread application
of medical technology, accounts in considerable part for rapid population
growth. But increased food production per capita also has played a role.
World food production per capita in I97O was 5 percent above the I961-65
average, and even for the less-developed countries, where populations press
heaviest on food supplies, there was a gain of 3 percent.
Estimates of growth vary widely, depending in large part on assumptions
with respect to the extent of family planning, especially in such heavily
populated countries as India, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Mainland Chinao The
Population Council, New York, estimates that by 1980 the world's population will
increase to about k,7 billion and by the year 2000 to 6.7 to 7.5 billion, the
lower figure assuming some success with population control measures and the
higher figure assuming straight-line population growths o
Most students of the subject agree that population must be considered
in conjunction with world food supplies. In a report, '^v^Jorld Food-Population
Levels," submitted to the President in April 1970 by the Secretaries of
State and Agriculture, the following summary was set forth: ''if the level
of technology used to produce food in the United States were applied in the
developing nations, and land area under cultivation expanded to the extent
feasible, the world could probably feed 7o2 billion if diets remained as
they are now. But this would drop to 6.8 billions if calories were at least
minimally adequate. And the world's supportable population would ±rop still
further--to 6.2 billions--if just-adequate proteins as well as the calories
were included."
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Pork bellies: The part of the hog carcass that produces bacon.
belly futures are traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
"Poultry war":
concessions.

Pork

See Compensatory withdrawal or suspension of trade

Preemption: The right of a government to seize imported goods and
sell them at the declared value if it suspects that an importer has entered
the goods at too low a value o
Preemptive or preclusive buying: Buying of foreign-produced goods to
prevent purchase by others^ usually to foresta.ll acquisition of those goods
by unfriendly powers.
Preferences—preferential tariff :
duties5 and levies..

See Trade preferences and also Tariffs.

Presidentas Cabinet Textile Advisory Committee:
Textile Arrangment.

See Long-term Cotton

Pricebreak cheese: Refers^ collectively, to three tariff categories of
cheese—Swiss or Emmenthaler^ Gruyere-process^ and "Other" cheeses not elsewhere classified. Under a special provision of Section 22 cheese import
quotas^ the f.o.b, price in these categories determines whether a cheese is
subject or not to the quotas. A price of ^7 cents per pound is the dividing
line. If5 for example^ the f.o.b, price of Swiss cheese is ^5 cents a pound^
it is subject to the quota; but if the price of Swiss is k^ cents a pound^
f.o.b.5 it is not subject to the quota. The ^Y-cent dividing line between
quota and nonquota became known in the trade as the "pricebreak^ " and the
term "pricebreak cheese" came into use as meaning cheeses whose quota status
depended on their price.
Priceelasticity of demand: The relationship between the change in the
price of a com:Tiodity and the accompanying change in the quantity that can be
sold. If a small change in the price is accompanied by a relatively large
change in the quantity sold, demand is said to be elastic. But if a large
change in the price is accompanied by a small change in the quantity sold,
demand is said to be inelastic o
Price support: Government action to stabilize or strengthen prices
received by farmers for their commodities. Many countries, inclviding the
united States, engage in price support operations. Prices are supported by
various methods, such as loans, purchases, and payments of one type or another.
Commodities price supported in the United States include wheat, corn,
cotton (upland and extra long staple), peanuts, rice, tobacco, bu.tter fat,
milk, wool, mohair3 tung nuts, barley, oats, grain sorghum, rye, flaxseed,
soybeans, dry edible beans, cottonseed, honey, and crude pine gumo Castor
beans were supported in 1971.
Price umbrella: It was argued at one time that the U. S. agricultural
price support program tended to hold world market prices of supported products
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at levels that stimulated production by other producing countries—in
other words 5 that the U. S. support program held a "price -umbrella" over
competing foreign producers. The argument is not heard today^ because
the United States keeps export prices of U, S, farm products fairly well
in line with world market prices.
Primary coimiodities: Usually commodities in the raw or improcessed
state« For example^ iron ore is a primary commodity^ whereas pig iron is a
semi-procèssed product^ and a steel girder is a manufactured item.
Principal supplier: The country that is the most important so-urce of
a particular product req^uired by another country. In negotiations conducted
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade^ the United States generally negotiates tariff concessions with principal suppliers of particular
commodities. Under the most-favored-nation principle^ the U. S. then automatically grants to other friendly comitries the same concessions it grants
to the principal supplier.
Prior import deposits: Some countries req.uire importers ^ when applying
for an import license^ to deposit local fimds for a specified period with
the Central Bank^ often up to 100 percent of the imported goods. For example^ a 20 percent deposit is at present (1971) required for a period of 6
months for all imports into Spain.
Pl'ivate foundations: Private foundations have done much to improve the
agricultures of the developing countries. They support research. They encourage application of the findings of research. In many other ways they
create and accept opportunities to help.
The Rockefeller Foundation at one time concentrated on the training of
people who 5 on return to their home countries^ gave direction and leadership in research and education. But since 19^-3 the Rockefeller Foundation
has increasingly used its own staff to spur development. It was a Rockefeller
specialist who brought to fruition the development in Mexico of high-yielding
wheats5 now widely grown in Asia.
The Ford Foundation has concentrated on creation and development of
schools and colleges; research and planning to increase production of food
and levels of nutrition; and pilot projects and education-demonstration programs at the village level^ with accent on rural self-help. The Ford Foundation's effort has been exerted primarily in Asia^ notably in India. The
Foundation joined with the Rockefeller Foundation in spearheading work at the
International Rice Research Institute^ Los Banos^ Philippines^ to develop
high-yielding rice varieties.
The W. K. Kellogg Foundation established a Division of Agriculture in
1953« Its foreign grants have been made to some countries in Europe and
Latin America5 where it concentrates on the application of knowledge^ rather
than its creation, and gives aid mainly to experimental or pioneering programs. Its main effort in Latin America has aimed at improved nutrition.
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Also see ''Green revolution;" Mexican wheats; and Philippine rice,
:^il!iËË-^^%Ég._Qg:^_^^e^^ (under P,L«-^802: An agreement entered into
between the Department of Agriculture and a private trade entity (PTE)««
U. S. or foreign-^-which has as its purpose the financing of U. S, agricultural
commodities for export sale on credit terms. Such operations are carried on
under section 10?, BAlie Law kSO, which declares it to be the policy of the
Congress ''to stimulate and maximize the sale of U. B. agricultural commodities
for dollars through the private trade and to further the use of private enterprise to the maximum, , ^"
A private trade agreement provides that the private trade entity will
export certain commodities to a particular country and execute projects in
that country which will improve the storage or marketing of agricultural
commodities or expand private economic enterprise. Financing of these agreements is restricted to dollar credit. The agreements are negotiated in
Washington^ D. G. rather than in the foreign country.
Also see Credit sales ^ short- and long-^term,
mvate trade entity (PTE): Ihe private trade organization-^U. So or
foreign-^with which the Department of Agriculture directly negotiates a
private trade agreement (see)*,
Produce (noun):
vegetables."~~^

A term used interchangeably with "fresh fruits and

Producer target price:
cally TARGET PRICE.

See Common agricultujral policy terms, specifi-

Program3 agricultural: Related governmental activities aimed at accom-plishing a certain result.^ For example^ the U. S« agricultural price support
program^ which seeks to bolster prices and incomes of U. S« farmers, encom«
passes loans and purchases; commodity storage; transportation; exports; acreage
reduction; and other activities.
The British often use the word "scheme" in the same sense that Americans
use the word "program«"
Protection: A broad term applied to customs tariffs^ quantitative
restrictions5 and administrative measures designed to keep foreign competition from diminishing farmers* opportunities to sell in domestic m_arketSo
The United States has established tariffs for imported farm commodities^
which compete with Aîierican agriculture—but at rates of duty which average
a moderate 10 percent ad-valorem^ the lowest for any ma.jor agricultural country
in the world. In the case of a few other products for which U, S. Department
of Agriculture programs are in effect^ quotas have been established under
Section 22, Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. Also, imports of sugar are126

regulated by the Sugar Act of 19^85 as amended. Under "administrative"
protection measures^ imports of farm commodities may be prohibited or
restricted by Isc^-r. For example^ the U. So prevents the entry of diseased
animals5 seeds^ and plants for the protection of U« S, farmers and the
population generally. Also^ the U» S.^ for sanitary reasons, inspects
imported meat and food products before they are allowed entry and requires
strict inspection of the foreign packing plants, (See Inspection of
foreign meat packing plants.)
Protectionism: Excessive protection, or overprotection, of agriculture. Many foreign countries shield their producers unduly from
the competition of agricultural imports, virtually insulating their
agricultures from competition« Such protectionism hampers the operation
of comparative advantage and often fosters uneconomic domestic production. "Protectionism," therefore, is an exaggerated form of "protection."
Protective tariff:

See Tariffs, dublés, and levies.

PTE: Private trade entity. See Private trade agreement and also
Credit sales, short« and long-term.
Pablic Law kQOi Also cited as the Agricultural Trade Development
and Assistance Act of 195^5 Pablic Law ^80 has been the principal legislative authority for channeling U. So food and fiber to needy countries o Overall food aid activities are known popularly as the Food for Peace program,
sometimes referred to as the Food for Freedom program.
Under the Food for Peace program, U, S. food aid shipments have gone
to some 115 countries, most of them less developed^ having a combined population of almost 2.0 billion.
From July 1, 195^ through December 315 1969^ inclusive, U. S. farm
products having an export value of $l8, 622 million were shipped under P.L.
U80. These shipments amounted to 23 percent of total U. So agricultural
exports of $79^7^6 million over this period. The $l8,622 million in shipments represented sales for foreign currencies, long-term dollar and convertible foreign currency credit sales, government-to-government donations
for disaster relief and economic development, donations through voluntary
relief agencies, and barter for strategic materials. An additional $2,223
million worth of agricultural commodities was shipped under the Mutual
Security Act, P.L. 87-195? ^"^^ other foreign aid legislation, mainly In the
1950^So The overall total for the Food for Peace program, therefore, was
$20,8^5 million, or 26 percent of total agricultural exports. These outlays
often are referred to as "government program" expenditures.
The P.L. 430«Food for Peace program has undergone some significant
modifications in recent years.
Since 1967 all P.L. ^4-80 agreements under Title I have Included measures
that the recipient nations agree to undertake to improve their own agriculture,
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This is the P.L. U80 clause popularly known as "self-help." Self-help
provisions fall into 10 general categories: devoting land resources to
the production of food rather than nonfood crops; development of the
agricultural chemical, . farm machinery and equipment, transportation, and
other necessary industries through private enterprise; training and
instructing farmers in agricultural methods and techniques; constructing
adequate storage facilities; improving marketing and distribution systems;
creating a favorable environment for private enterprise and investment,
both domestic and foreign; establishing and maintaining government policies
insuring adequate incentives to producers; establishing and expanding
agricultural research; allocating sufficient funds for agricultural expan« sion; and carrying out voluntary programs to control population.
Financing is being shifted from sales for foreign currencies to sales
under long-term credit agreements for dollars, or for local currencies convertible to dollars. Of the 22 coimtries with which agreements were signed
in 1969, only Ghana, India, Korea, Pakistan, Tunisia, and South Vietnam had
foreign currency programs.
The foreign currencies generated by P. L. U80 over the years are used
by the United States in many ways« They are used to promote U, S. agricultural markets in foreign countries. They are used to save dollars that
would otherwise be spent in the Government^s essential overseas operations,
such as financing the construction of buildings used for diplomatic and
consular purposes. They are used for such other purposes as marketing and
utilization research; educational and cult-ural exchange programs; scientific, medical, cultural, and educational activities; dissemination of foreign
publications; common defense; emergency relief; loans to private enterprise;
loans and grants for economic development; purchase of goods for other
friendly countries; family planning programs; pest control; and sales of
foreign currencies to private U. S. citizens.
Of the $1,018 million in farm products moving under P. Lo ^80 in
calendar year 1969, a total of $335 million was shipped under sales for
foreign currency and $^2? million under long-term dollar and convertible
foreign currency credit sales. The rem8.inder--$256 million—was shipped
under Title II, P. L. i^80. This title authorizes the President to use the
agricultural productivity of the United States to meet famine or other
urgent or extraordinary relief requirements; to combat hunger and malnutrition, especially in children; and to promote economic and community self-help
activities designed to alleviate the cases of need for such assistance. Programs are carried out by ^'cooperating sponsors" which include friendly governments operating under bilateral agreements with the United States; nonprofit
U. S, voluntary agencies such as CARE, Catholic Relief Services, Church World
Services, and Lutheran World Relief, and child feeding programs of the United
Nations Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF). In addition, food is contributed
for refugee and disaster relief through the United Nations' Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA), UNICEF, and other intergovernmental and mjiltilateral organizations. The U. S. food pledge to the World Food Program and the obligation
to provide grain under the Food Aid Convention of the International Grains
Arrangement are authorized by title II.
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The Food for Peace program is synchronized to the extent possible with
the overall U. S, development assistance program carried on by the Agency
for International Development^ the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development5 and other foreign aid agencies,
• P^"blic list:

See Offer list.

Puerto Rico: A self-governing commonwealth having associate status with
the United States, A brisk U, S, - Puerto Rican trade has developed. In
1969 the U. S, shipped Puerto Rico goods valued at $1.8 billion, of which $308
million worth was food and related products. Major items included rice,
poultry, pork, beef, fruits, margarine, and oil cake and meal. Shipments from
Puerto Rico amounted to $1,Ù26 million, of which $151 million was agricultural
products, principally sugar, tobacco, pineapples, and coffee.
Pulled wool:
sheep or lambs.

Wool removed from the skins or pelts of slaughtered

Pulses: Edible beans and peas, which are sometimes referred to collectively as grain legumes. They include a goodly number of crops and species.
In the Western Hemisphere, Europe, and Africa, dry edible beans consist main«
ly of beans belonging to the same botanical species as snap or wax beans.
They include navy, great northern, pinto, red kidney beans, and others. In
the United States also are grown lima beans, dry peas, cowpeas, lentils, and
mungbeans.
The grain legume produced to the greatest extent in the Far East is
chickpeas. Pigeonpeas^ mungbeans^ urdbeans, and dry peas also are produced
in large quantities. Others include moth beans, broadbeans, hyacinth beans,
and the twi.nflower Dolichos.
The full possibilities of the pulses of the world have not been realized.
Grain legumes generally have ziot been improved as much as many other crops ^
partly because emphasis has been placed on the improvement of crops that are
exported extensively, such as cotton, tea, and coffee,
• ^^^hase authorization (under P.L, 48o): A document issued by the
Department of Agriculture after a P,L. 480 agreement has been signed. It
authorizes the importing government, through its importers or agents, or a
private trade entity^ to procure certain P,L. U80 corimoditles from Ü. G.

sources. The purchase agreement specifies the grade and type, approximate
quantity, maximum value, and the time span for purchase and delivery of
coimnodities. It also includes the method of financing, and certain other
provisions and limitations. Purchase authorization can be issued for the
total value of one of the commodities in an agreement or for part of the
commodity total. A similar document also may be issued for procurement of
ocean transportation.
. Purchase price :

See Common agricultural policy terms.
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Quantitative restrictions (QB's): Quantitative restrictions are limitations on the quantity or value of a product that may be permitted to enter
a country. They are probably the most familiar of the nontariff barriers
(see) and include quotas^ embargoes^ restrictive licensing^ and other means
of limiting imports.
Although i\rticle XI of the GATT calls for general elimination of QR's,
the GATT sets forth several exceptions to the general prohibition-«and countries have taken advantage of them. Examples: The E-uropean Community bars
imports of live cattle and beef when certain price conditions prevalió EC
member countries individually restrict imports of many commodities^ including
mutton^ fresh milk and cream^ fresh fruits and vegetables^ coffee^ seeds^
mushrooms and truffles^ and butter. The United Kingdom restricts imports of
pork, fresh milk, butter, fresh apples and other products. Norway restricts
imports of virtually all farm products that can be grown by domestic producers. Switzerland strictly regulates agricultural imports to protect domestic farm prices. Although Japan is eliminating many quotas, they will
remain in effect for a number of agricultural items, including beef^ pulses,
certain peanuts, and most citrus and tomato products o
Under Section 22, Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 ^ as amended the :
United States Imposes quantitative restrictions on wheat and certain wheat ;
products; cotton and certain cotton products; peanuts; and specified dairy.
products. (Under Section 22, on direction of the President, the U. S.
Tariff Commission conducts investigations to determine whether any articles are being or are practically certain to be imported into the United
States under such conditions and in such quantities as to materially interfere with programs of the Department of Agriculture for agricultural commodities or products thereof, or to reduce substantially the amount of any
product processed in the United States from such commodities or products,
and makes findings and recommendations. The President may restrict the
imports in question by imposition of either import fees or quotas.)
Under other authorities, the United States has placed certain limitations on imports of sugar, coffee, cotton textiles, cattle, whole milk,
potatoes^ Philippine cordage of hard fibers, and Riilippine coconut oil,
cigars, scrap tobacco, and stemmed and unstemmed filler tobacco.
U. S. quotas are of two types: tariff-rate and absolute. Certain tariff-rate and absolute quotas apply only to Riilippine conmodities.
Tariff-rate quotas provide for the entry of a specified quantity of
the quota product at a reduced rate of duty during a given period. There is
no limitation on the amount of the product that may be entered during the
quota period, but quantities entered in excess of the quota for the period
are subject to higher duty rates. In most cases, products of Coffimimlstcontrolled areas are not entitled to the benefits of tariff-rate quotas.
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Absolute quotas are quantitative; that is^ no more than the amoimt
specified may be permitted entry during a quota period. Some absolute
quotas are global^ while others are allocated to specified foreign countries. Imports in excess of quota may be exported or detained for entry
in a subsequent quota period.
Administration of the various U. S. import quotas is largely a responsibility of the Commissioner of Customs^ Bureau of Customs^ U« S,
Treasury Department^ Washington^ D. C. 20226. This responsibility includes
administration of coffee quotas under the I^^ternational Coffee Agreement
and import controls on certain cotton textiles and products under the
Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement. Certain other quotas are administered
by other agencies^ however.
Annual import quotas for certain dairy products^ established under
Section 225 are administered by the Foreign Agricultural Service^ U. So
Department of Agriculture ^ Washington^ D. C. 20250. Under the Sugar Act
of 19^8^ as amended^ the Secretary of Agriculture--through the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, Uo So Department of Agriculture ^ Washington, D. C. 20250--establishes quotas and issues authorizations to the district directors of customs at U. S. ports of entry for
sugar from foreign countries and from Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto
Rico.
Quarter horses: The American Quarter Horse Association and the Foreign Agricultural Service are cooperating to develop the overseas market
for American quarter horses« Development activit3^ will be concentrated
in Central and South America, but Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
and Western Europe also will receive attention as potential markets.
Quarter horses are named for their sprinting ability in the quartermile races once popular on the American frontier. Strong, fast, agile,
and calm-tempered, this breed is excellent for handling cattle.
Quintal : A measure of weight in the metric system equivalent to 220.tó
pounds--or one-tenth of a metric ton. The term "quintal^* also is used in a
number of countries, mainly in Europe and Latin America, to describe various
non-metric measures of weight varying in pound equivalents from 99.05 to
132.276 poimds. The quintal bag of 132.276 pounds (60 kilograms) is the
standard of coffee production measurement. (Also see Conversion factors.)
Quota, absolute, U. S.:

See Quantitative restriction.

Quota tariff: More often referred to as tariff-rate quota.
Quantitative restrictions.
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Raw value (of sugar): A coinmon denominator for weights of raw sugar«
"Raw value" of any sugar is defined by the Sugar Act of 19^8 as "its
equivalent in terms of ordinary commercial raw sugar testing 96 degrees
by the polariscope,"
A common denominator is needed because the amount of commercial raw
sugar required to produce a pound of refined sugar depends upon the polarization of the raw sugar. It takes I.07 pounds of 96 degree sugar or
1.035 pounds of 98 degree sugar to make 1.00 pound of refined sugar. Any
of these poundages equal I.07 pounds, raw value. (Also see U. S. sugar
program^ U. S.)
Reciprocal trade: The lowering of trade barriers by one country in
consideration of similar treatment granted by other countries. The objective is to expand trade in the interest of all trading partners.
"Reefer":

Refrigerator ship, boxcar, or truck.

Reference price:

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Refunds of duties paid:

See Drawback and other refunds of duties paid.

Regionalism: Usually refers to regional economic groupings of nations.
Regionalism is sometimes referred to as "regional integration." Also see
Customs union and Free trade area.
Major regional groupings include: EUROEE: European Comiaunity^ European
Free Trade Area« AFRICA and the MIDDLE EAST: East African Communityj West
African Economic Community, Union of the States of Central Africa, Central
African Economic and Customs Union, Organization for African Unity, Common
Afro-Malagasy-Mauritian Organization, and Arab Common Market. LATIN AMERICA:
Latin American Free Trade Area, Central American Common Market, Caribbean
Free Trade Area.
Regulated commodities: "Regulated" commodities are those over which
the Commodity Exchange Authority, U. S. Department of Agriculture, has supervision. The CEA does not control prices; it concerns itself with the orderly
operation of the futures markets and, at times, investigates abnormal price
movements.
CEA's supervision of trading currently covers 22 commodities: Wheat,
corn, oats, rye, flaxseed, soybeans, cotton, wool, wool tops, butter, eggs,
potatoes, cottonseed oil, soybean oil, soybean meal, grain sorghums, frozen
pork bellies, frozen skinned hams, live cattle, live hogs, hides, and frozen
concentrated orange juice.
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CEA provides regulation pertaining to 19 commodity exchanges currently
designated as contract markets^ including^ among others, the Chicago Board
of Trade 5 Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Minneapolis Grain Exchange, Kansas
City Board of Trade^ ïïew York Produce Exchange^ New York Mercantile Exchange^
and New York Cotton Exchange*
Restitutions for exports (EC): The term "restitutions for exports"
has the same meaning in the European Community as "export subsidies" has
in the United States, In fiscal year I969 the EC spent $1^023 million
on export su"bsidies--a total that included $^5^ million for grain^ $320
million for dairy product s^ and $170 million for sugar.
Restructuring of agriculture: Refers to government-sponsored measures,
notably within the European Com:iTiuQity3 aimed at increasing the efficiency
of farming operationsc These measures might include buying up small tra.cts
of land and consolidating them into units that can be economically farmed,
taking some land out of production completely, making payments to encourage
the slaughter of dairy cattle in countries that have surpluses of dairy
products, pensioning of older farmers who wish to retire, training younger
farmers, extending credit to operators of economically viable units, and
similar measures. Also see Mansholt Plan and Vedel Plan,
Retaliation:
cessionSo

See Compensatory withdrawal or suspension of trade con-

Revenue tariff:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies o

Reverse preferences:

See Trade preferences o

Rice: A cereal crop, U. S. rice is produced primarily in Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana, and California* Depending on the length of the kernel,
rice is classified as long, medium, and short grain. As harvested, rice
is known as "rough" or "paddy"* Rice from which the husk or hull is removed
is called "brown" or "cargo," "Milled" rice is grain from which the hull,
the outer bran layers, and a part of the germ layers have been removed.
Milled rice is shipped in 100-pound bags, sometmes called "pockets," whereas
brown rice is usually shipped in bulk.
Roll on-roll off; ro--ro:
ZATION,

See Ocean shipping, specifically CONTAIFERI-

Round: A negotiating session or convention, such as the "Kennedy Round."
Also see General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
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s
g, A^ : Société anomyme-^ the French term for "corporation," "S. A."
also means "corporation" in Spanish^ Portuguese^ and Italiano
Scheme : A word used in Great Britain in the same sense that "program"
is used in the United States.
SDR^ s :

Special drawing rights.

See International Monetary Fund,

SEATO:

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (See).

Section 223 Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933:
restrictions.

See Quantitative

Section 325 Public Law 320^ 7^th Congress: This legislation was en«
acted to widen market outlets for surplus agricultural cominodities as one
means of strengthening prices received "by farmers. It authorizes three
types of programs: (l) To encourage the exportation of agricultural commodities and products thereof; (2) to encourage domestic consumption of
commodities or products by diverting them from the normal channels of trade
and commerce or by increasing their use among persons in low-income groups;
(3) to reestablish farmers' purchasing power by making payments in connection with the normal production of any commodity for domestic consumption.
Section 32 programs are financed by a continuing appropriation equal
to 30 percent of the import duties collected on all commodities entering
the United States under the customs l.fiws ^ plus any unused balances to the
extent of $300 million. These funds become available at the beginning of
each fiscal year without any further legislation. Under the Agricultural
Act of 19565 an additional sum of $500 million was authorized to be appropriated annually to carry out the purposes of Section 32.
T-v^o U. S. subsidy programs were financed out of Section 32 fonds in
fiscal year 1970, Poultry exports of l6.k million pounds-«to Switzerland
and Greece—called for the outlay of $2^2^75000. Lard exports to the
united Kingdom totaled 266.1 million po-^Jinds^ involving an expenditure of
$3,089,000.
Section 20^3 Agricultural Act of 1956: This legislation authorizes
certain phases of the meat import program of the U« S. (see)o
Specifically5 Section 20^4 authorizes the President to negotiate with
foreign governments to obtain agreements limiting the export from those
countries and the importation into the U. S. of any agricultural coimriodity;
or product manufactured therefrom or textiles or textile products—^and the
President is authorized to issue regulations governing the importation of
these products* If a multilateral agreement has been concluded nnder this
authority among countries accounting for a significant part of world trade;
in the articles with respect to which the agreement was concluded^ the
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President may also issue regulations governing the importation of the
same articles v/liioh are the products of countries not party to the
agreement.
Selective preferences:
Self-help:

See Trade preferences•

See Public Law l|-80.

Self-sufficiency: The ability of a nation to produce all that it
consumes. However^ no nation can be self-sufficient and maintain high
levels of living. Self-sufficiency means the sacrifice of the benefits
that come from comparative advantage (see). The drive to attain selfsufficiency is called "economic nationalism."
Semolina : A flour obtained from d'orum wheat that is used to make
such ""pasta^^products as macaroni and spaghetti. Also see Durum wheat.
Ser'vlces:
"Seven":

See Items of trade.
European Free Trade Association (see).

Ship broker:

See Export services.

Shippers export declaration:

See Ocean shipping.

Short-and long-term capital: As used in balance of payments statistics,
short-term capital represents claims or liabilities^ including bank deposits^
bills 5 acceptances 5 commercial paper^ short-term Federal, state^ and municipal obligations5 brokerage balances^ and direct commercial accounts of United
States and foreign firms^ including advance payments for merchandise. Shipments and receipts of U. S. currency and coins are also included as private
short-term capital movements. Long-term capital includes claims or liabilities of indeterminate maturity (large equities) or with a stated original
maturity of more than 1 year from the date of issuance. (Also see Balance
of payments. )
Sight draft (S/P): A draft or bill directing payment at sight^ that
is5 on demand or presentation.
Single-column or single-schedule tariff:
levies.
SITC:
"Six":

See Tariffs^ duties^ and

Standard International Trade Classification (see).
See European Commimity.

Skimming charge or skimmings:
of the European Goimnunity.
Sliding-scale tariff:

See Common agricultural policy (CAP)

See Tariffs, duties^ and levies.
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SluJGe-gate price:
GATE PRICE.

See Common agricultural policy terms^ specifically

Smuggling : The act of bringing into a country dutiable articles -witliout passing them through the customhouse or submitting them to revenue
officers for examination.
Smuggling contrasts with fraudulent entry^ which applies to deception
in the valuation and classification of goods at the time of entry and appraisal,
Soc.:

Société (French),

Partnership or company.

Soft currency: A national currency which is not readily acceptable for
the settlement of international transactions. The currency may be in oversupply on the exchange markets of the world and not ordinarily sought for
the general range- of cormnercial transactions ^ or there may be restrictions
on its convertibility into other currencies.
Southeast Asia: As used by the U. S, Department of Agriculture ^ "Southeast Asia" is a subdivision of the "Far East" that includes Burma^ Thailand,
Laos, Cambodia, North and South Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, Timor, Indonesia,
and the Philippines.
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO): A collective defense pact
signed at Manila September 8, 195^^ by Australia, France, New Zealand,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, United Kingdom, and the United States.
Headquarters:

Bangkok, Thailando

Southern corn leaf blight: A fungus disease of corn plants that attacks
primarily the leaves, but sometimes the stalk, and ears. If the disease appears
before or soon after tasseling, the yield, quality, and feed value of the grain
is reduced—but to what extent has not been determined.
The disease was unusually severe in the United States in 1970, particularly in the Southern States east of the Mississippi River, and in Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio, Corn blight was cited as a major factor in a yield decline
from a record 83.9 bushels per acre in I969 to 72.2 bushels in I97O (October
1970 estimate.)
Spores of the disease are carried by the wind, but they need moisture to
germinate. High humidity encourages this germination. The disease affects
those corn hybrids carrying the "T" gene for male sterility. Some 70 to 90
percent of corn hybrids grown in the United States in I97O carried this gene.
The best control, therefore, is used of resistant seed that does not carry the
"T" gene.
Treatment of affected fields by spraying is not considered effective.
Seed companies late in I97O were planning to expand production of non-"T"
cytoplasm forms of hybrids.
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Soviet Bloc (also see Communist coiintrles): Usually applies to members
of the Warsaw Treaty Organization (see), excluding Albania. These are Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the Soviet
Union. Outer Mongolia, which is Soviet-oriented, is often considered a
member of the Soviet Bloc.
Soviet Zone of Germany: Usually referred to as East Germany, this
area—Communist «dominated—has a population of a little over 17 milliouo
The United States does not recognize it as a separate state or independent
political entity.
Special cargo:

See Ocean shipping and sub-entry CARGO,

Special customs-privileged facilities:
lated facilities abroad.
Special drawing rights (SDR^s):

See Free trade zones and re-

See International Monetary Fund,

Special Government export programs : Usually refers to U. S. agricultural
exports moving abroad under authority of Public Law U80. (Also see Exports,
U. S. agriculboral. )
Special preferences:

See Trade preferences.

Special Representative for Trade Negotiations (STR): Advises and
assists the President on administration of the trade agreements program. In
particular, he serves as the chief U. So representative at trade negotiations,
such as the Kennedy Roimd (see)o He also advises the President on related
matters, such as non-tariff barriers to trade and international commodity
agreements. The Office of Special Representative for Trade Negotiations was
established January l6, 1963^ by Executive Order IIO75, as amended. It operates under that order and under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Special trade system:
Specific duty:
S.T.:

See Trade systems.

See Tariffs, duties, and levies«

Short ton.

Also see Conversion factors.

Standard International Trade Classification (SITC): A imiforca method
of classifying commodities moving in international trade« Developed by the
United Nations, the SITC first became effective in 1950. The original system
was substantially revised in 1960 to make it compatible with the Brussels
Tariff Nomenclature (see). Data covering 196O and subsequent years have been
presented on the revised basis.
The SITC is used by most international organizations in reporting trade
statistics. For example, figures based on the SITC are used in the UN*s
Yearbook of International Trade and appear on a quarterly basis in the UN's
Commodity Trade Statistics o
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Some 60 countries 5 including the United States^ use the SITC in reporting their trade statistics to the United Nations^ as well as in the compilation of trade reports issued domestically. A few countries use the SITC
rather than the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature in estahlishing their tariff
classifications.
The SITC decimal classification system is relatively simple^ assigning
digits to categories of commodities. For example^ the digit 0 is the Section
code for "food and live animals o " Other codes provide further breakdowns:
01 is "meat and meat preparations;" Oil is "meat^ fresh^ chilled^ or frozen;"
and 011,1 is "meat of bovine animals^ fresh^ chilled^ or frozen." Such a
system insures comparability of terminology among countries using it^ and it
simplifies the compilation of statistics with electronic data processing
equipment.
Standard price:

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Standstill agreements: In late I96I5 at the close of the Fifth or Dillon
Round of tariff negotiations at Geneva, Switzerland, the United States made a
determined effort to obtain more satisfactory treatment from the European
Community with respect to agricultural trade than the EC had offered up to
that time. As a result of the U, S. push, the EG signed "standstill agreements,^
which committed the EG to further negotiations on wheat, corn, sorghum grain,
rice, and poultry.
The matter of poultry negotiations became moot when the United States,
after vain attempts to secure reasonable access for U. So poultry in the EG,
suspended on January 7^ 196^, tariff concessions on $26 million worth of annual
Imports of brandy, automobile trucks, dextrine, and starches. The amiount of
$26 million represented the value of U. S. poultry tra^de affected by the EC/s
poultry restrictions. For the other standstill commodities, negotiations will
take place on the basis of the rights the United States held in those commodities on September 1, I96O; i.eo, the access which tariff bindings on that date
provided U. S. products in EC countries.
State trading--also called state or government monopoly: Government control over the importation and exportation of a farm product or products. For
example, the governments of several countries control imports of tobacco--among
them France, Austria, and Japan. Canada^s Wheat Board control of wheat, oats,
and barley is a state trading enterprise. Many other countries engage in government monopoly activities. The control can be direct, as through a government
agency5, or indirect, as through private firms, cooperatives, marketing boards,
or other agents of the state, ComjTiunist co-ontrles, which control major commercial transactions, are state traders, of course.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade provides. Article XVII, that
whenever a contracting party establishes or maintains a State enterprise, the
enterprise shall in its purchases or sales act in a manner consistent with the
general principles of non-discriminatory treatment prescribed in the GATT, and
requires that countries notify the CONTMCTIWG PARTIES of the products imported
or exported.
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statutory tariff:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.

Sterling area: An association of countries which^ under Britisîi leadership ^ developed preferential trade and currency policies mutually favorable
to member countries « The sterling area was the outgrowth in 1939 of the
"sterling bloc/' a loose association of countries whose trade largely depended
upon the United Kingdom, Today^ sterling area arrangements are of diminished
importance to the participating countries because of the expansion of multilateral free trade, (Also see Commonwealth.)
Stevedore:

See Ocean shipping and sub-entry LONGSHOEEMAJXF.

St o Lawrence Sea^^ay:

See Ocean shipping.

Stockpilesj national strategic and critical^ and supplemental: The
national strategic and critical stockpile is the repository for limited
stocks of materials needed for use in a national emergency and which will
not be available from sources which can be expected to be accessible in
wartime.
The supplemental stockpile was established in 195^ hy Public Law ^80
as a repository for strategic materials which the United States might purchase
with foreign currency. Materials obtained through the barter program have
been transferrable to the stockpile since 1956. The materials in the supplemental stockpile are5 with a few exceptions^ the same kinds and grades of
strategic materials that are held in the national stockpile o
STR:

Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.

Subsidy: Direct financial aid granted by a government to an individual
or a business enterprise for the purpose of promoting the public good. (Also
see Export subsidyo)
Sucrose: A sweet crystallizable^ colorless sugar which constitutes the
principal sugar of commerce. Refined cane and beet sugars are essentially
100 percent sucrose. Under certain conditions sucrose breaks down to dextrose and devalóseo
Sugar program^ U, S.: The U, S. sugar program Is authorized under the
Sugar Act of 19ÏÏ85 as amended. Pabllc Law 89-331 ^ approved November 8^ 1965-»
extended the program through Decejuber 31 ^ 1971The prime objectives of the sugar program^ as set forth in the preamble
of the Sugar Act^ are to protect the welfare of sugar consumers and of those
engaged in the domestic sugar industry, and to promote the export trade of
the United States, Attainment of these goals involves (l) the determination
of U. S, total sugar requirements; (2) establishment of quotas to domestic
and foreign sugar supplying areas in accordance with the act; (3) payments
to domestic producers of sugarbeets and sugarcane grown for the production
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of sugarj proTided producers comply with certain labor, wage^ price^ and
acreage restriction requirements prescribed by law^ and (k) an excise tax
on sugar which more than finances the payments.
Total U, S. sugar requirements for 1971 were set in December 1970 at
10^970^000 short tons^ raw value. The quotas were as follows: Domestic Areas :
Total5 657855OOO short tons^ divided among domestic beet sugar area5 Sj^oS^SSS;
mainland cane sugar^1^186,667; Hawaii^ l^lBO^OOO* Puerto Rico^ l^l^O^OOG;
and Yirgin Islands^ 15^000. Foreign coimtries: Total^ U5II55OOO short tons.
Among the larger foreign quotas were Philippines5 15126^020; Mexico^ U765527;
Dominican Republic^ tóo^oÍB; Brazil^ 1+66^oUB; Peru^ 371,729; Australia^ I9ÍJ-5965;
British West Indies5 16^079; and Republic of China^ 813,235.
Supplementary imports:
Supplementary levy:

See Trade^ U. S« agricultural.

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Supply : As defined by some economists, the supply of any commodity is
a schedule of the respective quantities of that commodity which sellers would
offer at all possible prices. Supply^ like demand^ relates to a particular
place and a particular time during which the respective quantities would be
offered if various assumed prices should prevail.
In a given market at a given time 5 the quantity of any commodity which
would be offered for sale3 when not a fixed quantityj> generally varies directly
with the price.
"Supply^' also is used in the sense of "stocks." For example^ some U. S,
Department of Agriculture statistical tables refer to the supply of a commodity
as being its annual production in any given year^ plus amounts carried over at
the beginning of the year^ plus imports during the year.
Surplus agricultural commodity: Usually defined as "any agricultural ^
commodity or product thereof, , , produced in the United States^ either
privately or publicly owned^ which is. . , in excess of domestic requirements5
adequate carryover5 and exports for dollars,"
Surplus disposal: In the 1950^83 agricultural surpluses began to build
up rapidly in the United States and pressure developed for what caiïie to be
called5 for a time^ "surplus disposal." However^ following passage of Public
Law U80 (see) in 195^? the expression "surplus disposal" began to be heard
less and less as it became apparent that use of U. S. food to prevent hunger
and to promote economic growth in underdeveloped countries had humanitarian
and economic values that transcended the reduction of U, S. coniaodity stocks*
Synthetic fibers:
See Manmade fibers.

Fibers other than cotton^ wool^ sllk^ flax^ et cetera«
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Table : The Infinitive ^'to table" means—at least in trade negotiation
parlance«-"to submit a proposal for discussiono'' For example ^ it might be
said that "The United States tabled its trade offers at Geneva* '' Trade
negotiators would readily understand that the United States had offered to
make tariff concessions on imported goods in the hope of obtaining reciprocal treatment for exports of U, S, merchandise.
"To table^" as used in the trade area^ is of British origin« To the
British it means "to place on the agenda" as well as "to submit for dis-cussion".
American usage varies sharply from the British—a circumstance that
has led to considerable misunderstanding on the part of the U, S. public
when general tariff negotiating rounds are in progress. In the United
States^ "to table" usually means "to postpone decision" or even "to abandon
the proposal."
Taiwan : Also known as Formosa^ Taiwaji is the seat of the go\rernment
of the Republic of China.
Tanker :

See Ocean shipping.

Tare : An allowance made for the weight of the package^ container5 or
conveyance of goods o For example^ the gross weight of a bale of cotton
is made up of the lint weight of the fiber and the tare or weight of the
packaging materials.
Target price:

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Tariffs3 duties3 and levies: TARIFF: "Tariff" usually refers to a list
or schedule of articles of merchandise with the rate of duty to be paid to
the government for their importation. The Tariff Schedule of the United States
(TSUS), lists hundred of foreign-produced items on which the United States
levies duties-—automobiles^ wine^ cameras^ farm products^ and many others-and specifies the duty to be assessed against each itemo
'The word sometimes is used in the sense of a duty levied according to
the tariff schedule^ as "the tariff on wine/' It also may refer to the law
under which a schedule of duties is fixed and imposed^ as^ for example^ the
"Smoot-Hawley Tariff."
Tariffs may be "protective"--designed to protect domestic production
against the economic effects of imported goods, as contrasted with "revenue"-established to bring revenue to the goverrmaent.

Tariffs also are classified with respect to tlieir applicability to other
countries«
A "general" tariff is one that applies to all coimtries not enjoying
special tariff treatments A general tariff usually is a "statutory" tariff-^
that is5 a tariff established pirrely by law. If a country*s tariff system
is statutory only^ it may be referred to as an "autonomous" tariff--or more
popularly as a "single-schedule" or "single-column" tariff system.
A "conventional" tariff takes its name from the fact that it is established through negotiating "conventions" or "rounds" carried on by two or
more countries. For example^ a tariff schedule established through negotiations
under the G-eneral Agreem.ent on Tariffs .and Trade is a conventional tariff o
If the complete tariff system of a country embodies a general or statutory schedule together with an UWE schedule arrived at through negotiation^;
the country is said to have a "general and conventional" tariff system^ though
it usually is referred to as a "two-column" or "two-schedule" system. The
United States employs^ essentially^ a two-column system.
In addition to the general and conventional schedules^ countries may have
one or more preferential tariff coluims specifying rates of duty lower than
the MM rate, A "preferential tariff" is one that favors one country or
countries over other countries o The GATT endorses the MFN principle but grants
exceptions to countries which had preferential tariff arrangements in effect
prior bo the negotiation of the GATT in 19^7o (See Trade preferences)«
The complete tariffs of countries granting MFN and preferential treatment
often are referred to as "three-column5" "four-column" or^ as in the case of
New Zealand^ "five-column" tariffs, A tariff system embodying two or more
schedules also may be referred to as "multiple."
Other types of tariffs include:
AMERICAN SELLING PRICE TARIFF: A valuation procedure of the United States
under which the U. So wholesale price of certain products^ notably chemicals^ is
used instead of the foreign price in arriving at the customs duty to be assessed.
(Also see the separate entry^ Am.erican selling price (ASP)^ for a more complete
discussion of this matter,)
COMMON EXTERNAL TARIFF (CXT): A tariff rate applied by a regional grouping
of countries as a unit. For example^ the European Community allows free trade
in most agricultural commodities among member countries 3 but applies common;
external tariffs against many farm products imported from non-member or "third"
couQtries,
DIFFERENTIAL TARIFF: A tariff established to favor or prejudice the
importation of particular goods^ or grades of a given article^ in a special
degree^ on grounds peculiar to those goods^ or the circumstances attending
their importation; or to favor or prejudice im^portation in a special degree; on
grounds peculiar to the source from which they come^ or on both of these grounds,
li^2

A differential tariff is a preferential tariff. It might be preferential with respect to certain goods or preferential with respect to the goods
of certain countries or both. Similarly, an above-normal rate also is a
differential tariff. It may discriminate against goods or goods of particular countries or botho
FLEXIBLE TARIFF: A tariff permitting equalization of differences in
the cost of domestic-and foreign-produced goods. For example^ Section 315 :,
U. S. Tariff Act of 1922^ provided that the President had power "to ascertain
the differences in cost of production of domestic articles and of like or
similar imported articles and to proclaim the changes in classification or
increases or decreases in rates of duty which may be necessary to equalize
the differences in costs thus ascertained." The Tariff Act of 1930 (the socalled Smoot-Hawley Act) contained essentially the same provision.
MAXIMUÎ4 Am MINIMUM TARIFFS: These involve the establishment of two
more or less complete schedules/ one containing maximum and the other minimus
rates for the articles on the tariff list. The rates of both schedules may
be identical for some items. Sometimes the minimum item is broken up into
a number of rates while the maximum opposite is not so divided. Or the
reverse may be true. The greater specialization of rates in one column is
usually due to the desire of a government to discriminate closely.
QUOTA TARIFF: A tariff that has a lower rate during a specified period
until a predetermined quantity of the commodity has entered the customs area.
At that point the rate is increased.
SLIDING SCALE TARIFF: Duties that vary with the current prices of the
articles imported. The duties may be ad valorem or specific. The usual
practice is to reduce the duties as prices decline.
TEMPORARY TARIFF SURCHARGE : An increased tariff charge levied by a
co-untry for a relatively short period to cope with a temporary situation. For
example 5 the United Kingdom between October 196h and December I966 levied a
temporary surcharge of 15 percent on the c.i.f. value of most imports from all
countriesj later reduced it to 10 percent^ and in December I97O removed it completely. This surcharge was aimed primarily at improving the British balance
of payments position.
VALUATION TARIFF: A type of tariff under which articles are divided
into a number of classes^ for each of which a distinct rate of ad valorem
duty is prescribed. The duty is then assessed according to the fixed schedule of values äocsMn up by the government or special commissions. The valuation tariff does away with the chief advantage usually attributed to the
use of ad valorem rates of duty; namely, their fairness in proportioning the
duty to the actual value of the goods imported. Under the valuation tariff,
the actual value of the particular shipment is disregarded, and for all articles and all grades falling under a single tariff item, the duty is assessed
on the official valuation prescribedo The valuation tariff, therefore, in
effect converts nominal ad valorem rates of duty into specific rates.
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DUTY: The usual "duty" is the amount assessed by a coimtry in accordance
with its tariff schedules and paid by the importer of the foreign-produced
item. A duty is sometimes referred to as a "customs duty."
A tariff usually provides for duties of three types: An "ad Yalorem"
duty is assessed in proportion to the value of the imported item, A "specific"
duty is levied on the basis of a standard other than value--for example^ a
specific amount per poimd^ per ton^ per gallo]% etc. A "compoimd" or "mixed"
duty is a combination of ad valorem and specific duties. The Tariff Schedule
of the United States employs all three types. Such duties often are referred
to as "fixed" duties to differentiate them from variable import levies^ which
may be changed from day to day.
AWTI-DUMPIHG DUTY: A duty which attempts to discourage or prevent dumping.
The usual aim is to levy a duty that equals the difference between the selling
price of the goods in the country of origin and the selling price in the importing
country. For example^ Coimtry A may manufacture an item and sell it within
Country A for $2^ but may export the item to Country B for sale within that country for only $1. To prevent dumping of the item. Country B may levy an antidumping duty of $1^ which would equalize the selling price of the item in both
countries.
COMPENSATORY DUTY: Sometimes levied on imported manufactured articles
to offset the increased costs of a domestic manufacturer of similar articles
when such costs are attributable to a tariff on the raw materials used by the
domestic manufacturer.
Example: At one time the U, S. duty on wool was 3 cents a pound. Because it takes about h pounds of wool to produce 1 pound of cloth^ a compensatory duty of 12 cents a pound was placed on imported woolen cloth. At that
point the domestic producer of wool cloth could compete on even teitiis with
foreign manufacturers,
A compensatory duty also may be placed on an imported commodity in order
to offset an excise tax on the same commodity produced in the importing country.
COUNTERVAILING DUTY: This duty is levied by an importing counti^ as a
protective surtax to offset an export payment or subsidy paid by an exporting
coimtry. The term also is applied to a tariff duty levied on imported goods
when the country of origin levies duties on similar goods imported by it.
Section 303 of the U. S. Tariff Act of 1930^ as amended^ provides for the
assessment of countervailing duties when a bounty (subsidy) or grant is paid
in the country of origin on dutiable merchandise imported into the United
States. VÄien assessed^ countervailing duties are in addition to other duties
normally paid^ and are to be equal to the amount of the bounty or grant.
EXPORT DUTY: Some countries^ notably in Latin America, levy export duties
when the domestic price of a product is substantially below the world price.
The export duty becomes a source of revenue for the government,
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The U. S. Constitution (Article I^ Section 9) provides that "No taisc or
duty shall he laid on articles exported from any State."
LEVY:
goods.

"To levy," the verb, means to assess or impose a charge on impvorted

"Tariff5" "duty," and "levy," as nouns, are often used interchangeably.
The -words must be judged in the context -within which they are used.
But the U. S. Department of Agriculture makes a distinction. The
Department uses the noun "levy" to describe an import charge assessed by a
coimtry or group of countries not in accordance with a definite tariff schedule. The "variable import levy" of the European Community is an example.
The EC's levy on grains can vary from day to day, depending on the offering
price of third-country suppliers. In the Department's view the variable
import levy is a nontariff trade barrier because, unlike a moderate customs
duty or even a quota, it can completely bar imports o (See Common agricultural policy terms, specifically VAEIABLE IMPORT LEVY.)
Tariff preferences:

See Trade preferences.

Tariff Schedule of the United States (TSUS):
levies.
Tariff union:

See Customs union.

Tax value added:
TEA:

See Tariffs, duties, and

See Border tax adjustments.

Trade Expansion Act of I962 (see).

Temporary free importation to the United States under bond: Goods of
certain classes, when not imported for sale or sale on approval, may be admitted into the United States without the payment of duty under bond for
their exportation within 1 year from the date of importation. The 1-year
period for exportation may, upon application to the collector of customs, be
extended for one or more further periods not to exceed 2 years. The amount
of the bond is 1-^- times the estimated duties.
Temporary tariff surcharge:

See Tariffs, duties, and levies o

Tender : In commodity trade, a notice of intent to buy. A tender may
be quite simple. Also, it may be complex—spelling out in detail quantities
that will be purchased, quality desired, type of packaging required, method
of delivery, country of origin, et cetera.
Terms of delivery: Relate to the delivery point where title and risk of
loss on a shipment of goods pass from seller to buyer. This may be the point
of shipment, point of delivery, or some place between, as, for example, "Ex
Warehouse" (named point of origin); "FoOoBo" (named port); "F.A.S. Vessel"
(named port of shipment); "C.I.F." (named point of destination); "Ex Dock
(named port of importation),
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Terms of sale: Basic terms include such items as quantity^ quality^
price5 terms of delivery^ shipment or dellTery period^ insurance^ payment^
commission^ controllers^ and various special clauses*
The National Foreign Trade Coxmcil warns that there should be clear
imderstanding by all parties of all sales terms usedo Ihis traces to the
fact that some expressions have several meanings. For example^ "hundredweight^' can be 100 pounds or 112 pounds--and "ton" can be 2^000 po^ands;
2^20k.6; or 252^0. Also^ there should be mutual agreement as to the
meaning of abbreviations^ such as C.I.F,; C.I.F. & C; and GoIoF.C. & I.^
inasmuch as courts of various countries of the world have interpreted
these definitions in different ways.
Terms of trade: The relationship over
of export and import prices of a country or
received are higher tha.n import prices ^ the
"favorable." I'toen the reverse is true^ the

time between the level
regiono If export prices
terms of trade are said to be
terms of trade are "imfavorable, "

Terms of trade are measured by dividing indices of export prices by
indices of import prices to arrive at export-import price ratios. For example ^ if a country's index of prices paid for Imports is 102 percent of a
given base period^ and the index of prices received for exports is 98^ the
export-import price ratio--or terms of trade-^-is 96.
In a recent year the terms of trade for developed countries was 10^
percent of 1958^ and for less-developed countries 97 percent of the 1958
level.
Textile Fiber Products Identification Act3 U. S,: All textile fiber
products imported into the United States shall be stamped^ tagged^ labeled^
or otherwise marked with certain information required by the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act. These requirements include the generic names
and percentages by weight of the constituent fibers if of more than 5 percent by weight; the name of the manufacture^ or the name or registered
identification number issued by the Federal Trade Commission^ or a word
trademark furnishes a copy of the registration to the Federal Trade Commission prior to its use; and the name of the country where the textile
fiber is processed or manufactured.
Third country: A country not a party to a regional arrangement or a
bilateral agreement. For example5 in trade relations with the European
Commun!ty^ the United States occupies the position of a "third country."
Third country consultations (under P.L. 48Q): A review by the U. So
Government with the governments of those countries that normally export
to P.L. ^80 recipient countries on a commercial basis^ or have available
for export3 the same or similar commodities being considered for inclusion
in an agreement» The purpose of the consultation is to assure the exporting countries that normal commercial trade will not be disrupted or displaced,
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Third world: A relatively new term applied to the non-Comm-uiiist
developing countries as a whole. The other two "worlds" presiomahly include the industrialized countries of the West, sometimes referred to as
the "free world," and the Communist countries, often referred to as "managed economies" or "centrally planned economies."
Threshold price: See Common agricultural policy terms, and also Common
agricultural policy (CAP) of the European Community.
Tied offset: In Public Law U80 sales agreements, the requirement that
any commercial exports "by the assisted country of the same or like commodities
shall he offset "by equivalent commercial purchases from the United States.
Tied sale : In Puhlic Law ^80 sales agreements, the requirement that a
specified amount of the required commercial purchases from Free World sources
shall be from the United States, This requirement is employed to protect the
normal commercial marketings of the United States and prevent their displacement by concessional sales. This requirement is sometimes referred to as a
"tied usual."
Title I sales (under Pd. ^80): Sales made under Title I, P.L. J+80,
including local currency, dollar credit, and convertible local currency
credit sales. Such sales therefore Include all sales under P.L. ^80 except
barter. Prior to the I967 amendments, the term "Title l" meant local currency sales inasmuch as only this type of transaction was authorized under
Title I.
Tobacco: A major U. So export crop since Colonial times. Exports in
1970 totaled 510 million pounds, valued at $U88 million. Flue-cured, highly
prized abroad as a cigarette tobacco, is the main export type, accounting
for 72 percent of 1970 shipments. Leading U. S. tobacco markets for all types
combined are the United Kingdom, West Germany, Japan, the Benelux countries,
and Switzerland.
Tobacco Seed and Plant Exportation Act: Requires a -geritten permit from
the Secretary of Agriculture to export U. S. tobacco seed or live tobacco plantsa permit granted only when the seed or plants are to be used for experimental
purposes.
Ton cargo freight rates: Rates for liner cargo are generally quoted on
the basis of the "ton," which may be a weight or a measurement ton. The weight
tons and their weights in pounds are: short, 2,000; long, 2,2^+0; and metric,
2,20^.622. The measurement ton (also known as the cargo or freight ton) is a
space measurement, usually ^0 cubic feet or 1 cubic meter.
In many cases, a rate Is shown per weight/measûrement tcn^ carrières
option. That means the rate will be assessed on either a weight ton or
measurement ton basis, whichever will yield the carrier the greater revenue.
As examples, the rate may be quoted on the basis of 2,2^0 pounds or hO cubic
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feet or 1 metric ton or 1 cubic meter.
Also see Conversion factorso
Trade: In the broad sense^ tlie exchange of commodities by sale or
barterl
^Trade" standing alone does not necessarily mean "foreign^' trade.
Used in the sense of trade among countries^ '^trade^^ should be qualified mth
an adjective such as foreign^ international^ export^ import^ et cetera*
Trade adjustment assistance: A program of governmental assistance to
help workers 5 firms^ and ina_ustries adjust to increased imports resulting
from tariff concessions. The program is authorized by the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 (see).
Trade barriers:
trade.

See lontariff barriers to international agricultural

Trade information: A broad spectrum of agricultural trade information
is available from various sources, such as the following:
EromJ}he^Sup£rintendent of J)ocTments, U. S. Government Printing Office^
Washington/"D o _C^^ 20502:
^ ^ ^ ^
«_^^«_,
^ .
_
,
FOREIGN AGRICULTIJEE : A weekly magazine of the Foreign Agricultural
Service, USDA, reporting on and interpreting -world agricultural developments.
Illustrated. Subscription: $10.00 per year in the U. Soj $13*00 foreign^
COMMERCE TODAY: Issued every 2 weeks^ it is the principal Department
of Commerce publication in international trade. Concise^ up-to-date information on trade and investment arouad the world; special sections on business leads; export^ import^ agency^ and investment opportunities. $20.00
a year.
($25.00 to foreign address.)
INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO EXPORTING: A description of the basic steps in
exporting and services of the U. So Department of Commerce,
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY: A synopsis of U. S. Government procurement
invitations 5 subcontracting leads^ contract awards^ sales of surplus property^
and foreign business opportunities. Daily. Also available from Department
of Commerce Field Offices.
EXPORT MARKETING FOR SMALLER FIRMS: Describes how smaller business firms
can either expand their export trade or enter the export market. A Department
of Commerce publicationo
FREE TRADE ZONES AND RELATED FACILITIES ABROAD: Pinpoints over 100
locations with facilities. A Department of Commerce publication. $lo25.
From_the___Foreign^Agrlcultural Service 5 U. S. Department of Agriculture ^
Washington^ £*_^±5_20250^" ^
'"""
^-.--.^-«.^
^_
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WORLD AGRICULTUE/IL PRODUCTION AMD TRADE: A monthly report^ with pertinent tables5 suïïimarizing information on world production and trade,
FOREIGN AGRICULTURE CIRCULARS: Production^ trade^ and other specialized
reports on 23 major world commodity groups^ issued at irregular intervals.
Also cover monthly statistical reports on commodities in world trade.
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL EXPORT DIRECTORY 1970: A listing of sources of
market information^ field assistance^ shipping services^ financing^ and other
types of help to exporters.
SPECIAL REPORTS: Cover foreign agricultural situations^ particularly
relating to commodity and trade policy developments o
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL EXPORT BIBLIOGRAPHY: A listing of some 1,000
books5 pamphlets5 and other publications dealing with trade.
From the Division of Information^ Office of Management Services^^ JJ,^ S_.
DepartlnénC" of "llgrîciîlCufê^Î^sîiiîi^oîi^ D". 1^7 "&ÖS5C>o
""
'""
^
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES : A monthly analytical
review that emphasizes current status and outlook for trade. Regularly
sunmarizes data on quantity and value of exports and imports o Often includes
timely articles of special interest to U. S. exporters and importers. Supplements issued on a calendar and fiscal year basis contain detailed quantity
and value data^ quantity indices, historical series^ and other information.
WORLD AGRICULTURAL SITUATION: Issued annually together with four
regional supplements—Europe and the Soviet Union, Western Hemisphere, Far
East and Oceania^ and Africa and West Asia.
FARM INDEX:

Monthly^ illustrated.

-Contains foreign trade sectiono

From Department of J^2?^£P^ -^^.^^ 2??i?^^ J^^?- list ).
TRADE LISTS: Contains names^ addresses^ and brief descriptions of
foreign firms handling a specific coimodity in a particular countryo $1 each.
TRADE CONTACT SURVEYS: Individual surveys conducted in a foreign country or area to enable U. S. firms to find agents and distributors meeting
their specific requirements. $50 each.
WORLD TRADE DIRECTORY REPORTS: Each furnishes detailed commercial and
financial information on a specific foreign firm to provide some basis for
determining its competence and reliability. Information includes data as to
type of organization^ method of operation^ lines handled^ size^ capitalization^ sales volume^ names of officers^ reputation^ American representatives^
and other references. $2 each. Also available from the Department of Commerce o
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CGC MONTHLY SALES LIST: Issued monthly^ it shows the minimum prices
at -which Commodity Credit Corporation stocks are availahle for export and
domestic sale« Write to Information Division^ Agricult^lral Stabilization
and Convservation Service^ U. S« Department of Agriculture^ Washington^ D«
20250.
EXPORT HANDBOOK: Outlines the various methods of selling overseas ^ the;
services provided "by specialized agencies in foreign trade^ the major export:
service agencies of the i^Iiddle West^ and other information for Middle West
exporters of food and agricultural products* Write to MIATCOj Mercantile
Exchange Building^ Suite 710^ 300 West Washington Street^ Chicago. Illinois,
60606.
THE WïUS AND HOWS OF EXPORTING: A description of export ser-\rices provided by the State of New Yorko Write to New York Departmient of Commerce ^
International Division^ 112 State Streetj, Albany^ New York, 1220?«
(U. S. Department of Commerce Field Offices): Information on export
services 5 including direct contact with businessmen cooperating in Regional
Export Expansion Councils^ can be obtained by writing to-«Uo S* Department
of Commerce Field Office^-at the addresses listed below:
Houston, Texas 77002
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Kansas City, Missouri 6U106
Los Angeles, California 9002^
Memphis, Tennessee 31103
Miami, Florida 33130
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55^01
New Orleans, Louisiana 7OI3O
New York, New York IOOO7
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19IO7
Phoenix, Arizona 85025
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
Portland, Oregon 9720I+
Reno, Nevada 89502
Richmond, Virginia 232^^-0
St, Louis, Missouri 63IO3
Salt Lake City, Utah 8i|-lll
San Francisco, California 9^102
San Juan, Puerto Rico OO902
Savannah, Georgia 31^02
Seattle, Washington 98l0i|-

Albuquerque^ New Mexico 871OI
Anchorage 5 Alaska 99501
Atlanta5 Georgia 30303
Baltimore^ Maryland 21202
Birmingham5 Alabama 35202
Boston5 Massachusetts 02203
Buffalo 3, New York 1^2 03
Charleston5 South Carolina 29^1^03
Charleston5 West Virginia 25301
Cheyenne^ Wyoming 82001
Chicago5 Illinois 6o6o4
Cincinnati 5 Ohio ^5202
Cleveland^ Ohio ^ifll^
Dallas, Texas 75202
Denver, Colorado 80202
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Detroit, Michigan il-8226
Greensboro, North Carolina 27^02

Trade Information Committee: An interagency committee established by
the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, and chaired;
by a member of the Special Representative's staff* Other members of the committee represent the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior,
Labor, State, and Treasury.
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Trade negotiation: Trade negotiation traditionally has "been -the means
by which countries have mutually agreed to reduce tariffs. But nations are
becoming aware, and this is especially true of agricultural trade, that nontariff barriers can be as much or more of a restriction to trade than tariffs,
ïïontariff trade barriers^ therefore^ are becoming a matter of increasing
concern in trade negotiations.
Negotiation of Uo S. tariff duties is carried on under the General Agree«
ment on Tariffs and Trade through negotiating conventions or sessions referred
to as "rounds." There have been six GATT rounds since 19^7^ the "Kennedy
Roimd" being the most recent. The United States engages in these rounds only
with the approval of the Congress. The Trade Agreements Act of 193^^ extended
and modified from time to time, was the authority for the first five rounds.
New legislation5 the Trade Expansion Act of 19^2, authorized U. S. participation in the Kennedy Round negotiations.
Negotiation, in essence, involves a process of offers and counter offers,
which, in the lexicon of trade, are "laid on the bargaining table." U. S.
requirements with respect to its offers are set forth in the authorizing
legislation. For example, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 directed the
President, in connection with any trade agreement under the act, to publish
and furnish the Tariff Commission with "public lists" of articles considered
for modification or continuance of U. S. duties or other import restrictions,
or continuajice of U. S. duties or other import restrictions, or continuance
of U. S. duty-free or excise treatment. Four public lists were published
in connection with the Kennedy Round, each specifying certain articles and
the degree to which duties could be reducedo But before a'final "offer list"
•was established there were, as spelled out in provisions of the Trade Expansion Act, exhaustive analyses and public hearings by the Tariff Commission;
consultation with the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior,
Labor, State, and Treasury, as well as with other appropriate bodies; and
public hearings by the Trade Information Committee.
But the offer list--the final list of articles on which-the United
States was prepared to negotiate—was not completed until the hearing testimony, plus other information, had been reviewed and analyzed, and the President had received the views of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, the Tariff Commission, and other Government agencies whose advice -was
requested.
Under the GATT, negotiations may be directed towards the reduction of
duties, the "binding" of duties at existing levels or undertakings that
individual duties on specified categories of products shall not exceed specified levels o The binding against increase of low duties or of duty-free
treatment is recognized in principle as a concession equivalent in value to
the reduction of high duties o
(A "binding/' also called a "bound duty," is in effect a guarantee by
each member to other members that the negotiated rate will not be changed
without consultation and/or compensation. "Compensation" refers to the
granting by a country of reductions in tariff rates or bindings of additional rates to replace to another country trade benefits that have been
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withdrawn or modified. Withdrawal^ suspension^ nullification^ or impairment of a trade concession by one country may mean "compensatory withdrawal"
or "compensatory suspension" of trade concessions by other affected eoimtries. Such action often is referred to as "retaliation.")
legotiation does not always result in a bound duty for a product, A
negotiating country may decline to %ind" a duty-«or it may reduce a duty
as a result of negotiation^ and still decline to bind it. If the duty is
not boundj the rate of duty may be changed without consultation and/or compensation.
Trade negotiation contrasts sharply with the imilateral establishment of
tariffs by legislative action. Tariffs thus established are called "statutory tariffs." The U. S. legislative procedure with respect to statutory
tariffs is as follows: A tariff bill^ being a revenue measure^ must originate in the House of Representatives3, where it is referred to the Committee
on Ways and Means. Information on which to base legislation is obtained by
extensive public hearings and, special investigations; also^ the Tariff Commission furnishes technical and economic Information. If the House approves
the measure5 it is sent to the Senate^ where it is referred to the Committee
on Finance. Wnen House and Senate agree on the tariff bill, it is sent to
the President and^ with his signature^ becomes law.
The United States has a tariff schedule embodying both "conventional"
and "statutory" tariffs^ the former modifying the latter^ plus preferential
rates limited to the Ehilippines and to Cuba—the latter now suspended. (A
"conventional" tariff takes its name from the fact that it is established
through negotiating "conventions" or "rounds.") In almost every instance
the conventional tariff is lower than the statutory tariff. As the example
below shows^ the difference can be quite large. Usually, when a conventional tariff is suspended or withdrarni^ the statutory tariff becomes effective.
Tariff Schedule
of the
United States
(new) Item No.
117.^5 Roquefort chees'e
167.30 Still wines
168.35 Gin

Column 1
Column^ 2
(Conventional or most-favored-nation)(Statutory)
Rates of duty
' ""

3 percent ad. val.
37f cents per gallon
70 cents per gallon

35 percentTd. val,
$1.25 per gallon
$5.00 per gallon

Also siee General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ^ Most-favored-nation principle ^ and United Nations Conference on Trade and üevelopm_ent.
Trade preferences:
treatment.

A broad term converlng several forms of preferential

"Trade preferences" is often used Interchangeably with "tariff preferences/'
which refers to tariff treatment accorded 'by one country to another that is more
favorable than the treatment accorded to countries outside the preferential
arrangement,
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^'Generalized preferences^' refers to broad action by a number of
countries to give preferences to a number of other countries. For example,
the developed countries are preparing through IIWCTAD a system of temporary,
nondiscriminatory, non-reciprocal tariff preferences -which would be granted
to developing coimtries generally«
"Reverse preferences" refers to an arrangement under which a less
developed coimtry receiving a preference grants preferences in turn to imports from the benefactor country.
Trade preferences may refer to favorable treatment granted by one
country or group of countries to all the exports of certain other countries.
For example, the Rome Treaty provides that all imports originating in the EC's
overseas territories (mainly in Africa), shall benefit by the total abolition
of customs duties which shall take place progressively between members states
of the EC.
"Quota preferences" are used by some coimtries to give greater market
access to products of one country or countries than to other countries not
party to the arrangement.
"Currency area preferences" are used by some countries. For example,
Great Britain gives preferential treatment to certain citrus products originating elsewhere than in the "dollar area."
Most of the Commonwealth countries grant one another certain tariff
concessions, referred to as "Commonwealth preference" or, more rarely,
"imperial preference."
Preferential arrangements of the United States have been with Cuba and
the Republic of the Philippines. Early in 1962 a general embargo was imposed
by the United States on imports to and exports from Cuba. The Philippine
preferences are being scaled down gradually and, unless renegotiated, are
scheduled to end by January 1, I97Í.
Trade systems : Under the "general" system, used by the United
Kingdom and many countries formerly under British administration, "imports"
are all goods entering the country, including those going into bonded
warehouses or bonded manufacturing plants. "Exports" or "reexports" are
all goods leaving the country. Reexports also are called "exports of
foreign merchandise."
The "special" system, used by the United States, treats as "imports"
the foreign goods cleared through the customs, including withdrawals from
bonded warehouses for consimiption in the United States o "Exports" consist of domestic goods shipped out plus foreign goods shipped out after
having been cleared previously through customs.
Trade, U. S. agricultural: The United States is the world's largest
exporter of farm products: In fiscal year 1970, U. S. farmers supplied around
one-fifth of the world's agricultural exports. They provided over nine-tenths
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of the soy"beans; two-fifths of the feed grains and wheat; a third of the to-«"
hacco and cotton; one-fifth of the dry edible beans^ lemons^ nonfat diy milk^
dry -whole milk^ and almonds; one-sixth of the lard^ sorghum grain, and flaxseed; one-seventh of the corn; and a tenth of the variety meats.
These shipments required financing, inland transportation, storage and
ocean transportation for nearly 6o million tons of cargo, enough to fill 1.1
million freight ears--equivalent to a solid train 11,000 miles long—or more
than ^,000 cargo ships. About 6l million acres of Uo S. cropland were required
to produce the commodities exported in fiscal yea.r 1970* That was the equivalent of 1 out of every 5 acres harvested.
EXPORTS
As Table 3 shows, recent export gains stem mainly from sales for dollars;
exports under government programs, after being relatively "flat" for a number
of years, have begun to decline. Needs of the developing countries, reflecting
gains in food production, have decreased somewhat* At the same time, foreign
commercial demand for U. S. farm products is accelerating and sales for dollars
are being pushed vigorously in overseas markets.
Table 3. -- U. S. agricultural exports: Value of commercial sales for dollars
and (2) Government prograras, fiscal years 1955-71
Year eiiding
June 30

1955°
195619571958.
1959.
i960.
19610
1962.
1963.
196Í+,
19Ö5.
1966.
1967.
1968.
1969.
1970.
1971

• . . 0
» .

:
:

Total exports

. . . . :
. . . 0 :
. . . 0 :
. . 0 . :
. . . . :
.000:

3,1^^
3,496
i|,728
4,003
3,719
1+,519

. . . . :

k\9hG

. . . . :
. . . . :
. . = . :
. . , . :
,
. . . . :
« •. . . . :
.
.
- . . . :
. 0 . . :
.
,
>
e
c.00.:
(estimatecl)c 0 . :

5,1^2
5,078
6,068
6,097
6,676
6,771
6,313
5,741
6,646
7,^00

»

0

»

1

0

1

0

<

•

c

0

I

:
:

Commercial sales
: Under Government
for dollars l/
:
programs 2/
— Million dollars -2,309
2,157
2,809
2,794
2,492
3,236
3,443
3,572
3,612
4,627
4,499
5,288
5,463
5,015
4,697
5,666
6,4oo

835
1,339
1,919
1,209
1,227
1,283
1,503
1,570
1,466
1,441
1,598
1,388
1,308
1,298

l,o44
980
1,000

1/ Commercial sales for dollars include shipments of some coimnodities with
governmental assistance in the form of (l) barter contracts for overseas procurement; (2) credits for relatively short periods; (3) sales of Governm_ent-owned
comm_odities at less than domestic market prices; and {h) export payments in cash
or in kind.
2/ Sales for foreign currency, long-term credit sales, barter for strategic
materials, and donations.
I5Î+

U, s. agricultural exports go to over 15O countries. However^ in fiscal
year I97O about 72 percent of the total $6^6U6 million went to 15 countries.
These were^ adjusted for transhipments^ and value rounded to million dollars:
Japan^ 1^09; West Germany^ 538; Canada^ 528; United Kingdom^ Í158; the Netherlands^ 39I; India^ 275; Italy^ 229; Spain^ 19O; Belgium-Luxemhourg^ I76;
Republic of Korea^ I7I; South Vietnam^ 165; France^ 16O; Mexico^ 139; Indonesia ^ 12U; and Taiwan 5 11^.
IMPORTS
In fiscal year 197O the United States was the world's third largest
importer of agricultural products. West Germany was first: the United Kingdom was second. As Table k shows^ imports of noncompetitive commodities
have been more stable than imports of competing products.
U. S. agricultural imports:

Table k

Year ending
June 30

:

Value^ fiscal years 1955-1971

Noncompetitive l/

Total

Competitive

-- Million dollars -.'•

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
i960
1961
1962
1963
I96if

3,781

.:

k,o86

.'<

3,800
3,929

,.

i+,oo^

.':

3,6^5

. .:
.:

3,762
3,907
i+,096

U,oio

1965
1966
1967
1968
19Ó9
1970
1971 (estimated).

.;

3,986

.:

h,h^k

.:
.:
.:

^,¡+53
i+,656
i+,931
5,i+8l
5,700

.:

2,272
2,503
2,269
2,105
1,975

1,509
1,583
1,531
1,82^
2,029

2,031
1,831
1,713
1,699
1,871

1,979
l,8il+
2,0^9
2,208
2,225

1,859
1,982
1,786
1,811
1,859
2,108
2,100

2,127
2,1+72
2,667
2,8^5
3,072
3,373
3,600

1/ Imports similar to agricultural commodities produced commercially
in the United States are referred to as ^'competitive" or "supplementary."
Examples are beef 5 wheat^ cotton. All other commodities are "noncompetitive"
or "complementary." Examples are coffee^ tea^ bananas^ and natural rubber.
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Table 5 — U. S . a gricultural Imports:

Value by principal country of
on gin, fis.cal year 1970

Co-imtry

:

Supplementary

:

Complementary

:

Total

-

— Million dollars -Brazil. • . .
Mexico. . . .
Australia . .
Philippines .
Canada. . . •
Colombia. . .
Dominican Republic.
New Zealand.
Malaysia . . ,
Denmark . . ,
Netherlands. .
Indonesia. . ,
Argentina. . ,
Costa Rica . .
Othero . . . •
»

•

.

4

1

.

.

«

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Total

:
:
:
:
:

153
1^39
395
287
255
18
lii-0
160
8
13^
127
8
103
29
1,117

22
139
11
17
121
9
75
999

2,116

:

3,373

2,108

5,^1

37^
88
0
6
20
180

hi

527
527
395
293
275
198
187
182
li^7

lh5
Ikk
129
112

±0k
;

About one-half of U, S. agricultural imports are duty free. Important :
duty-free items are coffee^ tea^ cocoa beans^ natural rubber, bananas^ cordage
fibers, carpet wool, silk, copra, most spices and essential oils, waxes, most
hides and skins, and animals for breeding. For dutiable items, and ad valorem
equivalent rate (determined by dividing duties collected by the value of imports) averaged 10.5 percent in 1968. The ad valorem equivalent rate on all
agricultura^l imports — both dutiable and non-dutiable ~ was about 5.5 percent,

Transshipment:
Transit zone:

See Export transshipment, U. S*
See Free trade zones and related facilities abroad.

Trigger quantity:
Trigger price:
TSUS:
TT:
TVA:

See Meat Import Law.

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Tariff schedules of the United States.
Telegraphic transfer.
Tax value added.

See Border tax adjustments.
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u
U,A,R.:
UDEAC:

United Arab Republic (see)o
Central African Economic and Customs Union (see).

UEAC:

Union of the States of Central Africa (see).

UEBL:

Belgium-LuKembourg Economic Union (see).

Uo__K. :
UN:

United Kingdom (see).

United Nations (see).

UWCTAD:

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (see).

Underdeveloped countries:

See Less-developed countries.

Unfair foreign competition: International trade practices commonly considered as constituting unfair competition include use of bounties 3 open or
concealed; dumping; counterfeiting and imitating the goods of a foreign competitor; artificial depression of prices by organized buyers; espionage carried out through foreign banks^ and otherwise; ship subsidies granted by a
government on the understanding that lower shipping rates or preferential service will be given to citizens of the country granting the subsidies^ and
other kinds of preferential transportation rates; other discriminations in
transportation conditions; full-line forcing—the importation of merchandise
under agreement that the purchaser shall be restricted in using, purchasing,
or dealing in the products of competing firms; unfair use of cable control;
breach of contract, bribery, threats, disparagement of goods, false and misleading advertising, boycotts.
Unfriendly country:
Unilateral:

See Friendly country.

An action taken by a country acting singly.

Union of Arab Republics (U.A.R.): Includes Egypt, Libya, and Syria,
In 1958 a republic—the United Arab Republic—^was formed by the merger of
the independent states of Egypt and Syria. In 1961 a military coup by
Syrian officers led to the secession of Syria. Establishment of the
Union of Arab Republics, formation of which was announced in April 19719
is to follow referendums in the three countries in September 1971.
Union of the States of Central Africa (UEAC—Union des Etats de L^Afrique
Centrale): An economic union of Chad and the Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa),
Headquarters:

Kinshasa, Republic of the Congo.
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United Kingdom (U.K.): The name properly is "United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland/' It is composed of Great Britain (England^
Wales, and Scotland) and Northern Ireland, which has a separate Parliament,
United Kingdom^-Ireland Free Trade Area: Creation of this regional
grouping was "begun on July 1, I966, by elimination of U* K. duties on most
Irish products and the first 10 percent reduction in Irish duties on most
U* K, products« Both countries' quota restrictions have "been largely aholished, although some Irish quotas inconsistent with the GATT remain in effect.
Ireland's accession to the GATT was effective from December 22, I967,
United Nations (UN): An international organization aimed at maintaining
international peace and security; d.eYeloping friendly relations among nations
based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples; achieTing international cooperation in solving international problems
of an economic, social, cultural, or h-umanitarlan character; and harmonizing
actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends o The United Nations
came into force October 2^+, 19Íf5e
The policy-making body of the United Nations
composed of all UN members. It meets every year.
the organization, decides on the work program and
Secretary-General, The other principal organ.s of
Council, Economic and Social Council, Trusteeship
tional Court of Justice*

is the General Assembly,
It approves the policy for
the budget, and elects the
the UN are the Security
Council, and the Interna«

Specialized agencies of the UN include Food and Agriculture Organization;
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization; International Atomic
Energy Agency; International Bank for Reconstruction and Development; International Civil A\dation Organization; International Labor Organization; International Telecommunication Union; UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization; Universal Postal Union; World Health Organization; World Meteorological Organization, These are independent organizations which, by agreement, also serve as Specialized agencies, but they are controlled by their respective governing bodies, not by the UN.
Special voluntary programs include UN Children's fund, UN Technical and
Operational Assistance to the Congo, UN Development Program^, UN/FAO World
Food Program, UN High Commissioner for Refugees Program, UN Fund for Population Activities, UE Programs for Southern Africans, UI\i Relief and Works
Agency, UN Institute for Training and Research, Institute for Social Development .
Headquarters:

New York City.

' U^î"^Q^ Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAP): An organization of the United Nations—reporting through the United Nations
Economic and Social Council--which seeks to further the interests of the
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less developed coiintries (LDCs), particularly on matters of trade and economic development.
The UlCTAD organization originated in a conference of the same name held
in Geneva5 Switzerland during March-June I96Í4 on the initiative of a group of
countries embracing most LDGs, Their aim was to change the existing structure
of international trade which they contended was designed to meet the needs of
the developed countries onlyo The conference adopted a number of recommendations ^ in some cases by the majority vote of the LDCs over the opposition of
the less numerous developed countries^ The recommendations of particular concern to agriculture dealt with guidelines for international commodity arrangements and with a proposed action program to reduce tariffs and non-tariff barriers on products exported by the LDCso
Following the First UNGTAD Conference^ a permanent organization was formed^
including a secretariat and a structure of subsidiary bodies. A number of international meetings provided a means for airing of LDG complaints against the developed countries and^ to a much lesser extent^ against the ^'centrally planned^'
(Communist) countries«
Dissatisfaction of a number of LDCs with levels of foreign aid and with
trends in the terms of trade (including the results of the Kennedy Round) led
to a Second UNCTAD Conference^ held in lew Delhi^ India^ during February 1 March 29^ I968, Although the vote confrontations which characterized the First
UWCTAD were avoided^ relatively little agreement emerged with respect to the
principal issues. The chief accomplishment was agreement that a system of general tariff preferences on manufactures and semi-manufactures from developing
countries should be established as soon as possible. The conference also agreed
on foreign aid targets (but without binding commitments) and on a program of
''international action on commodities." This latter program established general
guidelines for the steps to be taken by governments and international organizations as the necessary preliminaries to formal commodity agreement negotiations^
and also resulted in the establishment of international study groups or consultative bodies for certain commodities not previously so covered.
Plans are being made for a Third URCTAD Conference in 1972.
The permanent executive body of IMCTAD is its Trade and Development Board
which is composed of 55 members elected by the Conference and meets twice yearly«
There are now 90 IMCTAD countries.
Headquarters:
Unitization:

Geneva^ Switzerland.
See Ocean shipping.

U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA): Several USDA agencies have responsibilities in the agricultural trade field, including:
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE (FAS): An export promotion and service agency
for U. S, agriculture in the following broad areas:
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Maintaining and expanding agricultural exports by cooperating with
private business on jointly financed market development projects abroad^
including trade exhibits^ retail store promotions^ and other sales promotion
activities; by appraising overseas marketing opportunities and communicating
them to the U* S. agricultural trade; and by encouraging and cooperating
•with State and regional groups in export promotiono
Improving access to foreign markets for U, S. farm products through
representations to foreign governments and through participation in formal
trade negotiations. This involves the formulation^ administration^ and
coordination of USDA policies and functions relating to the GATT^ Trade Expansion act of 19625 actions of the Presidentas Special Representative for
Trade Negotiation^ and the Interdepartmental Committee for Export Control.
FAS also works through the OECD5 FAO^ and other international organizations
to reduce trade barriers^ expand trade in agricultural products^ and promote
trade policies advantageous to U. S, agriculture.
Operating a global reporting and analysis network covering world agricultural production^ trade^ competition^ and policy situations affecting U. S.
agriculture. This service is made possible through FAS*s 100 agricultural
attaches and officers stationed at 61 key posts covering more than 100 coun«
tries and through specialists who make surveys abroad« Current information
covering all principal farm commodities moving in world trade is made available through publications and other means to U, S, taTxa and business interests
and to other government agencies.
Conducting foreign commodity and competition analysis on worldwide production^ trade5 marketing^ prices^ consumption^ and other factors affecting
U. S. exports and imports of agricultural commodities.
Administering a system of import quotas under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 whenever it is found by the ñ?esident that
imports of a commodity or product adversely affect or seriously threaten
U. S. domestic farm programs; and administering the Meat Import Program.
EXPORT MARKETIIG SERVICE (EMS ) : This agency carries out a variety of
programs related to the export sale of agricultural commodities from privately omied and CCC-owned stocks. EMS makes export paym^ents^ sometimes
called subsidies5 to maintain U. S, trade in competition with other exporting countries. It carries on programs involving commercial export sales of
farm products under short-term CCC credit and long-term Public Law U80 dollar
credit sales. It handles programs and policies for barter of U. S. agricultural commodities into foreign markets for offshore goods and services^ as
well as goods for stockpiling. It administers programs under which agricultural commodities are donated for foreign food aid to foreign governments^
to U. S. voluntary agencies^ or to international organizations. It administers the price provisions and other operational aspects of the International
Wheat Agreement
and other international commodity agreements to which the
United States is a party^ except the International Sugar Agreement.
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COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORâTION (CCC): A U. So Goverrment agency and instrumentality ^ within the U. So Department of Agriculture, responsible for directing
and financing major USDA "action programs" including price support^ production
adjustment^ commodity disposition^ and related programs. CCC al^o directs and
finances certain agricultural export activities^ including credit sales^ harter^
export payments5 foreign food aid activities^ and operations under the International Wheat Agreement.
(CCC's export activities are discussed in more
detail under the following entries: Concessional sales; Credit sales^ shortand long-term; Dollar sales of U. So faim products overseas; Donations of U. S.
foods; Export payments; International Grains Arrangement; and Public Law ii-80, )
CCC is capitalized at |lOO million and has authority to borrow $1^.5 billion
for use in carrying out its programs o
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE (ERS): ERS conducts programs of research in
agricultural economics and marketing^ both domestic and in foreign commerce.
Foreign regional analysis work includes research on the total food and
agricultural situation by countries and regions. Annual food budgets are prepared as well as key indices reflecting changes in agricultural production by
countries5 regions^ and for the world. Studies are conducted on the longrange outlook for Uo S. agricultural exports. Trends in supply and demand
throughout the world are analyzed in the light of their implications for resource
adjustment and agricultural policy in the United States. A World Food Budget
is prepared periodically.
Foreign development and trade research focusses on the contribution of
agricultural development to general economic growth^ the priority of various
aspects of agricultural development^ and economic effects of present and proposed food aid programs. The effects of alternative U. S. export programs and
policies on domestic farm income and foreign trade are analyzed. Studies are
made of the effects of monetary and financial problems and of agricultural
policies and programs of foreign countries on U. S« exports of farm products.
Monthlyj annual^ and special agricultural trade statistics encompassing both
exports and imports are developed and published.
FOREIGN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICE (FEDS): Responsible for the general
administration and coordination of USDA programs and activities in foreign
assistance and trainingo Its work includes training in the United States of
foreign officials^ technicians^ and other foreign nationals in agriculture and
home economics o It plans ^ executes ^ and evaluates country or regional agricultural technical assistance programs.
It maintains relationships with
AID and FAO^ universities^ and private organizations involved in development
programs. It evaluates and reports accomplishments of and disseminates information about foreign economic development programs. It coordinates and reports on self-help requirements uiider Public Law 480.
INTERNâTCONAL ORGMIZATIONS STAFF: Coordinates USDA's participation in
international organizations^ such as FAO^ UN^ OECD, and others; serves as a
point of contact to facilitate use of all USDA's resources in international
organization affairs; plans short- and long-range arrangements to strengthen
the contributions of USDA to international agricultural development through
international organizations; provides liaison with other Departments'^ being,
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for example5 USDA's point of contact with the Department of Staters
Bureau of International Organization Affairs.
CONSUMER AllD MâRKETim SERVICE (C&MS): Makes payments to coimercial :
exporters and others under Section 32 to encourage exports of surplus commodities. The Service administers inspection programs to insure the wholesomeness of domestic^ imported^, and exported meat and poultry food products.
C8MB also carries on standardization^ inspection^ grading^ and classing activities. While use of most standards is permissive^ their application for some
commodities is mandatory^ such as those for grain and cotton moving in interstate commerce on the basis of grade and for apples^ pears^ grapes^ and plums
destined for export.
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE: Reg^alatory program divisions administer
variou.s laws and regulations to prevent entry into the United States of animal
and plant diseases and pests^ and to prevent their transmission to other countries via U. S. exports« ARS makes research grants to foreign governments and
scientific organizations for research on developing new and extended uses for
U. S. farm products. With respect to ARS subject-matter fields^ the agency:
coordinates activities in international economic, technical^ and cooperative
assistance and relations^ including training in the United States, as requested^
for foreign nationals.
U. S. Department of Commerce: This agency carries on a wide variety of
foreign trade activities^ many of them involving trade in industrial items ^
but some also bearing on agricultural trade.
The Department's BUREAU OF INTERimTIOHAL COMMERCE helps U. S. business
sell its goods in international markets. It provides comm-ercial^ economicjand marketing information on best export prospects and when and how to market.
It takes part with other Government agencies in conferences with other countries to create a climate in which trade and Investment can flourish.
It works through the U. S. Foreign Service and other sources to obtain
information on overseas developments bearing on U. S. business interest. Country and regional specialists study economic trends^ trade patterns^ legislatlon^
regulations^ policies^ and practices in over 100 countries. It prepares statistical analyses on trade and is a major source for analyses of foreign trade
statistics. It operates U, S. trade centers in London^ Paris^ Stockholm^ Frankfurt ^ Milan^ Bangkok^ Tokyo^ and Sydney—and will open a new one in Mexico City
in 1971. (The Departments of Agriculture and Commerce share trade center facilities in London^ Milan, and Tokyo.) It stages U, S. coïMiercial exhibitions
at international trade fairs abroad to open new markets for U« S. products <j^ and
sends trade missions of selected U. So businessmen into promising world markets
to develop sales and opportunities for U. S. firms.
It contracts with groups of U, S. firms (Joint Export Associations) for
systematic long-term export market development projects abroad^ through which
the Bureau underwrites up to half the cost of such projects. It also counsels
on techniques of exporting and provides commercial intelligence on specific
foreign firms, useful in locating potential customers or representatives abroad;
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and assists 5 with the U, S. Foreign Service^ in settling trade disputes between
U« S. and foreign firms. It administers the MBA. Export Expansion Program (see).
It encourages firms abroad to make investments in the United States^ promotes the licensing of foreign technology to American firms5 and informs U. S,
business of investment opportunities abroad^ with particular emphasis on the
developing countries0 It administers the export control program and conducts
educational programs to aid compliance by the Uo S, business commimity with
respect to export regulations.
The OFFICE OF FIELD SERVICES operates ¿^2 U. So field offices, w^.iich, among
other things^ counsel local businessmen on export promotion opportunities;
provide information and assistance to U. So industry on the functions of the
Agency for International Developmentj, the Export-Import Bank, and the Foreign
Credit Insurance Association; provide staff support and work closely with the
k2 regional export expansion councils; and serve as official sales agents for
Government publications relating to business.
The MARITIME ADMINISTRATION handles programs to aid in the development,
promotion, and operation of the U. S. merchant marine. Its operations are
discussed in more detail under the entry Ocean shipping, specificially
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION.
The Department of Commerce issues a substantial volume of publications
helpful to businessmen in the foreign trade field. These are described in
detail under the entry Trade information.
U. S. Department of State: The oldest executive agency of the U. S.
Government, the Department of State has the primary objective of promoting
the long-range security and well-being of the United States. It engages in
continuous consultations with other countries; negotiates treaties and agreem.ents with foreign nations; speaks for the United States in the United Nations
and in most of the 71 international organizations in which the United States
participates; and represents the United States at more than 5OO international
conferences annually.
The Department of State works closely with the Department of Agriculture,
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, and other departments and
agencies in the formulation of agricultural trade policy, the conduct of agricultural trade negotiations, and the routine conduct of agricultural trade o
Playing a key role overseas are the II5 Embassies, 68 Consula;tes General, 66
Special Offices, and 6 Consular Agencies of the U. S. Foreign Service. At 61
of these posts are stationed agricultural attaches (see) who devote special
attention to farm product trade matters.
Uo S. Tariff Commission: Serves the Congress and the President as an advisory, fact-finding agency on tariff, commercial policy, and foreign trade
matters.
Under the Trade Expansion Act of I962, the Commission, upon petition on
behalf of an industry, a firm, or a group of workers, must conduct an in-^.^estigation to determine whether, as a result in major part of trade-agreement
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concessions 3 an article is being imported in such increased quantities as
to cause serious injury to the petitioning industry or firm or serious unemployment of its workers. If the Commission's finding is affirmative^ the
President may take action^ such as tariff relief to the industry, or ad-»
justment assistance to firms or groups of workers.
Under the Tariff Act of 1930^ the Commission iriakes investigations and
studies requested hy the Bresident^ the House Committee on Ways and Means^
the Senate Coimiittee on Finance^ or by either branch of the Congress a
Also under the Tariff Act of 1930^ the Comjaission conducts investigations regarding alleged unfair methods of competition or unfair acts committed in the importation of articles into the United States, or in their
domestic sale, When such methods or acts are found to exist, the Commission reports to the ñresident, who may direct that the articles involved
not be imported. Affirmative findings may also be reviewed in court o
Under the Antidumping Act of 1921, whenever the Secretary of the Treasury
determines that a class or kind of merchandise is being^ or is likely to be^
sold in the United States at less than its fair value, the Commission must
determine within 3 months whether a domestic industry is being or is likely
to be injured^ or is prevented from being established, as a result of such
importation. If the Commission's determination is affirmative^ the Secretary
of the Treasury imposes a dumping duty on imports of the article in question«
Under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, the
Commission conducts investigations of certain agricultural imports. See
Quantitative restrictions.
The Commission is regularly concerned with questions on tariff schedules
and the classification of articles. It issues a publication containing the
current U. S. tariff schedules and related matters.
Headquarters:

Washington, D. C.

U, S. Trade Centers: See U. S. Department of Commerce, specifically
BUREAU OF IMCEMATIOHAL COMMERCE.
U. S. - use currencies (under P.L. U8o): Foreign currencies accruing
from sales imder P.L« 480 agreements that are administered by the United
States at the point where the currencies are used to purchase goods and
services, as, for example, currencies used to defray expenses of Anierican
Embassies in P.L. 480 recipient countries.
Usual marketings and usual marketing requirement (under P,Lo 480 ):
'^Usual marketings" refers to that quantity of a coirmodity which a country
would be expected to obtain from abroad, using its own financial resources,
in the absence of imports obtained under P.L. 480. The "usual m^arketing
requirement under P.L. 480" is the amount of a commodity, as established
in the agreement, which the P.L. 480 recipient nation must import on a
commercial basis before it can receive that commodity under P.L« 480.
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V
Validated license:

See Export control of U. S. agricultural exports.

Valuation of U> So imports and exports: The dollar value sho-wn in U, S.
agricultural import statistics and other import statistics of the United
States is defined generally as the market value in the foreign country^ excluding U, S. import duties5 freight^ and insurance charges to the United
States. Thus 5 U, So imports are generally considered to be valued f.Ooho
foreign port of origin.
A U. S. Tariff Commission study on U. S. imports for I965 provides
estimates of freight and insurance charges as a percent of the value of U. S.
imports for selected commodities and commodity groups o The Commission estimated that for animal and vegetable products 8 percent should be added to
the reported value to obtain c.i.f. value. This group of commodities would
include nearly all of the agricultural commodities and a few nonagricultural
items. For all commodities^ including both agricultural and nonagricultural^
an estimated 10 percent should be added to arrive at the c.i.f. value.
The valuation used in U. S. export statistics is the value at seaport
(any port which is accessible to sea-going vessels)^ border pointy or airport
of exportation. It is based on the selling price^ (or cost if not sold) and
includes inland freight^ insurance^ and other charges to the port of exportation. The amount of the export payments or subsidies on agricultural products is excluded in valuation of U. S. exports. Thus^ Uo S. exports are
generally considered to be valued f.a.s. U. S. port of exportation.
Valuation tariff:

See Tariffs^ duties^ and levies.

Variable import levy:

See Common agricultural policy terms.

Variety meats: Edible organs of livestock^ such as brains^ sweetbreads^
kidneys^ hearts^ livers^ tongues^ tripe--foods not part of the carcass.
Variety meats also are referred to as "edible offalo"
Vedel Report : A report calling for drastic measures for restructuring
French agriculture. Released in September 1969? the report takes its name
from Georges Vedel, dean of the Paris law faculty^ who headed a committee
that looked into existing policies and made recommendations for changes. It
was issued by the French Ministry of Agriculture «
Heart of the Vedel recommendations is that meas'ures more drastic than
those proposed in the original Mansholt Plan (see) are needed. The Vedel
Report^ which applies only to France^ states that the only real solution to
French surplus production is the withdrawal of land from cultivation—up to
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one-third of present French farmland is suggested.
Some specific recommendations are:
Total cultiTated area in France should be reduced from the present
nearly 80 million acres to about 50 million by I985. Some fertile lands
as well as marginal areas will have to be retired. Between 17 million
and 20 million of the acres tallen out of cultivation should come from
farms of less than 50 acres.
The goYernment should follow an intensive reforestation policy^
The average size of agricultural holdings should increase from the
present 50 acres to almost 200 acres. The number of separate holdings
should be reduced from 1,5 million to 250^000 with each unit employing
two to four persons.
The French agricultural population should drop from the present 3
million to between 600^000 and 700^000 by I985. Such a reduction would
require the creation of between 105^000 and I355OOO new Jobs each year for
people leaving the land.
Prices of cereals and sugar (both surplus commodities )should be slashed.
New prices should be based on the average costs of the m-.ost efficient European producers.
Economic aid for agricultural restructuring should be limited strictly
to those who will be able to compete. Agricultural borrowers at Credit
Agrieole-«chief source of credit to French farmers^—^should pay the rate of
interest prevalent in other sectors of the economy.
Although the French Government has so far only cautiously described
the report as a good analysis by experts^ French agriculturalists feel that
it has government support because of the consistency of its statements with
those made earlier by Jacques Duhamel^ French Minister of Agriculture, It
is also known that two of Védelas committeemxen are in Dtihamel's ministry.
Further^ Duhamel is quoted as saying the report would be his ^'bedside
reading."
However5 one major French agricultural organization^ the National Farmers Union with about 700^000 members^ has labeled the report the conception of an "irresponsible technocrat." Another group^ the National Young ;
Farmers Organization with 9O5OOO members^ has reserved its position about
the report^ although it supported the Mansholt Plano
Victory ship :

See Ocean shipping.

Visible items of trade :

See Items of trade.

Visible supply: The amount of a particular commodity in store at loading
centers. In the grain markets^ the total stock of grain in store^ in public and
in som.e private elevators in the principal prim^ary markets.
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Warsaw Treaty Organization: The unified military command established
by the Soviet Union and other Eastern European coimtrles through the signing
of the Warsaw Pact in May 1955. The Treaty was a 20-year mutual defense
plan signed by Albania^ Bulgaria^ Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
the Soviet Zone of Germany, and the U.SoS.R. But Albania, in recent years,
has increasingly aligned itself with Communist China rather than with the
U.S.S.R. (Also see Soviet BloCo)
Webb-Pomerene Act: A U. S. law that exempts from the antitrust laws
associations among business rivals engaged in export trade provided they
do not restrain trade within the U. S, or the export trade of any domestic
competitor of the association.
Werner Report: Refers to a European Community plan for full economic
and monetary union, possibly including a common ciorrency, by the end of the
1970's• The report concludes that economic and monetary union "emerges as
a catalyst for the development of the political union which it (the EC)
cannot do without in the long term." The plan takes its name from Luxembourg's Prime Minister, Pierre Werner, Chairman of the Committee that prepared it. Text of the plan was made public October I9, I97O.
If the Werner Committee's suggestions are followed, monetary and wider
economic powers will be transferred from the member states to the Community,
which will have a European Reserve Fuad operating in much the same way as
the U. S. Federal Reserve System. Even if the Community does not have one
currency, the^ solution favored by the Werner Committee for practical as well
as psychological reasons, the relationships between .currencies will at least
be fixed.
West African Economic Community (CEAO): Made up of Dahomey, Ivory Coast,
Mali, Mauritania, Mger, Senegal, and Upper Volta.
Headquarters:

Ougadougou, Upper Volta.

West Asia and Western Asia:
West Germany:
Western Europe:
WEU:

See Middle East.

See Federal Republic of Germany,
Usually refers to all non-Communist European countries.

Western European Union (see).

Western European Union (WEU): An organization of seven member countries-France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Great
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Britain.

Headquarters of secretariat:

London^ England.

The "WEU was started in 19^8 as the Brussels Treaty Organization (BTO)^
consisting of Belgium^ France^ Great Britain^ LiKcembourg^ and the Netherlands. In 195^i when the European Defense CoimTiunity failed of ratification
by the French National assembly^ West Germany and Italy sent representatives to
to the BTO and the WEU was organized. Its aims are to establish a joint
defense plan^ control the level of armed forces maintained by members5 promote mutual defense5 coordinate economic activities, raise standards of living ^ and promote cultural exchangeso
Following the French veto of Great Britain*s bid for membership in the
EC 5 the WEU^ like the Council of Europe^ has becom.e a point of contact between Great Britain and the EC on economic and political matters.
Western World:
WFP:

Generally used in the same sense as Free World (see), ;

World Food Program (see).

Wheat: A major Uo S. export commodity. Exports of wheat and wheat
products averaged 728 million bushels in the I965-69 period--equivalent to
about 55 percent of total U. S. production. The largest export outlets in
recent years have been Japan^ India^ Korea^ Brazil^ and Venezuela,
Hard Red Winter wheat^ grown principally in the Great Plains States^
is the leading type exported^ accounting for more than half of U« S. shipments. Other wheats exported include Hard Red Springy Durum^ White, and
Soft Red Winter. (Also see Durum wheat, )
WHO:

World Health Organization (see)o

Williams Commission:
ment Policy.
Withdrawal price :
World Bank:

See Commission on International Trade and Invest-

See Common agricultural policy terms.

See International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

World Food Program (WFP): A multilateral food aid organization established
in 19S2'^y the Food and Agriculture Organization and the United Nations ^ the
World Food I^ogram observed its seventh year of operation in I969 by volimtary
contributions of commodities,, services, and casho WFP provides food a.nd animal
feed at the request of governments of le s s-developed countries to help carry
out economic and social development projects and to meet emergency needs.
From the inception of the program through 19^95 a total of 391 economic
developm.ent projects had been approved in 79 countries at a cost to WFP of
$796 million. Donation projects vary from about 1 to 5 years ^ with most development projects ranging from 3 to ^ jea>TSo
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Recipient govermnents receive WFP food and feed -without cost at points
of discharge in their coiontries but^ in addition to req.iiired coimterpart
contributionsj are responsible for all expenses after arrival of the commodities o The U. S. Government contributes commodities and ocean freight
services to the WFP under the authority of Title 11^ Public Law i^SO^and cash
support through AID.
In January I968 the United States pledged to contribute up to $100 million for the 1969-70 period. The pledge is on a matching basis with no more
than 50 percent of the commodities to come from the United States. To date^
the announced pledges of other donor countries have more than matched the
U. S. pledge for this periodo
World Health Organization (WHO): Assists countries in strengthening
public health services^ including such activities as communicable disease
control^ maternal and child healthy environmental healthy and the education
and training of both professional and paramedical personnel. These assistance programs are planned at coimtry and regional levels^ coordinated at
headquarters^ and carried out primarily by advisory and demonstration teams
sent to countries requesting assistance. WHO also is becoming increasingly
active in the health aspects of the population explosion.
In cooperation -with member states^ WHO collects and disseminates
epidemiological information; prepares biological standards; recommends uniform specifications and names for pharmaceutical products; establishes a uniform system of health statistics; and develops and administers international
quarantine regulations to protect against the world-wide spread of disease.
Most recently WHO has undertaken a pilot project for the international monitoring of adverse drug reactions.
Headquarters:

Geneva^ Switzerland.

World price: The price at which commodities will move in international
trade under existing marketing conditions.
The expression is sometimes thought of as the c.i.f. price of an imported
agricultural commodity at the principal port of importation of a major importing country or area. For example^ the spot price of sugar^ 96 degrees^ c.i.f.,
U. K. ports5 bulk basis^ as quoted daily by the London Terminal Association^
is generally considered a -world price. An export price is sometimes thought
of as a world price. For example^ the spot price of sugar^ 96 degrees^ bulk5
Greater Caribbean Area^ f oO.b. and stowed^ as quoted dai7i.y by the Spot Price
Committee of the Hew York Coffee and Sugar Exchange is often considered to be
a world price. The Caribbean price is5 of course^ on a lower level than the
U. K. price mentioned above--the difference between the two series representting in large part the cost of ocean freight .
Some traders consider the cash price of Number 2 Yellow corn at Chicago
to be the world price for that commodity.
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It should be noted that the concept^ "world price/' lacks precision
unless quality5 location^ and other factors are specified, as has been
done in the illustrations cited,
Warehouse receiptc

W/R:

Y
Yaounde Convention--Yaounde Countries: See European Goimnunity^ specifiially the discussion of the ''associated overseas territories,"
Year: Three "years*^are in conmon use in agricultural trade:
fiscal5 and marketing.

Calendar:^

The calendar year covers January - December,
The fiscal year in the United States--a period on which ma.ny trade statistics are based--usually covers the 12-month period beginning July 1 in one
year and ending June 30 in the following year. The Japanese fiscal year covers
the 12-month period beginning April 1 in one year and ending March 31 the following year.
The marketing or crop year for som.e major U, S« farm products is as follows:
Wheat5 rye5 oats^ barley^ tobacco (flue-cured), July 1 - June 30; cotton^ rice^
peanuts 5 August 1 - July 31; corn^ sorghim grains^ soybeans^ tobacco (other than
flue-cured)5 October 1 - September 30,
Care must be exercised in identifying the "year" referred to in trade
statistics. The U, S, Department of Agriculture publishes trade statistics based
on calendar5 fiscal, and marketing years.

Z
Zollverein: The German word for a customs union. Such unions were formed
in 1833 between Prussia and various independent German states which agreed to
impose no tariff duties among themselves, and to adopt ujiiform duties applicable to the rest of the worldo (Also see Cußtoms union» )
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